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Abstract
The goal of this thesis is to better understand the physical and chemical properties of mete-
oroids by using simultaneous radar and video observations of meteors. The Canadian Meteor
Orbit Radar (CMOR) and several Gen-III image-intensified CCD cameras were used to mea-
sure common meteors and validate metric errors determined through Monte Carlo modelling
and to relate radar electron line density (q) to video photon radiant power (I). By adopt-
ing an ionisation coefficient from Jones (1997) and using recorded measurements of q/I, a
corresponding estimate of the fraction of meteoroid kinetic energy loss converted into light
(luminous efficiency) was found.
It was found that 7% ± 3% of video meteors were also simultaneously detected as specular
echoes by radar, larger than the expected 2% − 5% from modelling. Errors in the per-frame
position measurements for video meteors were found to be anisotropic, with video speeds be-
ing higher on average compared to radar speeds, consistent with more deceleration in specular
radar measurements. Most radar detections occurred near the end of their meteor trails, sug-
gesting simultaneous observations are biased towards larger, non-fragmenting meteoroids. The
peak luminous efficiency was found to be 5.9% at 41 km/s. The magnitude scale and electron
line density were found to relate as M = (38.7 ± 1.2) − 2.5 log10 q.
These results suggest the masses of higher speed meteoroids are an order of magnitude
smaller than previously thought, implying the total meteoroid mass influx for small meteoroids
is below earlier estimates. The main uncertainties associated with this analysis are the unknown
spectra of individual meteors (which affects estimates of I), and assumptions of the initial
iii
meteor trail radius (which affects estimates of q). To improve future simultaneous comparisons,
an automated video meteor observatory was constructed. This system, named the Canadian
Automated Meteor Observatory (CAMO), features a guided camera which tracks meteors in
real-time, giving higher precision video measurements of deceleration and fragmentation for
comparison to radar measurements. CAMO can also be used to constrain numerical meteoroid
ablation models and to measure the meteoroid mass in-flux at Earth.
Keywords: meteors, meteoroids radar, video, simultaneous, monte carlo, error simulation,
luminous efficiency, ionisation efficiency
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Introduction
Confucius he say:
Man with one watch always know what time it is.
Man with two watches never sure.
1.1 Motivation
The main motivation of this thesis is to better understand the physical properties of meteors, by
comparing radar and video observations of the same events. To accomplish this, observations
were carried out on 29 separate nights to collect ∼ 500 simultaneous radar-video meteors.
An important question in both aeronomy and astronomy is: what is the mass influx from
meteoroids that arrives at the Earth? To answer this question, meteor observations are needed;
however, these require accurate estimates of meteoroid mass. Fig. 1.1 shows previous studies
that have measured this influx. As shown in the figure, video meteors (larger than 10−6 kg) are
not well sampled, and show disagreement. This places doubt on whether the mass influx is
a power law distribution, which is expected assuming the processes that produce meteoroids
are in collisional equilibrium. For these video meteors, if the corresponding meteoroid mass
(arguably the most important physical property) is over-estimated, then the total mass influx
will be smaller, questioning why a power law is not measured.
1
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Figure 1.1: Previous studies measuring the meteoroid mass influx per year as a cumulative
distribution for the entire surface of the Earth. Optical studies account for meteoroids larger
than 10−6 kg, where few observations are available. The dashed line represents an interpolation
between all but the Ceplecha (2001) datasets. It is important to note that as larger meteoroids
occur less frequently, this figure represents the average mass influx over long time spans.
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1.2 Background
Meteoroids are small bodies in orbit around the Sun. With sizes from 10 µm to 10 m (Ceplecha
et al., 1998), they are dominantly produced as the decay products from comets and asteroids.
Comets are unaltered conglomerates of dirt and ice left over from the formation of the solar
system, originating from beyond the orbit of Neptune. However, comets can be gravitationally
perturbed into the inner solar system (see Levison, 1997 for a review) which reduces their
aphelia (farthest distance from the Sun). As a comet approaches perihelion (its closest point
to the Sun), solar heating causes dust to be released in the form of meteoroids in orbits similar
to the parent comet. Asteroids, which are the rocky planetesimals left over from early solar
system formation, often have collisions with other bodies in the main asteroid belt (found
between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter) and are another possible source of meteoroids. In
both cases, the heliocentric orbits of the meteoroids evolve with time due to gravitational and
radiative perturbations from the planets and Sun. Given enough time, their orbits may evolve
to cross the ecliptic plane close to the Earth and interact with the atmosphere where they ablate.
Most meteoroids are not directly visible in space before ablation occurs due to their small size.
As many meteoroids are released during each perihelion passage, their orbits are similar, and
the collective dust trail is referred to as a meteoroid stream. Fig. 1.2 shows example meteoroid
orbits from the Daytime-Sextantid (DSX) stream.
At the Earth’s average orbital distance of 1 AU(1.5×108 km), meteoroids are gravitationally
bound to the solar system if they have heliocentric speeds ≤ 42 km/s. In a geocentric reference
frame moving with the Earth at its orbital speed of 30 km/s, meteors bound to the solar system
travel up to 72 km/s. However, when observing from the Earth, gravity restricts their slowest
speed to ∼ 11 km/s, neglecting atmospheric deceleration. The speed at which a meteoroid
encounters the Earth relates to its aphelion distance, but is also affected by its orbital elements,
especially inclination.
Upon entering the Earth’s atmosphere, collisions with atmospheric molecules heats the me-
teoroid, causing material to ablate. This material then collides with atmospheric molecules to
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Figure 1.2: An orbital distribution showing the Daytime Sextantid (DSX) meteor shower for
Oct 1, 2012 detect by the Canadian Meteor Orbit Radar (Jones et al., 2005). The particles
appear to arrive from the direction close to the Sun and intersect the Earth’s orbit. Because
these observations were made from Earth, only meteoroids whose orbits exactly intersect the
Earth are detected. Uncertainty and natural variability in velocity measurement causes the large
spread in aphelion distance.
create a trail of ionised and excited plasma, producing light, ionisation, and for larger mete-
oroids, shock waves. This phenomenon is collectively referred to as a meteor. For very small
meteoroids (< 40 µm), heat is radiated away from the body faster than it is absorbed, meaning
ablation is not achieved and the dust particles survive entry to eventually drift down to the
ground. For very large and strong meteoroids, ablation may not consume the entire mass be-
fore it decelerates to be slower than the minimum speed where ablation can occur (∼ 3 km/s).
This may lead to remnants of the original meteoroid impacting the Earth’s surface, where the
surviving stone is called a meteorite. Studying recovered meteorites chemically and isotopi-
cally allows their composition to be directly determined. However, the types of meteoroids
that may survive to become meteorites are subject to bias. Lab samples for most meteoroids
impacting the Earth do not exist because of these biases (see Ceplecha et al., 1998, for a dis-
cussion). Slower meteoroids from asteroidal material are more preferentially likely to survive
due to their higher tensile strength and lower ablation at lower speed.
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Meteors themselves are more representative of small solar system bodies, but are still a
biased sample of small solar system bodies since only material that reaches the Earth’s orbit
can be studied. Nevertheless, by studying meteors which ablate regardless of material strength,
a less biased picture of the physical and chemical properties of their originating meteoroids
(and hence, parent bodies) can be determined. This allows for constraints to be placed on
the material distribution in the solar system and for the nature of comets and asteroids to be
better understood, ultimately leading to refinements in solar system formation models. More
practical studies include measuring the total meteoroid mass influx and bulk densities to assess
spacecraft shielding requirements.
Meteors are observed as bright line-like objects which appear to come from a particular
location in the sky, called the radiant. While the path of meteors from a shower are parallel
lines in the atmosphere, the viewing perspective from the ground causes an observer to see them
as lines intersecting at a common point on the celestial sphere. This intersection point is called
the radiant, with the shower name derived from the constellation containing it. For example,
the Perseid meteor shower has its radiant in the constellation Perseus, illustrated in Fig. 1.3.
Meteors that belong to the same shower are produced from the same parent object. The Perseid
shower which occurs yearly in August is produced from the comet 109/P Swift-Tuttle.
Very old (> 104 years, a typical precessional period) shower meteoroids, in orbit around
the Sun for many perihelion passages, may be gravitationally perturbed enough to change
their orbits such that they can no longer be directly related to each other or to the orbit of a
specific parent body. These meteoroids, called sporadics, originate from larger sources in the
sky and appear at random times. Fig. 1.4 shows an example radiant map in sun-centred ecliptic
coordinates for Oct 1, 2012, from data collected by CMOR (Jones et al., 2005). This reference
system (described in Fig. 1.5) rotates with the Earth’s orbital motion such that the direction of
the Sun (the helion direction) is always at a sun-centred ecliptic longitude of 0◦. The higher
speed meteors in the centre of Fig. 1.4 encounter the Earth head on and originate from the
Earth’s apex direction, always at longitude −90◦. These meteoroids are in retrograde orbits
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Figure 1.3: Radiant location of the Perseid (PER) shower, in the constellation Perseus. Meteors
from this shower appear as lines to Earthbound observers, which may then be traced back to
the radiant.
which impact the Earth with large relative speed, up to 72 km/s, and are generally from long
period comets. The radiant of a short duration meteor shower is fixed in a sun-centred ecliptic
reference frame. The period of activity may last from days to weeks.
To observe meteors, measurements using radar or video instruments are most commonly
employed, as they can be used to infer the physical and chemical properties of the associated
meteoroids. However, the interpretation of these measurements is subject to assumptions and
experimental bias and error. In fact, it is often the case that independent physical determinations
(such as mass) from different instruments give quite different results. These biases and errors
may be reduced and better understood by combining simultaneous observations using different
instruments. This topic (multi-instrumental observations and bias constraint) is the core focus
of this thesis.
A more detailed description of meteoroid and meteor science may be found in many excel-
lent references, such as McKinley (1961), Ceplecha et al. (1998), and Murad et al. (2002).
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Figure 1.4: A radiant map for Oct 1, 2012, from CMOR data showing meteor radiants in sun-
centred ecliptic coordinates. The ecliptic latitude (β) and longitude (λ) of each meteor’s radiant
has the solar longitude (λ) subtracted. The Sun is located at (0, 0) (offset to the left), while the
apex direction of Earth’s motion around the Sun is shown at the centre, and is λ − λ = −90◦.
Figure 1.5: Sun-centred ecliptic coordinates are defined such that the Sun (the helion direction)
and direction of Earth’s motion (the apex direction) are fixed. The resulting radiant map co-
rotates with the Earth, with meteor radiants being distributed on the “windshield” of the Earth’s
apparent forward motion.
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1.3 Meteoroid-Atmosphere Interaction: Meteor Physics
This thesis focuses specifically on the process of meteoroid ablation in the atmosphere. While
instruments may record the total number of photons or electrons released during meteoroid
ablation, the underlying physical picture is complicated due to the exact nature of how these
emissions occur and are measured.
Meteoroids begin as single bodies in space. When a meteoroid encounters the atmosphere,
collisions with atmospheric molecules transfers momentum and energy to the particle. These
collisions will either liberate atoms directly from the meteoroid surface (referred to as sputter-
ing), or heat the meteoroid to its boiling point (∼ 2000◦C) at which time material will evaporate
off the surface (referred to as thermal ablation). It is often assumed that thermal ablation is the
dominant form of mass loss. Thermal stress or stagnation pressure in excess of tensile strength
can cause a meteoroid to fragment into smaller pieces, with the scale of this fragmentation
varying widely. Gross fragmentation happens when large pieces physically separate away from
the main body, each continuing to ablate on their own as single bodies. Gaseous and particu-
late wake is more fine-scale, releasing material behind the meteoroid. Ablation may also take
the form of dust emission/removal rather than individual atomic emission, producing a trail of
heated, small particles termed meteor wake.
After ablated material leaves the meteoroid surface, it collides with atmospheric molecules.
This creates a trail of ionised and excited plasma, although plasma will also be present close to
the meteoroid itself. This trail phenomenon produces light, heat, and for larger bodies, shock
wake, collectively referred to as a meteor. A pictorial representation of meteoroid ablation is
given in Fig. 1.6.
The equations that define the change in speed (v) and mass (m) as functions of time (t) for
thermal ablation implicitly assume single-body behaviour. In time ∆t, a meteoroid will travel
a distance S v∆t. Having a cross-sectional area S , it will encounter a volume of atmosphere
equal to S v∆t, and thus, encounter an atmospheric mass of ∆ma = ρaS v∆t, where ρa is the
atmospheric density. By introducing the dimensionless shape factor A (which relates S to the
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Figure 1.6: Meteoroid ablation occurring in the atmosphere. The spherical meteoroid travels at
speed v with cross sectional area S , and encounters an air volume of S v∆t in time ∆t. Ablated
meteoric atoms collide with atmospheric molecules to create a meteor trail. Electrons (e−) and
photons (γ) are emitted in the trail.
meteoroid volume V as A = S/V2/3), S can be written in terms of the meteoroid bulk density
(ρm) and meteoroid mass. If a meteoroid ablates in a self-similar manner, then A is constant
and often assumed to be A = 1.21, corresponding to a sphere.
The rate of oncoming air mass encountered is therefore defined as:
dma
dt
=
∆ma
∆t
=
Am2/3vρa
ρm2/3
(1.1)
The momentum transfer from the atmosphere to the meteoroid is given by:
d(mv)
dt
=
dm
dt
v + m
dv
dt
= Γ
dma
dt
v (1.2)
The right hand side represents the momentum of the encountered air volume. The drag
coefficient Γ represents the fraction of momentum transferred to the meteoroid from the on-
coming air molecules, and is valued between zero and two. The dm/dt term is ignored for
small meteoroids assuming m  ∆mm. Substitution of Eq. 1.1 into Eq. 1.2 gives the drag
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equation (where the negative sign emphasises deceleration):
dv
dt
= − ΓAρav
2
ρm2/3m1/3
(1.3)
Similarly, the kinetic energy transfer from the atmosphere (Ka) to the meteoroid in time ∆t
determines the mass loss rate. Conceptually, a fraction of the kinetic energy is used to ablate
mass from the meteoroid (the negative sign emphasises mass is being lost):
dm
dt
= −ΛKa
ξ∆t
= −Λv
2
2ξ
dma
dt
(1.4)
The heat transfer coefficient Λ represents the fraction of the kinetic energy loss of the
oncoming air molecules that is expended to heat the meteoroid and ablate meteoric atoms, and
is valued between zero and unity. The energy required to ablate one unit of meteoroid mass is
ξ, termed the heat of ablation. Substitution of Eq. 1.1 into Eq. 1.4 gives the mass loss equation:
dm
dt
= −ΛAρav
3m2/3
2ξρ2/3m
(1.5)
The amount of light produced is assumed to be proportional to the rate of change of ki-
netic energy of the meteoroid (Km), and therefore also proportional to the mass loss rate. It is
described by the luminosity equation:
I = −τI dKmdt = −τI(
v2
2
dm
dt
+ mv
dv
dt
) (1.6)
In this equation, I is the radiant power emitted either bolometrically or in a specific instru-
ment bandpass, and τI is the luminous efficiency. This represents the fraction of a meteoroid’s
instantaneous kinetic energy loss which is transformed into light. For fast, faint meteors, the
contribution from the deceleration term (dv/dt) is negligible and is safely ignored (Ceplecha et
al., 1998).
The amount of ionisation produced is also assumed to be proportional to the mass loss rate
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and is described by the ionisation equation:
q = − β
µv
dm
dt
(1.7)
In this equation, q is the number of electrons per unit trail length, called the electron line
density. The radial electron distribution is often assumed to be Gaussian with a radius of ∼ 1 m
at 100 km height (Jones and Campbell-Brown, 2005). The atomic mass of a typical meteoric
atom is µ, while β is the ionisation coefficient which represents the average number of electrons
produced per ablated atom. The resulting plasma is neutral, meaning the electron count equals
the ion charge, with no free space charge being present in the trail.
The conversion efficiencies τI and β are uncertain, but are essential to determine meteoroid
mass from the total photon or electron count. Ionisation mass for a specular meteor radar is
found by measuring q, assuming an ionisation curve, and integrating Eq. 1.7. Photometric mass
is found by measuring I along the trail, then integrating Eq. 1.6. Alternatively, the deceleration
profile can be used to estimate mass by modelling Eq. 1.3 and Eq. 1.5 assuming single body
ablation. To relate τI and β, simultaneous radar-video observations may be used. Because q
and I are both proportional to dm/dt, Eq. 1.6 and Eq. 1.7 can be combined to give the ratio
β/τI , independent of the mass loss rate:
β
τI
=
µv3
2
q
I
(1.8)
This means if either β or τI are known or assumed, the other may be estimated. This relation
is the focus of Chapter 3.
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1.4 Instrumentation
1.4.1 Radar Equipment and Methods
During the formation of a meteor trail, meteoric atoms may become ionised (∼10% of them)
through collisions with the neutral air molecules. This process releases free electrons, which
are able to scatter electro-magnetic waves better than the ions can due to the electrons having
less mass. However, the presence of the ions is very important. Radar systems detect these
electrons by transmitting shaped radio-frequency (RF) pulses, which upon reflection by the
electrons, are recorded by an antenna-receiver (RX) pair. A single station radar where the
RX is co-located with the transmitter (TX) is referred to as a mono-static radar, as opposed
to a multi-static radar which has multiple RX stations, only one (or none) of which may be
co-located with the TX.
Radar systems can detect either head or body/trail echoes. Head echoes scatter RF from
the plasma surrounding the meteoroid itself, and body echoes scatter from the trail electrons.
While the scattering cross section of a single electron is very small, the contribution from
many electrons add together constructively and destructively, depending on the per-electron
path length difference. Because of this, and because of the lower TX power requirement to
detect them, the radar system used in this study detects body echoes. While scattering does not
occur from a single location along a meteor trail, the vector sum of all electron contributions is
equivalent to scattering from a single, specular point. This point occurs at the minimum range
(R0) to the trail, with the vector to this point being perpendicular to the meteor trail axis.
Meteor trails are long thin cylinders of ionisation, and can be approximated by an infinites-
imally thin line source. The behaviour of the scattered amplitude during trail formation is
therefore described by Fresnel diffraction, illustrated by the Cornu spiral in Fig. 1.7, and nu-
merically defined by the Fresnel integrals:
C(x) =
∫ x
−∞
dt cos
pit2
2
S (x) =
∫ x
−∞
dt sin
pit2
2
(1.9)
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Figure 1.7: Cornu spiral representing Fresnel diffraction from a line scatter target. The vector
C(x) + i · S (x) represents the complex signal amplitude and phase received. For a meteor trail
formed at −∞, the vector begins from (−0.5,−0.5). The maximum amplitude for a specular
echo is shown, occurring at x = 1.217, where x is the Fresnel parameter which relates to a
physical distance s along the trail (see text for details).
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The received signal amplitude and phase can be represented as a complex number, defined
as C(x) + i · S (x). The Fresnel parameter x relates to a physical distance along the meteor
trail as s = x
√
R0λ/2, where λ is the radar wavelength. The value x = 0 represents the
specular backscatter point at range R0. The meteor trail is assumed to begin at x = −∞, and the
maximum received amplitude occurs when x = 1.217, after which time the amplitude oscillates
due to alternating zones of constructive and destructive interference. This is illustrated in
Fig. 1.8. Oscillations may also be noticeable before the specular point if the trail length is short
(ie: if the meteor does not start at x = −∞).
Figure 1.8: Echo amplitude as a function of distance along the meteor trail. The maximum
amplitude occurs near the specular point at range R0. Oscillations after the maximum are due
to alternating zones of constructive and destructive interference.
After the trail has formed, ambipolar diffusion causes the trail to expand radially, which
decreases the echo amplitude (not pictured in Fig. 1.8). The exact behaviour of the echo am-
plitude during this expansion depends on the electron volume density. If its associated plasma
frequency is higher than the radar frequency, the RF pulse cannot penetrate the trail and com-
pletely reflects as if the trail were a metallic cylinder. This is referred to as an overdense
echo. If an RF pulse can completely penetrate the trail it is termed an underdense echo. For
underdense echoes, as the meteor trail width approaches the radar wavelength, destructive in-
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terference from the near and far side of the trail attenuates the reflected echo amplitude until
it is below the receiver noise floor limit. As meteor trails form with greater width at higher
height (McKinley, 1961), this introduces a bias where detection does not occur above a height
ceiling. Because of this, specular meteor radar systems often use λ ∼ 10 m which gives a peak
detection height of ∼ 90 km.
Figure 1.9: Relative phase offset (φ) between two antennas spaced a distance ~r. By considering
the phase offsets between multiple pairs of RX, the direction vector to the echo (~k) can be
determined through interferometry.
For CMOR’s specific radar application, multiple RX antennas are used and arranged to
form an interferometer to locate the direction of an echo in the sky, referenced in spherical (θ,
ϕ) coordinates. For two antennas physically separated by ~r, the path length difference to the
specular point is measured as a phase offset φ, illustrated in Fig. 1.9 and defined by:
φ = (
2pi
λ
)~r · ~k (1.10)
Here, ~k is anti-parallel to the Poynting vector of the scattered/reflected wave. This ~k vector
to the specular echo can be determined by considering multiple antennas in pairs. Because of
the nature of specular scattering, the direction of ~k is located 90◦ from the meteor radiant.
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To measure meteoroid speed, several different techniques can be used. Because a meteor
trail forms at finite speed, the timing of the oscillations in amplitude and phase can be mea-
sured from an echo profile and compared to their expected location along the trail based on
Fresnel diffraction. This gives a direct measure of the speed. However, this method has two
limitations. First, meteoroid fragmentation can complicate the scattered signal due to multiple
reflections from trails just metres apart, which “washes out” the oscillations. Secondly, this
Fresnel technique only measures speed, not velocity. To measure a velocity vector, a time-
of-flight technique is needed. In this method, a multi-static radar detects the same meteor at
slightly different times, exploiting the fact that multi-station specular points are typically at
different positions on the trail. Fig. 1.10 shows a typical echo profile detected at three stations,
showing this time-of-flight offset. These offsets are combined with interferometry to measure
the complete velocity vector (Jones et al., 2005). This technique is discussed further in Chapter
2.
Figure 1.10: An example of a meteor recorded by a multi-static radar. Three stations each
see the echo at different times, corresponding to different physical specular locations along the
trail.
The received power, PR, from a fully formed meteor trail is given by:
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PR =
g2λ3PTGTGR
32pi4R30
(1.11)
Here, PT is the TX power,GT andGR are the TX and RX antenna gains (which are functions
of θ and ϕ, relative to an isotropic radiator) respectively, and g is the reflection coefficient. This
last term represents the fraction of the incident RF wave reflected by the meteor trail, and can
be determined from full-wave scattering models such as Poulter and Baggaley (1977). These
models relate q to g and the trail radius a. By measuring g and assuming a, q can be estimated.
Underdense echoes can be approximated as g = qpire, where re is the classical electron radius,
while “classical” overdense echoes are g ∼ q1/4.
1.4.2 Video Equipment and Methods
During the formation of a meteor trail, the ionised and neutral meteoric and atmospheric atoms
may become excited above their ground states. This leads to photon emission in a meteor trail,
detectable by optically sensitive devices on the ground. The video systems in this study pas-
sively record the photons emitted by a meteor using a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) based
camera. However, due to the limited sensitivity of a CCD, faint meteors are below typical
detection threshold limits. To increase sensitivity, an image-intensifier is coupled to the CCD.
This results in much improved sensitivity with a gain approaching 4×104. A pictorial repre-
sentation of an image-intensifier is given in Fig. 1.11. Generation II and III image-intensifiers
amplify light using a micro-channel plate (MCP) design which is able to form an image unlike
a photo-multiplier tube (PMT) which can only amplify the total light sum. Essentially, an MCP
is an array of PMTs. Gen-III devices use GaAs photo-cathodes for increased sensitivity and
tube lifetime. When a photon strikes the photo-cathode on the intensifier entrance window, it
releases an electron. This electron cascades through the MCP, releasing more electrons which
then emerge to strike a phosphor screen. This releases new photons which are recorded by the
CCD.
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The photons emitted by a meteor include a thermal continuum, but most emission is due to
specific atomic lines. Fig. 1.12 illustrates an example meteor spectrum, a Na-free Southern δ-
Aquariid from Borovicˇka et al. (2005), along with the sensitivity of a Gen-III image-intensifier.
For the video systems in this study, the output from the camera is digitised by a computer
frame grabber device. Fig. 1.13 shows an example video frame. Lens focal lengths typically
vary between 25 and 75 mm with focal ratios between f /0.7 and f /1.5, depending on the me-
teoroid sizes being investigated. Video records are calibrated in terms of position (astrometry)
and brightness (photometry) by comparing visible stars in the field of view against their corre-
sponding calibrated positions and brightness from a star catalogue. In optical meteor studies,
magnitude values are called absolute magnitudes when the radiant power is scaled to 100 km
range from the meteor. Absolute magnitude relate to a physical radiant power (I) and range (R)
according to:
M = C − 2.5 log10I − 5 log10(R/100) (1.12)
Where C is a calibration constant. As will be discussed in Chapter 3, a zero-magnitude
meteor as recorded by an image-intensified CCD camera radiates 820 W bolometrically.
Multiple video stations separated by 50 to 100 km are used to determine meteor velocities
through triangulation. This method in general has higher precision than radar techniques for
measuring velocity.
While video observations image the meteor directly, they have limitations compared to
radar observations: daylight, cloud coverage, and the moon can interfere with data collection.
1.5 Thesis Goals
The primary goal of this thesis is to relate radar electron line density (q) against video photon
radiant power (I), and to compare radar interferometry with video astrometry. Estimating the
electron ionisation coefficient (β) allows for an estimate of the meteor luminous efficiency (τI)
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Figure 1.11: Pictorial representation of a Gen-III image-intensifier. Input photons are converted
to electrons by the photo-cathode, which then cascade through a micro-channel plate giving a
gain up to ∼ 4×104. This produces an image on a phosphor screen which is recorded by a CCD
camera.
Figure 1.12: Spectral response of a Gen-III image-intensifier together with an example meteor
spectrum from Borovicˇka et al. (2005). This meteor is Na-free, and is associated with the
Southern δ-Aquariid meteor shower. Two specific emission lines, Mg and O, are shown.
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Figure 1.13: Visible field-of-view from an image-intensified CCD camera. The sensitivity to
stars is better than what human vision can achieve. As meteors spread out their light, they
have lower sensitivity than the stellar limit. The FOV is 26◦×19◦ and the faintest visible star is
M ∼ +7M.
in the image-intensified red sensitive spectral bandpass, since the two can be related through the
ratio q/I from simultaneous observations. While previous literature values of τI are available,
they are referenced in the blue photographic bandpass, which is expected to differ significantly
from a red sensitive bandpass due to different meteor spectral lines being observed.
Chapter 2 (published as Weryk and Brown, 2012A) introduces how the meteor dataset
used in this thesis was collected, and discusses metric comparisons between the radar and
video meteors. Numerical models of error propagation were developed and applied to specific
comparisons such as range, interferometry, and velocity.
Chapter 3 (submitted as Weryk and Brown, 2012B) extends on the dataset of Chapter 2 and
compares ionisation and luminosity to constrain the luminous efficiency (τI) in the intensified
video bandpass.
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Chapter 4 (submitted as Weryk et al., 2012) discusses a new automated video instrument
that will be used in future studies to automatically acquire simultaneous radar and video me-
teor events. While the dataset for Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 was large enough to make the pre-
liminary metric and photometry/ionisation comparisons reported, ideally a much larger more
homogeneous dataset is needed. To better accomplish future simultaneous radar-video meteor
comparisons, a fully automated video meteor detection and analysis system was constructed,
enabling calibrated, homogeneous data collection. An automated video system is the only
practical solution to obtain ionisation/luminosity comparisons for specific meteor showers in
order to analyse composition dependencies.
Chapter 5 summarises this thesis work and lists potential future work.
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Chapter 2
Metric comparisons
A version of this chapter has been published as:
Weryk, Robert J.; Brown, Peter G. (2012).
Simultaneous radar and video meteors – I: Metric comparisons.
Planetary and Space Science, Volume 62, Issue 1, p. 132-152.
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Motivation
Meteor observations are a relatively inexpensive way to better understand the distribution of
material in our solar system. Through observations of meteors in the atmosphere, the pre-
atmospheric orbits and some of the physical characteristics of their associated meteoroids can
be determined. These observations allow the dust ecology in the solar system to be better
understood, which sheds light on the origin and evolution of the parent bodies of meteoroids,
namely comets and asteroids.
These observations are also vital for more practical concerns such as spacecraft safety
(Beech et al., 1997). Engineering spacecraft to survive meteoroid impacts requires knowledge
of the meteoroid environment, such as the absolute meteoroid flux and velocity distribution.
Data of these kind are commonly obtained from either radar or video measurements of me-
teors. However, as with all instruments, radar and video observations are subject to biases
and measurement error. Fortunately, biases are usually specific to one type of instrument, and
23
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multi-instrument comparisons allow the functional form of these biases to be better understood,
properly modeled and constrained. While internal estimates of error can be made, comparison
with independent measurements from separate instruments provides a much stronger valida-
tion and quantification of error measurements. Additionally, conversion of raw radar or video
data to fundamental physical attributes of a meteoroid (mass, density, composition, etc.) usu-
ally requires knowledge of the conversion efficiency of kinetic energy to light and ionisation.
These quantities are important to the interpretation of meteor observations, and remain poorly
known (eg. Ceplecha et al., 1998); studies to address ionisation or luminous efficiencies are
only meaningful if instrumental errors are simultaneously available.
In what follows, we present a study of a dataset of simultaneously recorded multi-station
meteors detected with a multi-frequency transverse scattering radar and intensified video cam-
eras. Our motivation is to better understand the accuracy of both our radar and video mea-
surements, to test the existing meteor echo scattering theory for specular radar systems, and to
study more broadly the correlation between radar signature and video brightness. In this work
we wish to specifically address the following questions:
1. What is the range accuracy of the radar?
2. What is the accuracy of our radar interferometric measurements?
3. What is the accuracy of our video measurements?
4. How do the radar-derived speeds and radiant measurements compare to those determined
by video?
5. What factors affect radar detectability? What fraction of all meteors detected by video
can be seen by the radar?
6. Is geometry the only factor in specular scattering which determines radar visibility?
Many of these questions address the central issue of error estimation in radar and video
studies, as realistic error estimates are often the key to answering important questions. For
example, establishing the significance of meteoroid flux contributions from interstellar sources
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(Weryk and Brown, 2004) measured by radar is dependent on detailed understanding of the
accuracy of time-of-flight velocity measurements. For radar studies of the sporadic meteor
sources (Campbell-Brown, 2008), interferometry errors for radar echoes (especially those of
lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)) are the dominant source of error. When examining the
physical properties of meteoroids, such as density, for faint video meteors (Kikwaya et al.,
2009), the quality of the analysis is dependent on the accuracy of mass estimates and errors in
position measurements. The accuracy of radar interferometry affects echo height estimates, a
key quantity in meteor wind measurement (Holdsworth, 2004).
A major goal of this work is to develop numerical models of measurement error for radar
and video meteors, and compare these to measurements for a dataset of simultaneously ob-
served meteors. Previous error estimates for radar and video meteor measurements relied on
quantities that were assumed based on theoretical estimates alone; here we attempt to add
observational validation on a case-by-case basis.
2.1.2 Previous Studies
The value in simultaneous radar and video measurements has been understood for many years
(Fujiwara et al., 1995). However, the technology to allow detailed comparisons between tem-
porally and spatially defined meteors observed by both radar and video instruments has only
been recently available.
Previous studies that made simultaneous optical and radar measurements of meteors did so
mainly to explore the correspondence between luminosity and ionisation; a relationship both
theoretically and observationally important. As our focus in this work is metric comparisons,
we will review only those papers that relate to such comparisons. It is important to realise that
video techniques are a subset of optical techniques, and other optical methods, such as visual
and photographic records, have been used by other authors.
An early report on simultaneous Perseid shower observations was made by McKinley and
Millman (1949a). After applying reasonable time coincidence, radar-echo duration, and visual
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brightness criteria, they noted that 101 meteors were in common between 3700 radar echoes
(representing 3%) and 1100 visual records. However, the radar echoes had durations of several
seconds, and the visual records only corresponded to the brighter events. While the limit-
ing visual mass might be estimated, the sensitivity for their 150 kW, 32.7 MHz radar is only
given as 5×10−14 W. The majority of their radar echoes indicate off-specular reflections which
would correspond to meteors with much larger masses, and represent wind-distorted overdense
echoes.
A simultaneous visual, telescopic, and radar observation program was undertaken in 1962
at the Ondrˇejov observatory in Czechoslovakia, and is described by Grygar et al. (1968) and
Kohoutek et al. (1970). Based on their radar sensitivity and assumed hourly rates, they es-
timated that 3% of optical meteors between magnitudes +3 and +7 should be observed as
specular meteor echoes. However, when comparing real data, they found 12% of visual mete-
ors between first and third magnitude were observed by their 20 kW, 37.5 MHz radar, and all
12 − 29 s duration radar echoes were observed. No telescopic meteors were observed by radar.
They also found the average angular length of simultaneous visual-radar meteors was 15.4◦ as
opposed to 12.2◦ for trails that were observed by optical instruments only.
Cook et al. (1972) observed 29 simultaneous meteors (out of an unreported total) between
February 1969 and June 1970 using a multi-station radar and an image-orthicon television cam-
era. The smallest meteor in-common (based on photometric mass) was 4×10−7 kg while the
average mass was 4×10−6 kg. Because the video trajectories were determined by combining
the video data with the radar data, only the begin and end heights are directly comparable.
The time of each radar event was recorded on the audio channel of the video recorder unit,
and comparisons of the radar duration versus the video duration show the video records to be
longer. Within their stated 2 km height error, the video determined end heights were systemat-
ically 6.4 km lower than their radar end heights, and no radar end heights were observed below
81.7 km.
Fujiwara et al. (1995) used the 1 MW, 46.5 MHz MU radar (which has a four channel
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interferometer) along with three-station intensified-video measurements (using 85 mm lenses
with limiting magnitudes between 0 and +5.5) to search for simultaneous meteors. During
December 1991 and December 1993, they pointed their camera 90◦ from the Geminid radiant
(ie: at the expected radar specular scattering point), and found 20 meteors (< 5% of all ob-
served video events) that were simultaneously detected by the radar. Of these, almost all had
overdense radar echo profiles, and no measurements of position differences were reported.
Koschny et al. (1997) used the SOUSY backscatter radar along with a single station 50 mm
f /0.75 Gen-II image intensifier sensitive to a stellar magnitude of +8 to look for simultaneous
meteors. Their usable video field-of-view (FOV) was 15◦×15◦ while the radar volume was
contained within a 5◦×7◦ FOV from the video site. In their 30 minutes of collected data, only
one +7 magnitude meteor was detected, but not analysed. They provide an estimate that 2%
of all meteors detected by video should be simultaneously observed by radar based on their
viewing geometry, and state that underdense radar meteors should have corresponding video
magnitudes fainter than +5.
Nishimura et al. (2001) used the MU radar and a single station Gen-II image-intensified
camera to detect simultaneous events in a 10◦ (FOV). Their radar had a sensitivity limit of
magnitude +14.8 for head echoes, while the video camera was sensitive to stars of magnitude
+9. Velocity information from the radar was combined with video brightness to compute
meteoroid mass. In 3.83 hours of observation time, they detected 1393 radar head echoes,
of which 34 (2.5%) were also detected by their video system between magnitudes +4.3 and
+9.3 with an average magnitude of +7.5. While their video precision was ∼ 0.009◦ per pixel,
they had 0.5◦ errors in radar position measurements due to unknown phase offsets which gave
radiant and speed errors of 0.5◦ and 0.2 km/s respectively. Even with this small error, they had
three radar measured cases where the average speeds were above 72 km/s which they claim are
likely from interstellar sources.
Pecina et al. (2001) used two station video observations along with the Ondrˇejov radar
during the 1998 and 1999 Perseid shower. While they do not describe their sensitivity limits,
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of 199 meteors suspected to be common (out of an unreported total), only 42 were visible
by both video stations. Of these video meteors, 18 were observed at 90◦ from the radiant
(ie: at the specular point) while five more were at most 1.0◦ away from the expected specular
location. The smallest photometric determined mass was 1.5 × 10−7 kg, while the largest was
1.4×10−5 kg, with an average of 3.3×10−6 kg. The radar had a range resolution of 5 km, larger
than all the measured range differences between the radar and video determined trajectories.
Brosch et al. (2004) observed during the 2002 Leonid shower with a ∼ 1 GHz phased array
radar and two intensified cameras at a single station located 5 km away from the radar. They
do not give many technical details of the methods used for radar data reduction, except to note
that the system was free of “instrumental artifacts”. While both systems used GPS timing, the
radar was manually synchronised, leading to errors of one second. The video systems each had
a 6◦×8◦ FOV that were overlapped by ∼ 2◦, a pixel resolution of 0.02◦, and a stellar sensitivity
of +8. In one hour of observation, the radar recorded 544 detections and the video cameras
recorded 39. Of these, only 33 (6%) were common to both instruments, based on a ten-second
time window and approximate position of the radar point along the video trail. They present
four examples of simultaneous detections, although only one is close to being along the video
trail, with the remaining events having their radar echoes below their corresponding video
positions and at a “significant distance” away.
Recently, Michell (2010) studied the radar scattering signatures of optically visible meteors
by simultaneously observing radar head echoes with the Poker Flat Incoherent Scatter Radar
(PFISR). The video system is described as recording at 30 f ps with a 12×16◦ FOV containing
the radar’s 2×4◦ FWHM beam. Michell (2010) suggests that PFISR detects meteors of average
mass 2.4 × 10−9 kg, although it is not stated how this compares to the video sensitivity, or if
all radar side lobes were geometrically visible by the video system. Of 338 radar detected
meteors, six in common video meteors were detected in the radar side-lobes, and only one
in common video meteor was detected in the main beam. This corresponds to a simultaneous
video detection rate of 2% for all detected head echoes. Four of the seven events were computed
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(using a combination of the radar and single station video data) to have in-atmosphere speeds
above 72 km/s which would indicate hyperbolic orbits, although the author does note their
speeds may have errors of 20%.
2.1.3 Feasibility
A central issue arising in our study is to establish if a trail of ionisation detected by the radar
actually corresponds to a simultaneously detected video meteor. Because the energy required to
ionise atoms during ablation is much higher than the energy required to excite them, we expect
any ionisation to always be accompanied by optical emission, even if below the detection
threshold of the video systems. For example, sodium has its lowest excitation energy at 2.1 eV
whereas its first ionisation energy is 5.1 eV. For comparison, a typical ablated meteoroid atom
of oxygen (the most abundant atom by mass in meteoroids) has its lowest ionisation energy at
13.6 eV. For meteoroids of metallic composition, Jones (1997) expects ionisation to cease at
speeds below 10 km/s based on the total kinetic energy of colliding atoms at these slow speeds
being less than the required ionisation energy.
Before undertaking a study such as this, one would like to establish a priori what fraction
of meteors are expected to be detected by both systems. Due to finite trail lengths, a meteor
might not have started to ablate near the radar specular point, or it may have completely ablated
before reaching it. Because of this, not every meteor can be observed simultaneously, but the
percentage can be estimated through modelling. The specular condition refers to those trails
oriented at right angles to the line of sight from the radar, where electrons across Fresnel
zones scatter in phase. This increases the radar cross section by many orders of magnitude as
compared to non-specular meteor trails. Alternating Fresnel zones contribute constructively
and destructively, and the resulting amplitude and phase for a line scatterer is described by the
Cornu spiral (see Ceplecha et al., 1998, for a detailed description).
We have modeled this process through a numerical simulation. In our model, we use param-
eters appropriate to our radar observations, and consider sporadic meteors with randomly dis-
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tributed radiants and in-atmosphere speeds from 12 to 72 km/s stepped by 10 km/s increments
with no deceleration. While sporadic meteors are not entirely random due to the various spo-
radic sources (apex, helion, etc.), the actual sporadic velocity distribution (Campbell-Brown,
2008) is not needed since our radar detections occur at the specular point. All possible radiants
for a given specular detection are distributed over a great circle, which results in the specific
radiant distribution being averaged out when considering a random meteor. This means that
the true sporadic distribution is not important for our simulation.
We vary the differential mass index s (which is a free parameter in our simulation) between
2.0 and 2.5 in increments of 0.1, and from the mass index, we randomly assign a mass to each
meteor using a power law distribution. We also assign a begin height of 110 km (the highest
height detectable in practice by our radar), and compute the end height using the begin height,
the radiant zenith, and the trail length.
While the trail length should be dependent on the mass of a meteoroid, in our simulation
we only consider average trail lengths which are proportional to meteor speed, mass index, and
radiant zenith angle. Therefore, the specific mass of each meteor is not used. The formula
used to compute the trail length is an empirical fit (Campbell-Brown, private communication)
to the Dutch Meteor Society (DMS) and Meteor Science Seminar (MSS) Working Group pho-
tographic and video datasets (http://www.imo.net/data/). For a mass index of s = 2.35 and a
speed of v = 25 km/s, we obtain L = 6.5 km. Increasing the speed to v = 55.0 km/s gives
L = 13.3 km. For comparison, Verniani (1973) found the average trail length to be 10.8 km for
meteors detected by the HRMP with an average mass of 10−7 kg and an average observed en-
trance speed of 33.8 km/s. This HRMP measurement is half the theoretical trail length which
Verniani (1973) computed based on single body theory, presumably indicating that fragmenta-
tion is a common process. If the true trail lengths are longer than the fit values we use, then our
estimates will represent lower bounds on the expected number of simultaneous observations.
Using average trail lengths also means that we ignore deceleration effects.
The radar specular point is computed based on our simulated trajectory vector and its height
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is compared to the trail begin and end heights. We assume that the video trail length corre-
sponds to the portion of the trail that has its electron line density above the system detection
threshold (ie: the radar is more sensitive). The simulation is run until 10000 meteors have their
specular point within the determined height interval, and the ratio (10000 / total runs) is taken
to be the percentage that are simultaneous. We plot this as a function of meteor speed and mass
index, as shown in Fig. 2.1.
From this simple model, we find ∼ 2−5 % of all possible video detected meteors should be
specularly detected by our radar. However, we need to emphasise that true detections have both
height and size biases. Backscatter radar systems at HF/VHF frequencies have a detectable
underdense height distribution that is Gaussian, extending from 80 − 100 km, and peaking at
90 km. Small, fast meteors do exist at higher heights, however, attenuation from the echo height
ceiling effect (Campbell-Brown and Jones, 2003) causes backscatter radars to not detect them.
Our model does not account for any attenuation effects (including Faraday rotation) since we
do not model the radar meteor ionisation curves. Note that most meteors which would suffer
from initial trail radius attenuation are fainter than we can detect with video, so this is not a
major limitation.
Larger meteors are likely to produce longer trails, which increase the chance of the radar
specular point occurring between the begin and end heights. This means that simultaneous
observations are biased against the smaller, fainter meteors which do not produce longer trails.
For trails that approach the theoretical single body length computed by Verniani (1973), the
fraction observed would approach 10%. Because of this, we emphasise that our detections
should be biased towards meteors produced from single body meteoroids, which will tend to
have longer trail lengths.
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Figure 2.1: Fraction of meteors expected to be simultaneously observed by video and specular
radar as functions of speed and mass index from modelling. See text for details. The main
restriction for a simultaneous observation is the specular condition.
2.2 Radar Instrumentation and Methodology
2.2.1 Radar Hardware
The meteor radar used for our study is the Canadian Meteor Orbit Radar (CMOR) described
by Jones et al. (2005) and Webster et al. (2004), and is based on the commercially avail-
able SKiYMET system (Hocking et al., 2001). CMOR is a three frequency system located at
43.264◦N and 80.772◦W, operating at 17.450, 29.850, and 38.150 MHz, although only 29 MHz
is used in our study. Basic technical specifications of the radar system pertinent to this study
are given in Table 2.1. While recent upgrades have changed the system specifications (specif-
ically an increase of the transmitter power on 29 MHz), the data here were recorded when all
frequencies were operating at 6 kW peak power, and no further measurements have been made
since the 29 MHz system changed to 12 kW to avoid introducing configuration specific biases.
The system features a five channel interferometric array on 29 MHz with reception blanked
in phase with the transmitted pulse. The antennas are set up as two linear and orthogonal
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arrays, following Jones et al. (1998). The main station is named Zehr (located near Tavistock,
Ontario), while two remote stations, named Thames (8 km from Zehr) and Gerber (6 km from
Zehr), are used to compute time-of-flight velocities (see Jones et al., 2005).
To avoid issues of mutual coupling, the antennas are placed 2.0 λ and 2.5 λ apart, although
this means that any specific pair cannot uniquely determine the meteor echo angle-of-arrival,
but combinations can, as discussed in Section 2.2.4. LMR400 cable is used to connect each
antenna to its receiver. According to the cable specifications (Times Microwave, online), at 29
MHz this cable has 2.2 dB loss per 100 m with a phase stability of less than 10 ppm per degree
Celsius.
Table 2.1: CMOR technical specifications for 29 MHz system
parameter value
frequency 29.850 MHz
receive cable LMR400
range interval 15 − 255 km
range resolution 3 km
coherent ints. 1
pulse length 75 µs
pulse frequency 532 Hz
peak power 6 kW
skynoise floor −107 dBm
dynamic range 33 dB
daily meteors 8000
daily orbits 2500
beam gain GT +GR 9.8 dBi
beam size 55◦ to −3 dB point
2.2.2 Radar Detection
For our experiments, the radar system was configured to stream all data directly to disk. This
was done to bypass the SKiYMET detection software which is well optimised to reject meteors
that are not suitable for mesospheric wind measurements, but which may otherwise be suitable
for astronomical measurement purposes. Examples include overdense echoes, where the elec-
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Figure 2.2: An example radar meteor echo (event 20070421 034559) at range R0 = 108.11 km
with θ = 27.7◦ (echo direction angle measured from the zenith) and ϕ = 175.3◦ (echo direction
azimuth measured North of East). The time-of-flight offsets between the main and remote sites
are shown as vertical lines, as well as Fresnel amplitude oscillations (see Ceplecha et al., 1998).
Refer to the text for a more complete description.
tron line density is sufficiently high to prevent any penetration into the trail. These events
should correspond to the brighter video events. It is also possible (although rare) to have two
echoes overlap in the same range gate and produce an unusual echo profile. Recording the raw
data allows for these cases to be easily identified.
As will be described later in Section 2.4.2, we required the ability to detect radar meteors
independently of having video data. To automatically find echoes in the raw data stream saved
during each observing session, our detection program (independent of the SKiYMET software)
incoherently stacks 14 consecutive samples at each range gate at the main site (named Zehr).
This stacked window size was arbitrarily chosen, but happens to be an integer divisor of our
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) and was originally needed due to a software limitation. Each
sample is one in-phase and quadrature pair per channel. We then search for an increase of 8.0 σ
above the background (determined from average background noise before a meteor echo). This
is the same detection threshold that the SKiYMET software is configured to use during normal
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system operation, and past experience with our system indicates this is a reasonable threshold
to avoid false triggers due to noise. The background is computed (after the receiver DC biases
were removed) from the average in-phase and quadrature values in the range gates correspond-
ing to ranges of 195 − 225 km and is re-computed for each one second of data. It is possible
for overdense echoes at these ranges to affect the background value, however, it is recomputed
each second to minimise such effects. Non range-aliased underdense echoes found in this range
interval will have an echo zenith angle greater than 60◦. We do not filter the detection list based
on interferometry phase residuals, echo rise time speeds, or underdense echo decay times, in
order to maximise the number of possible detected simultaneous meteors.
Fig. 2.2 shows an example of a radar meteor echo as an amplitude versus time plot for a
single range gate for the main station and two remote stations. Note that both pre-t0 and post-t0
Fresnel oscillations (see Ceplecha et al., 1998) are visible. The frequency of these oscillations
depend on the radar wavelength, echo range, and meteoroid speed, so knowledge of the first
two allows for an independent determination of the third. The plots are offset vertically for
ease of viewing, and plotted as relative amplitudes since the scales for each station do not have
the same amplitude-power calibration. The bottom most profile shows the amplitude for Zehr,
while Thames (located 8 km from Zehr) is plotted above Zehr, and Gerber (located 6 km from
Zehr) is plotted above Thames. The vertical lines represent the t0 point for each station which
correspond to the specular point along the trail (see Weryk and Brown (2004) for details on
how these are determined).
2.2.3 Receiver Calibrations
While the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) (and hence, the relative time error) is very stable,
we have noted from experiment that the absolute time error of the system can be off by up to
one second. To account for this, the radar observations are synchronised against a GPS receiver
by transmitting small pulses at ten minute intervals from a simple dipole located near the RX
antennas, and these pulses are then detected in the streamed data. This calibrates the time
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independent of any delays present in the receivers or digitisers to an absolute accuracy of less
than one pulse (∼ 2 ms).
Because our receiver cables are not the same electrical length, the phase delays due to the
receiver cable lengths must be periodically measured as these directly affect the interferometry
results (discussed in Section 2.2.4). The phase delays are measured by disconnecting each an-
tenna from its receiver cable, and then connecting the cable to the frequency synthesizer unit
(FSU) using a common test cable that goes out to the antenna. It is not practical to calibrate the
receiver phases after each observing session, but they are generally stable over long periods of
time as verified by radiant measurements of the major showers. In the absence of cable/con-
nector hardware changes, the phase calibrations are generally consistent to a few degrees over
yearly timescales.
Another source of uncertainty is the slightly non-coplanar antenna arrangement. Seasonal
variations have caused each antenna to shift in location which causes discrepancies in the inter-
ferometry solutions for common echoes between the frequencies using our chosen interferom-
etry algorithm (described in Section 2.2.4). Table 2.2 lists the relative positions of our antenna
array for 29 MHz, measured with a theodolite accurate to seconds of arc, and these positions
are used by our interferometry algorithms.
The initial range calibration is performed through the vendor software and was done at
the time of the radar installation in 2001, and verified in 2009 to be unchanged. The range
calibration works by transmitting a known pulse into the receiver and computing the time
offset from the expected time.
2.2.4 Interferometry Measurements
In order to obtain the zenith and azimuth angles of the echo position, an interferometry algo-
rithm is required. There are several different methods of interferometric computation in the
available literature (Thayaparan (1996), Jones et al. (1998), Hocking et al. (2001)), of which
all rely on using multiple receivers and make use of the physical distance and measured relative
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Table 2.2: 29 MHz RX Antenna positions measured on 20051103 using a total station theodo-
lite. From measurement repetition, the uncertainty is ±0.02 m
RX Antenna X pos [m] Y pos [m] Z pos [m]
0 North -7.18 24.02 -0.02
1 South 5.59 -19.29 0.32
2 West -19.08 -5.52 0.16
3 East 24.02 7.29 -0.34
4 Centre 0.00 0.00 0.00
phase offsets between antenna pairs. The Jones et al. (1998) and Thayaparan (1996) methods
do not allow for displacements between antenna pairs from a common plane, although this
effect can be numerically corrected for using an iterative technique to find which true radi-
ant gives the observed radiant based on precise location measurements of each antenna. The
meteor echo interferometry point corresponds to the centre of the first Fresnel zone and is ex-
pected to be 90◦ from the radiant. The accuracy of interferometry measurements is primarily
driven by errors in phase measurements, but can be affected by a wide range of issues, such as:
1. Phase drift due to changes in electrical lengths of cables
2. Mutual coupling between antenna pairs
3. Uneven ground reflection
4. Changes in antenna locations
5. Receiver phase drift
6. Non-plane waves
7. Multiple specular scattering points
The issue of mutual coupling can be minimised by widely spacing each antenna (as is
done with CMOR), however this requires an interferometry algorithm which can handle the
ambiguous angle-of-arrival cases.
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In terms of precision, the first Fresnel zone for our radar system is ∼ 2 km at a typical
range of 100 km, and represents ∼ 1◦ in apparent angular size. This is important as it means
sub-degree precision may not be achievable or physically meaningful for our particular radar.
Figure 2.3: Comparison of simulated meteors, showing how the SNR of the signal peak com-
pares to the integrated SNR (iSNR) which represents the total signal. The simulated meteors
varied in speed and decay time.
Previous numerical simulations by Jones et al. (1998) have suggested errors of ∼ 0.4◦ in
the interferometry direction. These simulations considered the SNR of the phase differences
between antenna pairs, and not the peak SNR of the radar echo profile which is our primary
signal strength metric. Because of this, these results are not directly comparable to the methods
used here. We therefore suggest a more physically meaningful measure for our interferometry
accuracy is to use an integrated signal-to-noise ratio which represents the total signal power in
the cross-correlation window used to compute the phase differences between antenna pairs.
Simulations (as discussed in Section 2.2.8) show how SNR relates to the integrated SNR
(which we term iSNR). Fig. 2.3 shows there to be an ∼ 11 dB offset between SNR and iSNR for
simulated underdense meteors having random speeds and decay times typical of underdense
echoes detected by CMOR.
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To illustrate how one computes the meteor echo interferometry direction, we define the
normalised echo vector ~k from the radar station to the meteor echo as follows:
kˆ =

kx
ky
kz
 =

sinθcosϕ
sinθsinϕ
cosθ
 (2.1)
Where θ represents the zenith angle, and ϕ the azimuth angle measured North of East, to the
meteor echo from the main radar site. Each receiver antenna will have a theoretical phase offset
(relative to the coordinate system axis) given by:
φn = (
2pi
λ
)~rn · ~k (2.2)
Where the vector ~rn represents the location of a specific antenna. In our case, we take ~r4 (the
centre antenna) to be at the origin. The true theoretical phase offset φn relates to the measured
offset φ′n by:
φn = φ
′
n + 2pibn − δn (2.3)
Where bn is some integer, and δn refers to a noise. That is, the phase offset we measure is
aliased by a multiple of 2pi radians and is subject to uncertainty due to signal noise, or the other
factors mentioned previously. The phase difference between the nth and mth antenna can be
written (ignoring noise) as:
∆nm = φm − φn (2.4)
These phase differences can be related to one another in matrix form for all possible combina-
tions of antenna pairs as:
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
2pi
λ
(rx1 − rx0) 2piλ (ry1 − ry0) 2piλ (rz1 − rz0)
2pi
λ
(rx2 − rx0) 2piλ (ry2 − ry0) 2piλ (rz2 − rz0)
...
...
...
2pi
λ
(rx4 − rx3) 2piλ (ry4 − ry3) 2piλ (rz4 − rz3)


sinθcosϕ
sinθsinϕ
cosθ
 =

∆01
∆02
...
∆34

(2.5)
This is an over-constrained system which can be solved through minimisation techniques
on the corresponding normal equations. While it is true that each specific antenna pair can
have multiple solutions, in the absence of phase noise only one common solution exists for
all possible antenna pairs based on our antenna arrangement. When solving this matrix equa-
tion, we consider all possible phase ambiguities (defined by Eq. 2.3) and keep the solution that
results in the lowest total phase residual. This method is an extension of the method of Thaya-
paran (1996) to any number of receivers and accounts for the relative heights of the receiver
antennas. However, our implementation is currently unreliable at poor SNR, and thus, we use
a hybrid method consisting of that described by Jones et al. (1998) together with the non-
coplanar correction previously mentioned, and hereafter refer to this combination as the Jones
method. While this correction has been validated by comparing echoes on multiple frequen-
cies, occasionally the non-corrected Jones method returns an incorrect angle-of-arrival due to
it not properly accounting for the relative antenna heights. The correction can not account for
solutions using the wrong angle-of-arrivals, as it is boot-strapped on top of the Jones algorithm.
The Jones method considers the antenna array as two linear, independent, orthogonal arrays
each of which has an angle of arrival computed. The two angles are combined to give the echo
zenith and azimuth. The method used by the SKiYMET system software is briefly described
in Hocking et al. (2001). It considers all possible angles of arrival between all individual
antenna pairs, and then compares all directions to determine a unique best fit solution. We are
unable to “tune” and test this algorithm however, as the algorithm source code is not available
for our custom processing software. All methods perform poorly for echoes near the horizon.
In such cases, phase errors cause very large interferometry errors, and so only echoes with a
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zenith angle less than 70◦ are used for meteor analysis by CMOR. In this study, all data were
collected at zenith angles smaller than 70◦, so poor interferometric performance associated
with low elevation echoes is not a concern.
A separate comparison was made between our chosen algorithm, the Jones method, and an
algorithm similar to the Hocking et al. (2001) algorithm to increase confidence in our inter-
ferometry results. This comparison algorithm considers all possible ambiguous interferometry
solutions, and finds the direction that is the closest to the intersection point of all possible pair-
wise antenna angle-of-arrival solutions. Fig. 2.4 shows the angular differences between these
two algorithms for our simultaneous radar-video dataset. Over half of the interferometry solu-
tions agree to better than 0.1◦, even though the distribution of phase errors (residuals between
measured phase offsets and the theoretical phase offsets) approaches a standard deviation of
10◦, as shown in Figure 2.5. From this, the precision of these two interferometric algorithms
is of the order 0.1 − 0.2◦, although both are similar in method. At this level, the choice of
either algorithm is not important for most of our events. This Hocking-like algorithm was
not yet developed at the time our radar data analysis was performed, which is why our results
use the Jones method. We emphasise that each radar interferometry solution is manually and
independently verified.
2.2.5 Range Measurement
CMOR is designed primarily to compute meteoroid orbits based on time-of-flight velocity
measurements (Jones et al., 2005). Because of a constraint in the orbital processing software
(which runs on the SKiYMET output) relating to data records only containing a single range
gate, and the geometrical range offset between echoes on each remote station, the transmitted
pulses are 12 km (75 µs) to the −3 dB points in range extent and are sampled in 3 km range
gates. For each recorded event, range gates are coherently integrate, which makes the Fresnel
amplitude oscillation pattern (see Ceplecha et al., 1998) more obvious, and we employ this
technique when measuring our radar echoes. We constructed a technique whereby wider pulses
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Figure 2.4: Difference between echo directions computed using the interferometry algorithms
of Jones et al. (1998) and the Hocking-like algorithm described in the text for our observed
dataset. The distribution width is 0.13◦.
that are sampled in multiple range gates can be interpolated to improve the range resolution, and
we apply this technique by fitting the amplitude versus range gate to the non-linear expression
representing our TX pulse shape given in Campbell (2002) :
h± = −(g − c ± d/2)/e (2.6)
f (g) = a +
(
b
1 + exp h+
) (
1 − 1
1 + exp h−
)
(2.7)
In these equations, a represents the background amplitude offset, and b represents the peak
signal amplitude (after subtracting the background) which can be approximated as the ampli-
tude around the peak range gate. The fractional range gate at the pulse peak is represented by
c, which allows for sub-range gate precision. Combining this precise range gate measurement
with the start range and range gate spacing (3 km) gives the range in units of kilometres. How-
ever, due to how the SKiYMET system defines range, 0.5 range gate units must be added to
our definition of c in order to obtain the correct range. The pulse width is represented by d, and
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Figure 2.5: Phase errors for all receiver channels for all observed events computed by compar-
ing the final best estimate of echo direction using the Jones method with actual phase offset
measurements for each receiver.
is constant. Lastly, e represents the shape of the radar pulse (which is symmetric) and is depen-
dent on the pulse width. These last two parameters are determined from the echo profiles of
strong transition echoes since they are defined by the transmitter parameters and are the same
for all echoes. The first three parameters are fit using a non-linear routine, starting from a set
of initial conditions that were found to converge for the vast majority of echoes. It is important
to note that the range accuracy of the radar may have a lower limit due to us assuming the
sampling is a deconvolution from a single δ-function target.
To estimate the expected range error as a function of iSNR for our technique, we simulated
artificial echo profiles in multiple range gates using Eq. 2.7 to provide a synthetic peak am-
plitude value per range gate. The time dependent portion of our simulated echo profiles are
made using speeds and decay times typical of events detected by CMOR. The profile for each
independent range gate were stacked and the resulting pulse profile was fit and the fitted range
was compared to the true input range. Fig. 2.6 shows the range residual as a function of iSNR.
The residual varies with the iSNR and shows considerable spread but can be as good as 100 m
for a substantial fraction observed events with the worst cases being better than 1000 m for
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Figure 2.6: The residual between simulated echo range and that measured with the range fitting
routine applied to the discretised, but simulated, range gate data. Our linear regression gives
a fit value of log10∆R = 0.05 ∗ iS NR + 0.61 however the worst case is typically an order of
magnitude larger, where ∆R is in units of km.
iSNR values above 25 dB. In terms of peak SNR, this plot would be shifted 11 dB in SNR as
discussed in Section 2.2.4. Figure 2.6 does show a number of cases where the range error is
greater than our range resolution of 3 km, however, these cases represents less than 0.1% of
our 40000 iterations and are likely solutions where the non-linear fit routine did not converge
onto the correct solution. Fig. 2.6 also shows that for events with iSNRs above 46 dB, the
range residuals tend to concentrate around 100 m. These cases represent saturated events, and
are not directly comparable to non-saturated events using our fit procedure.
2.2.6 Radar Station Time Offsets
In order to measure the relative time offsets between the signals received at all three radar sta-
tions, a fiducial point must be chosen on each. We chose this point to be at the signal amplitude
inflection point which corresponds to the specular point along the meteor trail. To find this
point, our algorithm computes the second differential of amplitude and uses noise thresholding
to determine the approximate location of the rising edge of the radar echo profile, based on
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an initial estimate determined from the location of the profile peak. A linear fit is performed
on the second differential around this approximate position, and where this fit crosses the zero
level is assigned to be the fiducial pick. This time pick algorithm is an improvement to the one
presented in Weryk and Brown (2004), and based on manual comparison with more than 10000
echoes, it correctly works in 94% of cases. The incorrect cases are mostly due to non-standard
echo profiles. Even though the algorithm is not perfect, the echo profiles on each station around
the rise time are usually similar in shape which tends to eliminate systematic effects. All time
picks in this study were manually verified to be correct. Fig. 2.2 showed an example of the
time pick algorithm applied to a radar meteor echo on all three radar stations.
While it is true that a cross-correlation algorithm could give a robust measure of the time
offsets, we do not make use of this for three reasons. First, because the remote station specular
points are at different points along the ionisation curve, the signal profile is not guaranteed to
be similar after the meteor trail begins to decay, especially for echoes with ionisation in the
transition region (q ∼ 1014 e−/m). Secondly, our software is designed to run on each remote
station signal data independently and without access to information from the other stations.
Finally, the noise on the remote stations is much higher than the main site (as the remote sites
have one RX, while the main site has five), complicating correlation for short duration events.
Errors in our time picks can be found based on the errors in the fit coefficients for our linear
regression of the second differential of amplitude. Because the radar signal is not used beyond
the peak to determine the inflection point, the SNR (and not iSNR) is the appropriate signal
strength metric for our time offset errors. At low SNR we find that the fit errors are not always
representative of the true time offset errors, and therefore, we compute our expected errors
numerically as will be discussed in Section 2.2.8.
2.2.7 Radar Trajectory Solutions
In addition to the main radar station (named Zehr), the 29 MHz system features two addi-
tional remote station receivers, located 8 km (Thames) and 6 km (Gerber) from the main site.
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These stations receive the 29 MHz reflection from different specular points (which are not at
90◦ to the trail as seen from the main site as this is a forward scatter geometry), up convert to
UHF, and transmit back to the main site which then down converts back to 29 MHz and feeds
into separate receiver channels. The relative echo timing at each remote station relative to the
main station, when combined with the directional information obtained by the interferometer at
the main site, allows for time-of-flight velocity measurements independent of range measure-
ments (Jones et al., 2005). This is accomplished by defining two planes, whose intersection
defines the meteoroid trajectory through the atmosphere. Because the echo signal is formed
from backscattered radar waves to the main site, the meteor trajectory will be contained in a
plane whose normal is the echo direction, termed the interferometry plane. The normal to the
interferometry plane, which is perpendicular to the radiant direction, was defined by Eq. 2.1 in
Section 2.2.4.
A second plane, called the velocity plane, is defined based on the time offsets between the
each remote and main station specular points. Having more than two stations would allow for
deceleration measurements, but only two were available for the data in this study. In general
form, the matrix equation that defines the velocity plane for a radar with N-stations is given by:

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y

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
(2.8)
Here, the vector ~v = (vx, vy) represents the normal to the velocity plane, which can be
uniquely determined by applying minimisation techniques to the corresponding normal equa-
tions for this matrix. The remote station coordinates relative to the main station are defined by
~pn, and the echo fiducial time offsets at remote station n relative to the main station are given
by tn. We assume the stations are co-planar, which is justified as the actual height differences
are less than 1% of the distance between stations.
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The vectors ~v and ~k are combined through a vector cross product to give the meteor trajec-
tory vector ~q, which in turn gives the in-atmosphere meteor speed when either of the ~p vectors
is projected onto ~q:
~q = ~v × ~k (2.9)
vto f = ~p · ~q/q (2.10)
Here, vto f is termed the time-of-flight speed as it is measured from the remote site time
offsets and main site interferometry. Not every meteor trail is detected at each station due to
their finite lengths, but we empirically find that approximately one quarter to one third of all
echoes detected at Zehr are detected at both remote sites. Also, not every meteor which might
be detected by video will be seen by the radar due to the radar observability requirement of
specular scattering as was discussed in Section 2.1.3. This fraction was estimated to be about
2% for meteors at 25 km/s and 4% for those at 55 km/s (see Fig. 2.1). For our systems, if a
meteor does not persist to the specular point, or passes it before significant ablation occurs, we
do not expect it to be seen at the main radar station.
An alternative method to compute the meteor speed (but not velocity) is to use the diffrac-
tion pattern oscillations present in the amplitude profile after the meteor t0 point. As mentioned
in Section 2.2.2, these oscillations are dependent on the radar wavelength, echo range, and me-
teoroid speed. Knowledge of the first two quantities allows determination of the third. The
amplitude profile is defined by the Cornu spiral, whose real and imaginary components are
determined from the Fresnel integrals (see Ceplecha et al., 1998, for a detailed derivation), and
represents the diffraction pattern from a line target:
S (x) =
∫ x
−∞
dt sin
pit2
2
C(x) =
∫ x
−∞
dt cos
pit2
2
(2.11)
Where the Fresnel parameter, x, relates to the distance along the trail s (measured from the
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t0 point) according to:
x =
2s√
R0λ
(2.12)
Where R0 is the specular range, and λ is the radar wavelength.
The Fresnel integrals are integrated to find the positions along the trail that correspond to
the maxima (or minima) of the amplitude oscillations. These position measurements can then
be used with the timing of the maxima found from the observed echo profile to give the meteor
speed and an estimate of error, when combined with a linear regression fit. This method does
not always work as fragmentation can cause the oscillations to be washed out. This type of
speed measurement is described further by Baggaley (2002). While the integral in Equation
2.11 start at negative infinity, in reality meteor trails have finite length and this can cause pre-t0
amplitude oscillations to be visible.
Because of our finite PRF, there is an upper limit on the measurable meteor speed before
aliasing occurs. For our required minimum count of three Fresnel oscillations with a spacing
of two samples (ie: the maxima are just recognisable), a meteor at 100 km range will become
aliased at 98.3 km/s. At 200 km range, the limit is 138.0 km/s. Doubling the Fresnel pick
count to six picks (in practice a more realistic value) decreases the limits to 60.4 km/s and
85.5 km/s for the same range values respectively. Based on these limits, we are able to measure
the Fresnel speed of any radar meteor we observe, although we expect lower SNR events to be
difficult to measure above ∼ 60 km/s (cf. Hocking, 2000).
2.2.8 Radar Velocity Error Estimation
Errors in a time-of-flight velocity solution are caused by interferometry errors and by timing
errors when picking a fiducial marker on the echo profile at each station.
To quantify measurement errors in the radar system, we have constructed a numerical model
of meteor echo scattering pertinent to the CMOR system parameters. In this simulation, arti-
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ficial underdense echo profiles are generated with both in-phase and quadrature signals based
on the known single body scattering theory for specular echoes (Ceplecha et al., 1998). This
simulation is not a physical ablation model as it only integrates the Fresnel integrals, but given
appropriate input parameters (eg. speed, radiant, echo azimuth, range, SNR) it provides an
estimate of the signal expected at CMOR for any ideal underdense echo. While the model can
include deceleration, for our radar dataset we cannot measure it, and so it is ignored here. We
also ignore ambipolar diffusion, neutral wind drift, and radar biases such as initial trail radius,
Faraday rotation, and finite velocity effects. Gaussian noise is applied to the theoretical signal
based on a user defined SNR, and the interferometry algorithm is applied to obtain the zenith
and azimuth pair for each simulated echo following the same procedure used for real data.
Signal saturation can also be modeled, and while this has been shown to result in systematic
interferometry offsets, the number of events that exhibit radar saturation was found to be low,
affecting 7% of our data, and were flagged during our analysis.
The inflection point time picks are measured on the synthetic echoes using the same algo-
rithm used to process real data. For our study, the decay portion of the echo amplitude profile
is not important in measuring time offsets, but can affect the interferometry since the total
integrated signal power will be different. This is likely the greatest source of error in our sim-
ulation; however, as was shown in Figure 2.3, for typical underdense echoes of varying speed
and decay time, the difference between SNR and iSNR is more-or-less constant.
The entire procedure is repeated in a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate uncertainties for
our dataset. The average and standard deviation of the resulting interferometry and velocity
distributions per observed meteor are computed in order to compare to the corresponding video
solution for each simultaneous event. An example of our simulation applied to one event is
given in Fig. 2.7. The inputs and outputs from the model for this event are given in Table 2.3,
where v is the meteor speed, (θ, ϕ) the interferometry direction, and (η, ρ) is the time-of-flight
radiant location in the same local spherical coordinate system as (θ, ϕ). It is important to notice
for this particular example in Table 2.3 that the interferometry zenith angle distribution shows a
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systematic offset from the input value which is clearly greater than the distribution width. This
causes the radiant distribution to have a systematic offset. In Fig. 2.8 we apply our simulation
approach to the nominal radar measurements for all simultaneous radar-video events, using the
radar measurements as the model inputs. Fig. 2.8 shows the differences between the input and
output interferometry values as a function of measured zenith angle for different echo types.
The square symbols of “unknown” type (not shown in the figure legend) represent echoes that
had strange amplitude profiles which did not fit well with the ideal classification profiles. In
general, there is excellent agreement between the input and output values, with the exception
of a population showing ∆ > 10◦ which indicate interferometry solutions where the incorrect
angle-of-arrival was chosen by the Jones method. These corner cases have phase differences
between the antenna pairs that the co-planar Jones algorithm (the non-coplanar correction is
boot-strapped after the Jones algorithm runs) cannot deal with. When a test was made using
our Hocking-like algorithm on a number of sample events, the majority of these bad runs
(which are easily noticed based on their phase residuals) changed into the solutions having the
minimum phase residual sum, which were within one degree of the input values. The Jones
method was used for our dataset as the Hocking-like algorithm was not available when the data
was originally processed and verified.
Table 2.3: Example Monte Carlo results for the radar simulation of radar event
20050410 082026. Quantities are defined in the text. The uncertainties in the model outputs
are the standard deviations from the population in the simulation run.
quantity model input model output difference
v [km/s] 65.28 64.85 ± 0.63 −0.43
θ [◦] 19.82 19.78 ± 0.01 −0.03
ϕ [◦] 127.80 127.80 ± 0.02 −0.00
η [◦] 72.95 72.88 ± 0.10 −0.07
ρ [◦] −20.54 −21.11 ± 0.56 −0.57
One important result noticed from this modelling relates to the expected speed errors.
While faster meteors might be expected to have much larger errors due to the time offsets be-
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Figure 2.7: Monte Carlo radar simulation results for event 20050410 082026. The distributions
of the output parameters are Gaussian, although some quantities in this particular event are
offset from the model input values. The measurement of echo zenith angle was 19.82◦, causing
it to appear off the right side of the plot.
ing smaller (and therefore the relative error being very large), their echo rise-times are of much
shorter duration which gives a better defined inflection point compensating for the smaller ab-
solute time offsets. The model predicts that the speed uncertainty should be a percentage of the
speed, roughly 4% at 30 km/s and approaching 10% at 60 km/s, but the errors depend on the
interferometry and SNR, so we have only approximate values and not a functional dependency.
These radar model simulation results constitute our estimate of the radar accuracy which we
will compare against the simultaneous video measurements.
2.3 Video Instrumentation and Methodology
In order to determine in-atmosphere trajectories from the video data, two stations were used.
Our first station, Tavistock (43.264◦N, 80.772◦W, +324 m) is co-located with CMOR. Our
second station, Elginfield (43.193◦N, 81.316◦W, +319 m) is 44.9 km west of Tavistock.
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Figure 2.8: Interferometry differences between measured, and simulated radar meteor echoes
having simultaneous video detections as a function of echo zenith distance as measured at the
main (Zehr) site. The symbols represent the type of echo profile, except for the square icons
which represent echoes that did not fit into the standard echo categories. The events above 10◦
can be ignored as described in the text, as these are not the correct interferometry solutions but
due to noise causing the angle-of-arrival to be incorrect.
2.3.1 Hardware
The video meteors recorded here were intensified using ITT NiteCam model 380 third gener-
ation (Gen-III) image intensifiers coupled to CCD video cameras. These micro channel plate
units have 18 mm diameter photo cathodes with ∼ 60 fibre optic line pairs per mm. Gen-III
intensifiers have a wide spectral response, use GaAs photo cathodes, and are most sensitive
to longer wavelengths. The intensifiers were coupled with a relay lens to COHU model 4912
cameras (with CCD chips that measure 6.4 × 4.8 mm) and use the RS170 (greyscale NTSC)
video standard with a linear response (gamma is 1.0) for their analog output.
A variety of lenses were used in this study which allowed us to achieve different sensitiv-
ities and therefore sample different portions of the video mass scale. These lenses and their
specifications are summarised in Table 2.4. The longer focal length lenses are used to record
faint meteors and are more likely to detect the optical counterparts to underdense echoes (which
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Table 2.4: Camera lens summary, where MR is stellar R magnitude limit per frame, ∆ is the
pixel spatial resolution per pixel at 100 km range, and the mass in brackets is the approximate
meteor mass for the corresponding MR limit assuming v = 30 km/s
focal length f/ratio FOV ∆ @100 km MR limit
15 mm f /1.4 73◦ × 53◦ 164 m +4.5 (1.3 × 10−5 kg)
25 mm f /0.85 34◦ × 24◦ 87 m +5.5 (4.7 × 10−6 kg)
50 mm f /0.95 17◦ × 12◦ 44 m +6.5 (1.9 × 10−6 kg)
75 mm f /1.2 11◦ × 8◦ 33 m +7.5 (7.4 × 10−7 kg)
have electron line densities less than 1014 e−/m), while the shorter focal lengths have larger col-
lecting areas for better statistics and are more likely to record complete trails. While our f /0.85
lens is more sensitive than our f /1.2 lens, the larger solid angle collects more sky brightness
which is the dominant contribution to video SNR. Table 2.4 lists the field-of-view size, the
spatial resolution at 100 km range, the approximate sensitivity for stellar sources per frame,
and the corresponding lower limit of detectable meteoroid mass. Because meteors are moving,
their light is spread out over many pixels on a single CCD exposure causing the meteor sensi-
tivity to be lower than the stellar limit, typically by 2-3 magnitudes (Hawkes, 2002). The exact
amount is dependent on the meteor angular rate across the CCD during the exposure. The lim-
iting masses in Table 2.4 are computed for a hypothetical eight frame event, two magnitudes
brighter than the stellar limit, travelling 30 km/s at 100 km range. The luminous efficiency
used to compute limiting masses is from Hill et al. (2005).
In the early stages of this project (2005 data), we digitised to IEEE1394 Digital Video (DV)
tapes, but these tapes are limited to one hour and also require an extra hour to stream back to
disk. Later (2006 onwards), we digitised directly to disk in an uncompressed format using
Conexant 878A PCI video capture cards, as it was not known if the DV compression would
distort astrometric or photometric measurements, although it was later found that it does not
for DV video style compression bit-rates (Weryk, 2010).
The frame times for the DV video were stamped directly onto the video signal by a GPS
stamper. For the non-DV video, the times were determined based on the system time of a
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hardware interrupt from the capture card. This was calibrated using the Network Time Protocol
(NTP) software which can reference either a local or internet-based GPS receiver, and adjusts
the system clock frequency in real-time to avoid saw-tooth error patterns which result from
less sophisticated corrections where the system clock is simply reset every so often. Table 2.6
is a global summary of all data collection parameters, and indicates if time corrections for the
radar were available on a given data collection night.
The spatial pixel resolution on our analog cameras is usually limited based on the specifica-
tions of the CCD. For the COHU cameras used here, there are 768×494 active pixels, however,
the true effective resolution during read out is only 580 × 350 pixels, and our frame grabbers
digitise at either 640 × 480 (non-DV) or 720 × 480 (DV) pixels. To match our intensifier reso-
lution, we would need an effective resolution larger than 2000 × 2000 pixels. For our cameras,
the frames are interlaced, meaning one frame captured at 29.97 fps actually corresponds to two
half-resolution fields each captured at 59.94 fps, with the bottom fields preceding the top fields.
All of the positions measured here were made on de-interlaced frames where a missing scan
line was replaced with the average of the neighbouring scan lines.
2.3.2 Video Meteor Detection
Initially, MeteorScan (Gural, 1997) was used to identify meteors in the video imagery, and the
corresponding streamed radar data was saved. This software uses a Hough transform approach
to find geometric lines in the images and does not suffer from confusion due to impulsive
shot noise generated by the image intensifiers. However, using this software proved very time
consuming due to limitations in the video ingestion portion as only one hour of data could
be processed at a time. Because of this, we later saved video frames directly from the raw
video based on known radar meteor times from our own radar detection software to identify
simultaneous events. This change did not have any impact on the simultaneous detection rate
since the detection parameters for MeteorScan were chosen to give the same detection rate of
all visible meteors as could be achieved through a manual search process.
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Table 2.6 indicates which nights were MeteorScan processed and which nights were radar-
cued using the output from our custom radar processing software (as discussed in Section 2.2.2)
to search the video data for simultaneous events based on the radar time and general radar echo
location in the sky.
2.3.3 Position Calibration
Once a video meteor was positively identified, positional and photometric measurements were
made. The details of the photometric procedure will be presented in the next paper in this
series. Astrometric positions for each meteor were calibrated using visible stars against their
positions given in the SKY2000v4 catalogue (Myers et al., 2002). For consistency with our
radar coordinate system, we use a right handed coordinate system for local coordinates where
East corresponds to an azimuth of 0◦ and North to 90◦.
The x and y pixel locations for a number of stars were found through a centre-of-mass algo-
rithm applied to each stellar point-spread function (PSF) on the median combined flat-fielded
video images. This algorithm separately weights the pixel x and y locations by pixel intensity,
providing sub-pixel precision for the centroid measurement. For mapping against zenith and
azimuth, the celestial coordinates of each star are corrected for precession and nutation after
accounting for stellar proper motion as given in the SKY2000v4 catalogue (Myers et al., 2002).
These equatorial coordinates are then converted into local zenith and azimuth angles, rotated
to be referenced to an arbitrary zenith and azimuth near the centre of the image, and projected
onto a Cartesian plane. This projection is used to remove singularities such as the zenith point
or azimuth branch cut (where ϕ = +180◦ = −180◦) in the fit, allowing us the same fit precision
regardless of where the camera is pointing.
A plate mapping was made using two third-order polynomial fits for the projected coor-
dinates (p,q) against the image coordinates (x,y), and includes the effects of image distortion
from a pure gnomonic projection. This process requires at least ten stars, although fewer can
be used if the third order terms are fixed to zero. The reverse mapping was also made so one
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can determine which pixel corresponds to a specific zenith and azimuth pair, such as the radar
interferometry point. Applying a forward, then reverse mapping to random pixels gives a typ-
ical fit precision of ∼ 0.001◦(= 4”). However, in practice the accuracy is limited by catalogue
errors, image artifacts (such as trailing stars, saturation effects, impulsive shot noise or other
random noise) and was typically found to be ∼ 0.008◦ (= 30” or 0.15 pixels) using our 25 mm
lens. From a number of manual comparisons, the fit residuals for stars not included in the plate
fit were found to be identical to the residuals for stars included in the fit.
Fig. 2.9 shows an image stack from one station, with a FOV of 34◦×25◦. A grid is drawn
every 1◦ in zenith distance and azimuth (azimuth lines appear closer together towards the
zenith), as well as directed line segments (drawn 100 times their true length) to show fit er-
rors. These error arrows (which we term “errows”) are also used by other image reduction
software (Borovicˇka, private communication), and show if systematic offsets in a particular fit
are present. These offsets will point towards the same direction within the same spatial region
in an image if systematic errors are present.
2.3.4 Video Meteor Measurements and Trajectory Solutions
In order to generate a trajectory solution from two-station video data, a fiducial point represent-
ing the position of the meteor in each frame is required. This point is chosen near the leading
edge of the meteor; however, care must be taken as blooming may cause the apparent edge to
surge forward during brightenings. This can result in an artificial apparent acceleration in the
meteor solution. In this study, all meteor fiducial picks are chosen semi-manually. Fig. 2.10
shows three examples of how they are chosen. The process is semi-manual because the user
of our software is required to pick the approximate location in a frame, and an algorithm re-
fines this pick. Even though fully automated solutions exist for non-extended trails (Weryk et
al., 2008), they may not be ideal for best determining error statistics, especially for the fainter
events reported here. This is especially true for the begin and end points of the corresponding
light curves which are not as well defined as those in the centre of the light curve due to being
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Figure 2.9: An example calibration image generated from 180 median stacked frames from an
example event using a 25 mm lens. Based on the random directions of the errows (scaled 100x
to ease viewing), there are no systematic offsets in the residuals. The lighter errows represent
stars not included in the fit. The field-of-view is 34◦ × 25◦.
of fainter magnitude.
In an actual event reduction, the user of our video analysis program (which we call METAL
for METeor AnaLysis) subjectively defines a circle with curvature matching the leading edge
of the meteor in a video frame, and is about the same width as the head of the meteor. The
centre of this circle is taken to be our fiducial pick, and is refined through an algorithm which
weights each pixel in this circular region by its pixel intensity. These fiducial picks are not
perfect as they are subject to both random and systematic errors. Random errors are caused by
impulsive shot noise, confusion by a nearby faint star, or by random noise due to low-photon
counts. Systematic offsets are caused by interpretation errors in choosing fiducial points for
the meteor position, and these tend to produce the same offset in each video frame. Random
errors cause a larger error spread in the fit speed due to the spatial and time increments per
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Figure 2.10: Examples of meteor centre-of-mass centroid picks for three different video frames
of three different meteor events. In all cases, the meteors are moving downwards.
frame being quite small. Systematic errors tend to cause offsets in the fit speed which will not
be strictly represented by the associated fit uncertainty. Since the systematic errors for each
video station can be different, the average speed determined for each station can be offset from
the average speed.
Trajectory solutions are computed using the program MILIG (Borovicˇka, 1990). In this
approach, a meteor’s path through the atmosphere is assumed to be a straight line, which is
a reasonable assumption given that most of our meteors are of short duration (< 1 s). The
zenith and azimuth coordinates of the meteor trail begin and end points from each station are
combined to provide an initial trajectory estimate. All of the points are then used in an iterative
non-linear fit until the residual sum between a trajectory solution and individual sight lines is
minimised. Each zenith and azimuth pair is then projected onto the straight line trajectory fit
to determine the range and the path length along the trail. The path length is combined with
the video timing information to give a speed measurement at each station separately, and these
per-station speeds are combined to give a global average. MILIG does not use absolute timing
information per frame, which is why the global average is computed by averaging both stations.
2.3.5 Video Meteor Error Estimation
The errors in our video trajectory solutions were determined through Monte Carlo simulation.
A per-frame Gaussian distribution (representing random error) with a standard deviation of 0.5
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pixels was combined with a per-station (ie: the same per-frame) Gaussian distribution (rep-
resenting systematic offset) with a standard deviation of 0.5 pixels. These distributions were
centred about the measured (x,y) pixel position for each frame. Each sampled (x,y) position
from the combined distribution was mapped to a zenith and azimuth pair using the measured
plate mapping for that event, and the positions for all frames were run through the trajectory
solver in 2500 independent iterations. The resulting distributions for each parameter in the
trajectory solution (speed, height, radiant) were found to generally be Gaussian distributed.
Having the individual fiducial picks “twiddled” this way allows us to properly compare the
expected specular point derived from the video meteor trajectory solution against the radar
interferometry point.
The width of the random and systematic distributions used to generate the input profiles
were determined based on human trials. A typical event was chosen, and several users reduced
this event using their own determination of the meteor fiducial point for each frame. The same
plate calibration was used for each user, although the plate was not needed for comparisons
involving only the pixel centroids. The differences between users was found to justify our
choice of 0.5 pixels for both the random and systematic distributions, however, our systematic
distribution is not constrained to only be along the trail direction. This implies our errors as
given are likely lower limits. Fig. 2.11 shows the difference of each user for each video frame
relative to one specific user for one event. A total of two “typical” events were tested with
different users in this manner as a check. The pixel error depends on the pixel scale, and
therefore, the particular camera system used. We emphasise that errors along the meteor trail
will affect the meteor speed, while errors perpendicular to the trail will mainly affect the radiant
measurement, and these perpendicular offsets are typically the reported residuals in trajectory
solvers.
Our implementation, while developed here, was also used by Kikwaya et al. (2009). It
was found to be more robust than simply relying on the ‘convergence’ angle (ie: the maximum
angle between sight lines from each video station) which depends on the pixel scale. The
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Figure 2.11: Relative user centroid picks for each video frame of event 20070519 040844. All
picks are relative to the picks of user #01 for the same frame. Each point represents one pick
per user with the different symbols representing different users.
distributions generated for an example event (20050807 064101) are given in Figure 2.12, and
the inputs and outputs for this event are summarised in Table 2.5, where v is the meteor speed,
HB and HE are the begin and end heights, and η and ρ are the radiant location in local zenith
and azimuth angle coordinates respectively.
Table 2.5: An example of the Monte Carlo results for video simulation of meteor
20050410 082026. The model input and uncertainty values are direct outputs from the MILIG
program while the model output uncertainties represent the standard deviation from our Monte
Carlo simulation using 0.5 pixels as the standard deviation for the random and systematic offset
distributions for each meteor pick.
quantity model input model output difference
v [km/s] 66.35 ± 0.71 66.37 ± 0.18 +0.03 ± 0.90
HB [km] 102.98 ± 0.07 102.71 ± 0.22 −0.27 ± 0.30
HE [km] 93.80 ± 0.04 93.52 ± 0.16 −0.28 ± 0.20
η [◦] 70.92 ± 0.25 70.91 ± 0.39 −0.02 ± 0.64
ρ [◦] 326.77 ± 0.22 326.78 ± 0.16 +0.00 ± 0.38
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Figure 2.12: An example Monte Carlo video trajectory simulation results for event
20050410 082026. The vertical lines represent the MILIG solution. A total of 2500 itera-
tions were used. The vertical axis represents the percentage of all runs which reside in a given
bin.
2.4 Study Methodology
Observations were carried out for 30 nights over a four year period between 2005 and 2008.
The most favourable nights were those in September and October which had a good balance
between the number of clear nights and the length of each night. Many of the major meteor
showers were observed, giving a variable number of detections depending on the shower flux.
Generally, about one sporadic meteor per hour was simultaneously observed between the radar
and video systems. Table 2.6 provides a summary of our dataset.
2.4.1 Camera Pointing
While the radar system is capable of near all-sky recording (provided the specular reflection
condition is met), the cameras are limited to smaller FOVs and must have their pointing direc-
tions chosen carefully to ensure a common volume of atmosphere is recorded by each station.
For sporadic meteors, the two cameras were typically aimed northward to overlap at heights of
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Figure 2.13: Example radar echo line pivot plot for the Perseid (PER) and alpha Capricornid
(CAP) showers using an all-sky projection for Aug 12, 2008, centred around 01:00 UTC. The
echo lines are 90◦ from the radiant and are spaced every 30 minutes. Backscattered meteor
echoes should be detected along these lines and with the meteors themselves moving perpen-
dicular to them in the plane of the sky.
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95 − 100 km. While the true radar meteor height distribution peaks near 104 km for a limiting
radio magnitude of +7 (Olsson-Steel and Elford, 1987), transverse scattering radars suffer from
attenuation (depending on radar wavelength) for underdense echoes at relatively high heights;
this is termed the echo ceiling effect (Campbell-Brown and Jones, 2003). Trail widths at higher
heights become comparable to the radar wavelength, which causes destructive interference be-
tween the near and far sides of the trail which attenuates the received echo power. For our
purposes, lower heights are more likely to produce simultaneous radar-video events. Although
we did not observe right at CMOR’s 90 km height peak, this was not a problem since the video
field-of-view sizes were large enough to encompass lower heights. We also note here that the
second station was not always used because of the weather, pointing geometry constraints, or
availability of an observer, so our dataset is a mix of single and double station observations at
many different pointing geometries and limiting masses.
In the case of shower observations, there is an additional constraint. Because of the radar
specular condition, radar meteors are only seen along an ‘echo line’, which consists of all
points that are 90◦ from the radiant. This is illustrated for two showers (alpha Capricornids
and Perseids) in Fig. 2.13, where the echo lines are spaced at 30 minute intervals. The location
of the shower radiants for the centre echo lines are labelled with the shower codes. For most
showers, the echo line will rotate around a fixed ‘pivot’ point. Pointing the Tavistock camera
towards this point will allow shower meteors to be recorded throughout the night without hav-
ing to reposition the camera. The alternative is to periodically reposition the camera, but this is
not practical for multi-station observations. In some cases (as pictured in Fig. 2.13), the echo
lines for multiple showers may overlap for a period of time.
2.4.2 Event Correlation Procedure
Data were correlated between the radar and video instruments based on a three step process.
The first requirement was for the events to overlap within a small time window, typically eight
seconds or less. While the timebase was accurate in most cases, we found instances where
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the radar detected the meteor off the end of the visible trail where ionisation was still present
above the radar detection threshold, but the meteor was below the video detection threshold.
This can be over one second after the last video frame containing the meteor path. How the
time window was applied to the data depends on whether it was radar-cued or video-cued.
As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, meteors were detected in the initial stages of this project by
MeteorScan (Gural, 1997). For this video-cued approach, the raw radar data was extracted
for an eight second window centred around the video time, based on the event times from
the MeteorScan output log file. If a radar echo did not exist in this time window, the video
event was rejected as being not simultaneous with a radar echo. For data collected later in
the project, we made use of the radar detection summary log files generated as discussed in
Section 2.2.2. In this radar-cued mode, the plate mappings for the Tavistock video station
(co-located with the main CMOR station) were used to reduce the radar detections list to only
those echoes which had their interferometry directions inside the video field-of-view. For each
video event, the original video frames were extracted for the eight second window, and if a
video meteor was not recorded during this window, the radar echo was rejected as not being
simultaneously detected with the video equipment. Chance coincidences at this early stage are
unlikely because the radar averages ten seconds between events visible across the entire sky
while the video averages one event every few minutes. If such coincidences occur, they can be
easily identified and filtered during later data reduction.
For both cuing modes, if a radar and video event were found in common within the eight
second window, the second step was to compare the radar interferometry direction with the
video trajectory. The radar echo direction was plotted on the video frames from the CMOR
video station using the video plate mapping, and if the radar interferometry point was not
within five degrees of the video meteor’s great circle path, the event was rejected as not being
a simultaneous detection. Because of the low number of radar and video events detected, it is
unlikely to have a chance occurrence at this stage.
Lastly, for radar events with a time-of-flight trajectory (ie: observed at the main site and
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both remote radar stations) an event is rejected if the radar trajectory was not consistent with
the video trajectory. That is, if the direction of travel of the radar meteor was not similar to
within ∼ 30◦ of the video meteor, the event was rejected. We did not find a single case of an
event getting through the first two filters but failing this last check. The range was not used in
these trajectory comparisons as it does not apply to video data from only one station, and we
find in practice that the other three criteria were sufficient for correlation.
2.4.3 Event Reduction Procedure
Once a radar and video meteor were positively correlated as described in the previous section,
the next step was to reduce the radar and video data following the general procedures detailed
in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
For each video station, visible reference stars were matched against their local θ and ϕ co-
ordinates determined from the SKY2000v4 catalogue (Myers et al., 2002) and a plate mapping
was fit as described in Section 2.3.3. We find in practice that at least 30 stars are preferred for
our third order fit, and stars with large residuals (caused by image artifacts) were ignored. The
plate was refit until each residual was comparable to the average residual (ie: large residual
outliers were removed). The photometric scale was calibrated by using the apparent instru-
mental magnitude of the same stars against their Johnson-Cousins R band magnitudes found in
the SKY2000v4 catalogue. This photometric calibration was automatically done by our anal-
ysis program, however the user must indicate any stars where image artifacts resulted in an
incorrect magnitude determination.
Fiducial picks on the leading portion of the meteor’s light for each video frame were marked
for each station, and a trajectory was computed for the two station events as described in Sec-
tion 2.3.4. We also noted during data reduction if the video meteor began and/or ended within
the field-of-view. For events that have a video trajectory determination, METAL automati-
cally indicates where the begin, end, and video trajectory determined specular points should be
found by drawing indicators on the video frames for ease of visual comparison. For time inter-
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vals when meteor showers are present, METAL also draws the echo-lines for each shower on
the video frames, and these are compared to the indicated specular point. If the video meteor
was moving perpendicular to the echo line, then the event was marked by the user as being a
probable member of that shower.
For the corresponding radar echoes, fiducial picks for each radar station were manually
checked, and manual measurement of the location of any Fresnel amplitude oscillations was
made. The Jones interferometry algorithm was automatically run by METAL and the interfer-
ometry location was plotted on the video frames as an additional check. For events that had
a time-of-flight trajectory, the radar determined specular points for the two remote radar sta-
tions, Thames and Gerber, were computed in METAL and also plotted on top of the video. The
user also manually noted (based on the amplitude profile) whether each echo was underdense,
transition, or overdense, and whether there was radar receiver saturation present.
2.5 Results and Discussion
In total, 499 simultaneous radar and video meteors were recorded, with 199 of these being ob-
served on both video stations, and 42 also being observed on all three radar stations. These are
summarised in Table 2.6 based on observation date. Of these, 206 were classified as shower
meteors based on the shower catalogue defined by Brown et al. (2010). The three most com-
mon showers were the Perseids (122 events), Southern Delta Aquariids (24 events), and Alpha
Capricornids (15 events), however our analysis considers all of our sporadic and shower events
together.
The first comparison we make is with our simulation of the fraction of events we expect a
priori to be simultaneously observed. The remaining comparisons of our simultaneous radar
and video datasets are broken down into height, range, interferometry, speed, and radiant com-
parisons.
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Table 2.6: Global summary of data collection. The metscan column refers to nights where
radar data were selected for analysis based on video cueing of video meteor events. The radar
time corr column indicates if the night had the radar time base accurate to better than one
video frames as described in the text. Events refers to the number of simultaneous radar-video
meteors while the video two station column indicates if the video data were collected at our
two observing sites on that given night.
date metscan radar time corr events video two station
20050315 yes no 3 0
20050405 yes no 1 ?
20050409 yes no 2 yes
20050410 yes no 10 yes
20050413 yes no 2 no
20050710 yes no 12 no
20050807 yes yes 21 yes
20050808 yes yes 20 yes
20050809 yes yes 34 yes
20050811 yes yes 27 no
20050910 yes yes 4 yes
20050912 yes yes 8 yes
20060801 no no 23 no
20060802 no no 4 no
20061210 no yes 2 no
20061214 no yes 34 no
20070420 no yes 16 yes
20070421 no yes 9 yes
20070422 no yes 7 yes
20070513 no yes 11 yes
20070519 no yes 34 yes
20070811 no yes 6 yes
20070812 no yes 36 no
20070813 no yes 31 yes
20080803 no yes 7 yes
20080804 no yes 9 yes
20080812 no yes 84 no
20080907 no yes 2 no
20080910 no yes 23 yes
20080911 no yes 17 yes
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2.5.1 Simultaneous Fraction
In order to make a direct comparison with our simulation results from Section 2.1.3, the video
data for a random 3.91 hour period was manually inspected to find all video meteors. Out
of 106 video meteors found in this test interval, seven were found in our automated radar
output. This corresponds to 6.6% being simultaneous with radar which is slightly above our
2 − 5% estimate given in Section 2.1.3, implying that our observed trail lengths are longer
than those assumed in the simulation. However, these measurements are subject to counting
error statistics, and within one standard deviation, our observed simultaneous fraction ranges
from 3.4% to 10%. Counting the total number of radar echoes also seen in the camera field-of-
view during this time is not meaningful since the radar has a much greater detection sensitivity
than the camera systems. Since the nominal radar limiting magnitude is ∼ +7 and the video
limiting magnitude is well above this, we expect that our observed simultaneous fraction truly
represents the purely geometrical fraction viewable due to the requirement of the radar specular
reflection condition.
2.5.2 Height Comparisons
Fig. 2.14 shows the radar to video height comparison for our simultaneous dataset having two
station video as a collection of vertical arrows. Each arrow indicates the begin and end video
heights, with the one-to-one line showing how the measured radar specular height compares
to the video height interval. If an arrow head is present, the video meteor ended within the
field-of-view of at least one video station. Similarly, arrow tails indicate if the video meteor
began in the field-of-view of at least one video station. It is clear that CMOR detects most
of our events at typical heights towards the end of their light-curve. This has implications for
radar mass distribution estimates as the detected ionisation is usually assumed to correspond
to the peak of the ionisation curve (Blaauw et al., 2011). We introduce the “H parameter” as a
measure of the fraction along the video height interval where the radar specular point occurs,
defined by Eq. 2.13.
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Figure 2.14: Height comparison between video and radar data. While the video sees the meteor
between two heights, the radar only sees it at the height of the specular point. An arrow head
indicates if the video meteor ended in the field-of-view of at least one station, while an arrow
tail indicates if it began in the field-of-view.
Figure 2.15: H parameter for all events that began and ended inside the video field-of-view.
The distribution is shifted towards values greater than 0.5 indicating for the majority of events,
the radar specular point does not correspond to the peak ionisation, assuming a symmetric
ionisation curve.
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H =
Hbeg − Hspec
Hbeg − Hend (2.13)
For symmetric ionisation curves, the H parameter should be 0.5 if the above mentioned
assumption about the ionisation curve peak is correct. The H distribution for our dataset where
the video meteors began and ended in the field of view of at least one camera is plotted as
Fig. 2.15. As can be seen in Fig. 2.15, the distribution is substantially shifted towards the
second half with most values above 0.5, and with a considerable fraction above 1.0. These
represent echoes where the specular point was past the video end point, consistent with the
notion that the radar is more sensitive than our video systems. For our entire set of multi-
station video events, the distribution of video derived specular heights is centred about 90 km.
While one might expect this since our specular radar detects meteors with a height distribution
centred around 90 km, this is true only for underdense echoes; in all, 15% of the events shown
in Figure 2.15 consist of underdense echoes, although some of these may really be very short
duration non-specular trails. Transition and overdense echoes (corresponding to the brighter
meteors, and making up the majority of our dataset) should be detectable at higher heights
without being attenuated by the echo-ceiling effect.
2.5.3 Range Comparisons
Fig. 2.16 shows the range comparisons for the events in our dataset that have two station video
trajectories. The linear regression fit line (drawn as a solid line) represents the relation between
the video and radar ranges, and has its fit coefficients and their errors listed on Fig. 2.16. The
dashed lines represent the 2σ confidence bounds, and the dot-dashed line is the one-to-one line
where the radar and video ranges are equal. There is a cluster of events at close range where the
video range is less than the radar range. In these cases, the events were examined, and all were
found to consist of either head echoes (based on range rate), off-specular echoes, or overdense
echoes forming after head echoes. Given that the radar sensitivity is greatest at closest range,
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Figure 2.16: Range comparison between the theoretical specular point computed from the
video trajectory geometry and that measured by the radar. The solid line is the regression fit,
while the dot-dashed line is the one-to-one ratio representing where the video and radar ranges
are equal.
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Figure 2.17: Difference between radar and video determined meteor ranges. Similar to
Fig. 2.16, head echoes and suspected off-specular echoes cause the most disagreement be-
tween the two determined range values. Note that these two echoes types are not included in
the average offset measure.
it is no surprise that head echoes would be clustered here. The non-specular cases complicate
interferometry comparisons. There are also several events at farther range that are not along the
one-to-one line. In these cases, the video convergence angles were quite low (< 5◦) causing
the video determined ranges to have high error. Note that the error bars are derived from Monte
Carlo modelling of each event. We find for our dataset of simultaneous events that the radar
has a systematic range offset of +0.32 km (ie: farther in range) relative to the video as shown
in Fig. 2.17. There are clearly some events away from the one-to-line line, though most have
large simulation error spreads suggesting this may be the primary reason for the difference.
The largest error cases, corresponding to non-specular echoes and video solutions with low
convergence angles were not included in the average offset measure.
2.5.4 Interferometry Comparisons
Fig. 2.18 shows one approach to validating our radar interferometry. This plot shows the an-
gular distance between the measured radar interferometry position, and the theoretical position
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derived from the two-station video trajectory. This plot shows that the agreement in most cases
is better than 1◦, however, there are still a number of cases where the interferometry differs
from the video-derived specular point by more than this value. Most of these larger differences
are associated with small convergence angles in the multi-station video trajectory solutions. It
is worth noting that a meteor at a range of 100 km travelling at 30 km/s will move ∼ 0.6◦ in
one single CCD exposure.
Fig. 2.19 shows a different comparison, namely the closest angular distance between the
measured radar interferometry point and the video trail for all video events recorded at Tavi-
stock. As this is a closest-distance plot, the difference shown is a lower limit for the total
measurement error. Because two station video solutions are not required for this comparison,
more points can be included, and the plot has no dependence on events that suffer from poor
video convergence angles. Fig. 2.20 shows the same interferometry offset values, but plotted as
a function of radar iSNR. We find the majority of our radar interferometry measurements to be
less than one degree from the video meteor’s great circle path, and that for our dataset, this does
not change appreciably with iSNR. Our average difference (fitted in logspace) is 0.23 ± 0.01◦,
independent of radar iSNR, for this spatial comparison technique.
An additional independent check on our interferometry uncertainties can be made using
another estimate of the specular point employing absolute timing. Fig. 2.21 compares the
time-derived equivalent video specular position with the measured radar interferometry posi-
tion. The time-derived position is found through interpolation of the single-station (Tavistock)
video fiducial picks using the time measured from the radar of the t0 point. This comparison
requires time correction for both the radar and video datasets, and is a more true measure of
the radar interferometry location as the accuracy does not depend on the video convergence
angle for our subset of two-station video events. Our average difference (fitted in log space)
is 0.76◦, consistent with the uncertainties in Fig. 2.20 being lower limits. However, the stan-
dard deviation in our fit gives an uncertainty interval between 0.32◦ and 1.82◦. Again, we find
no significant trend with radar iSNR. There are a number of high error cases of the order 10◦
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Figure 2.18: Angular difference between the radar interferometry direction and the theoretical
specular point computed based on the video trajectory geometry, which occurs at the minimum
range of the video trajectory solution from the observing station. The average is 1.1◦.
Figure 2.19: Minimum angular distance between the radar interferometry point and the great
circle path defined by the video trail, as measured at the Tavistock video station. This compar-
ison includes single station video events making for much better number statistics.
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Figure 2.20: Minimum angular distance between radar interferometry and video trail as a
function of radar iSNR. The symbols represent the different echo types, and the line fit in log-
linear coordinates (coefficients shown in lower right of plot) shows no statistically significant
dependence on iSNR.
which were manually inspected. In the majority of cases, the echo profiles are consistent with
non-specular radar echo reflections. In one case, the interferometry was incorrectly computed
to have the wrong angle-of-arrival due to the co-planar limitation of the Jones interferometry
method (ie: the solution is one phase cycle out from the true solution). These large uncertain-
ties were included in our 1.82◦ upper limit for this temporal based determination, but care must
be taken in interpreting our uncertainty interval as these non-specular echoes were recorded
with our custom radar detection program and are not usually recorded by the standard software
configuration of a SKiYMET system.
Fig. 2.22 is similar, comparing the video trajectory derived specular location against the
specular position found using the time of the t0 point from the radar and the time parameteri-
sation of the video path from Tavistock. This video derived specular location is computed by
finding the point along the trail which corresponds to the minimum range between the Tavi-
stock video station and the trail. This plot requires time correction for both radar and video
data. While there are fewer points on this plot compared to Fig. 2.21, the average difference
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Figure 2.21: Difference between the measured radar interferometry point and the video equiv-
alent specular point determined by using the timing of the specular point from the radar with
a time parameterisation of the measured video trajectory for 169 events having single station
video from Tavistock.
(fitted in logspace) is 0.83◦. There are some cases which show a large difference. In these
cases, the radar echoes were manually inspected and found to be consistent with non-specular
signals. The standard deviation of our fit gives uncertainties that vary between 0.26◦ and 2.69◦
although the worst cases do not apply when considering uncertainties for only specular echoes.
Fig. 2.23 is a histogram of the data in Fig. 2.21 showing the difference between the mea-
sured radar interferometry position and the equivalent interferometry direction determined spa-
tially by interpolating the video meteor position based on the radar measured specular t0 time
for all data having absolute time base synchronisation. From Figure 2.23, it is clear that the bulk
of our comparisons agree to much better than 1◦, generally validating the Jones et al. (1998)
analysis of the simulated accuracy of radar interferometry using our antenna configuration.
All of our interferometry comparison results are smaller than the first Fresnel zone for our
radar system, possibly explaining why there is no noticeable iSNR dependence.
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Figure 2.22: Difference between the video trajectory derived interferometry point and the radar
time-determined specular point found from the time parameterisation of the video path as seen
from the Tavistock video station which is co-located with CMOR.
2.5.5 Speed Comparisons
In addition to the interferometric and positional measures, speed is a fundamental quantity for
both radar and video meteor measurements. Its accuracy drives uncertainty in derived orbital
measurements.
Figures 2.24 and 2.25 show speed residuals for all our simultaneous events having two
station video data based on the Monte Carlo radar and video simulations respectively drawn to
the same scale. From these comparisons, it is quite clear that the radar time-of-flight trajectory
solutions are subject to larger uncertainties than their video counterparts, as expected. There
remain many cases in Fig. 2.24 where the uncertainty is systematically different from zero,
with the typically measured radar speeds being larger than the modeled radar speeds. Fig. 2.26
is a plot of video speed error from Monte Carlo modelling versus video speed for all our
multi-station video events. There is the expected correlation that speed error increases with
increasing speed, with an approximate functional form of log10δv = −1.64 + 0.02v measured in
units of km/s. Note that the large difference in average speeds between stations in some cases
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Figure 2.23: Histogram showing the differences between the video equivalent time determined
specular point and the measured radar interferometry point. The average is 0.74◦ ± 0.34◦.
compared to our simulation uncertainty may reflect deceleration effects which we ignore.
Fig. 2.27 compares the average measured video multi-station speeds to the radar measured
time-of-flight speeds. We have recorded events along the entire expected speed range (which
is 12− 72 km/s). There are quite a number of events where the error estimates do not cross the
one-to-one line (which is represented by the dot-dashed line), although we note that the one-
to-one line formally lies within our 1σ confidence bounds over the entire speed range shown
in the plot. We suggest that deceleration can explain these differences as our radar events
are typically observed towards the end of the visible trail, as indicated by our H parameter
distribution shown in Fig. 2.15, while the video events are average speeds with proportionally
more of the trail included at earlier times and at higher heights. It is interesting that there are
a large number of overdense echoes at the lower speeds, while transition echoes dominate the
faster speeds. The shower codes for these events were compared, and it was found that it is
not a shower-vs-sporadic difference. Fig. 2.28 compares the difference between the video and
radar speeds as a function of radar speed. The average difference between the two is 2.0 km/s,
with video speeds being higher on average as shown in the plot. Small number statistics may
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Figure 2.24: Estimated difference and uncertainty in radar determined time-of-flight speeds
based on the measured radar time-of-flight speeds and Monte Carlo simulations.
Figure 2.25: Estimated error in video determined speeds. The video speed is the average of the
two station speeds as given by MILIG; the Monte Carlo speed is computed as described in the
text assuming aσ = 0.5 pixel error per measured point for both the random and systematic error
distributions. The ordinate is plotted with the same scale as Fig. 2.24 for ease of comparison.
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Figure 2.26: Error in multi-station video speed as determined from our Monte Carlo video
model as a function of video determined speed. The abscissa error bars refer to the difference
in average speeds between stations.
also play a role in this difference, although the standard deviation is much larger than this speed
offset.
Fig. 2.29 and Fig. 2.30 compare the radar determined Fresnel speed to the radar time-of-
flight and video multi-station speeds respectively. We required a minimum of three Fresnel
picks in order to estimate the Fresnel speed error in this method, which gives a maximum mea-
surable Fresnel speed before aliasing of 98.3 km/s for our PRF, as mentioned in Section 2.2.7.
For Fig. 2.29, there is a clear grouping of low speed events where the agreement along the
one-to-one line is quite good (indicated by the dot-dashed line); at higher speeds, there is more
scatter possibly indicating that the errors in Fresnel speed are underestimated, as errors in the
individual Fresnel oscillation picks are not incorporated into the fit error.
Fig. 2.30 compares radar Fresnel speeds to the video-determined speeds. While the number
statistics here are quite poor, the agreement is surprisingly good as shown by the one-to-one
line falling within our linear regression confidence interval.
In both plots, when blindly comparing our linear regression fit to the one-to-one line (which
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Figure 2.27: Two station video versus radar time-of-flight speed comparisons. The errors are
obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations and the solid line is a least squares fit with 2σ
confidence bounds. The video speed is the nominal result from MILIG and the radar speed
is derived from the radar determined interferometry and measured time lags between radar
stations.
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Figure 2.28: Difference between measured radar and video speeds. The average difference
between the two instruments is 2.0 km/s.
represents where the two speeds are equal) it is apparent that the radar Fresnel speeds are faster
than both the radar time-of-flight and video-MILIG speeds for lower speed meteors, and slower
than both for higher speed meteors.
2.5.6 Radiant Comparisons
A final set of comparisons involves the derived meteor radiant positions measured by radar and
video. The uncertainties in our modeled video radiants is shown as Fig. 2.31, with the average
value of 0.73◦ ± 0.51◦. No dependence of radiant error on video speed was noticed.
Fig. 2.32 shows the difference between the video and radar determined radiants as a func-
tion of the video trajectory convergence angle. Each event in this comparison requires a full
velocity measurement on both the video and radar. The average difference (fitted in log space)
between the two instruments is 3.4◦, which is larger than both our average modeled video ra-
diant error and average radar interferometry error, implying that the radar fiducial picks of the
specular t0 points are the dominant source of error in our radar time-of-flight velocity measure-
ments. An increase in error at low convergence angles is apparent.
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Figure 2.29: Radar Fresnel speeds compared to radar time-of-flight speed. Events having
speeds less than 50 km/s were found to agree better.
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Figure 2.30: Radar Fresnel speeds compared to video multi-station speeds.
Many of the larger differences in radiant measurements between the two instruments were
inspected. A large number of radar echo profiles consistent with off-specular scattering were
found, and for cases where a shower was flagged during our data reduction, the video trail as
seen from the Tavistock station was moving perpendicular to the shower echo line.
Fig. 2.33 shows a distribution for the radiant differences between the two instruments, for
all velocity solutions that had a video convergence angle greater than 10◦. In these cases, there
is a clustering of radiant errors just above 1◦, with some events having differences of up to 8◦.
Previous work has suggested radiant uncertainties of < 3◦ (Brown et al., 2010) for underdense
echoes, consistent with this result.
2.6 Conclusions
We have estimated uncertainty in CMOR interferometry and derived speed and radiant mea-
surements. However, our typical simultaneous detections correspond to the brighter video
events as expected from the discussion in Section 2.1.3, and echoes were stronger than the
typical CMOR detections, though we expect our results to translate fairly well to lower SNR
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Figure 2.31: Error in multi-station video radiants as determined from our Monte Carlo video
model. No dependence on average speed was observed. Our average and deviation is 0.73◦ ±
0.51◦.
values as evidenced by the lack of error correlation with iSNR found through our study.
It was found that our interferometry comparisons typically agree to 0.83◦ using spatial
comparison techniques, and 0.76◦ using an independent time-based comparison, suggesting
that time pick errors in the specular t0 picks for our time-of-flight velocity measurements cause
the bulk of our radar time-of-flight errors. Range comparisons between radar and video events
show that at the closest ranges of 100 − 120 km, CMOR is actually capable of detecting head
echoes and suspected off-specular echoes which often immediately follow head echo forma-
tion. As these echo types do not normally have well defined echo rise times, they are not found
in the typical SKiYMET output. Radar ranges were found to be consistently offset from the
video determined specular ranges by +0.32 km, and this small offset is not statistically signifi-
cant as the fit uncertainty is 0.80 km which is much smaller than our 3 km range gate sampling
interval.
Our major qualitative conclusions include:
1. Simultaneous radar and video meteor observations are biased toward events with long
trail lengths, such as those produced by single body meteoroids. We had an observed
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Figure 2.32: Difference in radiant position measurements between radar and video as a function
of the video convergence angle.
Figure 2.33: Difference between the radar and video determined radiants.
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simultaneous rate of 7% ± 3% which is higher than our modeled 2% − 5% rate.
2. For video meteor measurements, errors in the video fiducial point determinations are
anisotropic, as shown in Fig. 2.11. That is, errors along the trail direction are found to
be much larger than those perpendicular to the trail, and this causes systematic offsets
between the speed determinations of separate video stations.
3. Monte Carlo simulations of both radar and video trajectory solutions show that in the
majority of cases, uncertainties are Gaussian distributed, as shown in Figures 2.7 and
2.12, and assumed in earlier analyses (Jones et al., 2005).
4. Comparisons of the radar specular height vs the video height interval shows the majority
of our detections have their radar height near the end of the video trail, with the average
H = 0.87, with a sizable number beyond the video end point. This implies that our mea-
sured radar speeds should be subject to larger deceleration corrections than our measured
video speeds.
5. For our radar vs video multi-station speed comparisons, the faster speed meteors corre-
spond to transition detections while the slower meteors correspond to overdense echoes.
From our modelling results and measurements of meteors simultaneously detected by radar
and video instruments, we attempt to quantitatively answer the questions posed in Section 2.1.1:
2.6.1 What is the range accuracy of the radar?
As shown in Fig. 2.6 in Section 2.2.5, simulations suggest our range accuracy is much better
than one range gate. For an iSNR of 10 dB the model error in range is 1.3 km, while for
30 dB the model error is 0.13 km. Comparing our radar ranges against the corresponding video
derived specular point range shows a difference of +0.32 ± 0.80 km. This indicates that on
average our radar ranges are greater than our video determined ranges, although this offset is
not statistically significant. In general, the modelling is consistent with our video comparisons,
though there are too few events in the latter for a more detailed validation of the model as a
function of iSNR.
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2.6.2 What is the accuracy of our radar interferometric measurements?
From the discussion in Section 2.5.4, through comparison with video trajectory data (which is
far more precise), our interferometry errors were shown to be 0.83◦ for our spatial technique,
and 0.76◦ for our temporal technique, with no noticeable dependence on our integrated signal-
to-noise ratio determinations. Within error, these errors range between 0.26◦ and 2.69◦ for the
spatial technique, and between 0.32◦ and 1.82◦ for the temporal technique. When considering
the angular distance between the measured interferometry points and the great circle fit to the
Tavistock video fiducial picks, the average angular distance was found to be 0.23◦. However,
the size of the first Fresnel zone is about 1◦ in apparent angular size for our radar system, which
may explain why we see no noticeable dependence on iSNR.
2.6.3 What is the accuracy of our video measurements?
We have shown that our video measurements are much more precise than our radar measure-
ments, meaning the accuracy for video can only be defined from simulations. Based on our
modelling discussed in Section 2.3.5, and applied to our two station video events in Figure
2.26, our video speed error was found to follow the relation log10δv = −1.64 + 0.02v. This
typically corresponds to 0.3% at 30 km/s and 0.5% at 60 km/s. At our 2σ confidence limit,
the errors are 0.7% and 1.5% respectively.
Our video modeled radiants were found to have an average error of 0.73◦ ± 0.51◦ as shown
in Fig. 2.31.
2.6.4 How do the radar derived speeds and radiant measurements com-
pare to those determined by video?
From our video vs radar speed comparison plot (Fig. 2.27), our video speeds were found to be
consistently slower for meteors having slower measured speeds. At 20 km/s the difference was
19% while at 40 km/s the difference decreased to 6%. We note that these results assume there
is no speed bias in our radar time-of-flight method. When comparing our radar Fresnel deter-
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mined speeds to the radar time-of-flight and video speed determinations, our Fresnel speeds
were found to be consistently higher at lower speeds (13% at 20 km/s) while they were lower
at higher speeds (6% at 60 km/s).
Our radiant comparisons between radar and video show an average difference of 3.4◦, al-
though most of our high error cases are suspected off-specular echoes.
2.6.5 What factors affect radar detectability? What fraction of all mete-
ors detected by video be seen by the radar?
From the manual inspection of video data as discussed in Section 2.5.1, we find that the frac-
tion of meteors that can be observed simultaneously by radar and video is 7 ± 3%. This value
is somewhat higher than the expected fraction (2% − 5%) computed from the simulation in
Section 2.1.3, implying that our detections correspond more to single body meteoroids rather
than meteoroids that show fragmentation (ie: those with longer trails). This is also supported
by the large number of events that have Fresnel determined speed measurements, as shown in
Fig. 2.29 and Fig. 2.30, where fragmentation would be expected to “wash away” the Fresnel os-
cillation pattern. These results may reflect the generally larger masses of our dataset compared
to the average radar events detected by CMOR.
2.6.6 Is geometry the only factor in specular scattering which determines
radar visibility?
As was shown in Fig. 2.16, CMOR is capable of detecting meteor head echoes and off-specular
echoes for the closest ranges. These events complicate radar time-of-flight measurements since
the meteor trail is not confined to be in the interferometry plane. We find that echoes which
show clean backscatter signatures cluster strongly (better than 1◦) around the specular point,
confirming geometry as the major factor in backscatter visibility, a result also found by McKin-
ley and Millman (1949b).
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Chapter 3
Photometry and Ionisation
A version of this chapter has been submitted for publication as:
Weryk, Robert J.; Brown, Peter G. (2012).
Simultaneous radar and video meteors – II: Photometry and Ionisation.
Planetary and Space Science, submitted June 22, 2012.
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Motivation
Radar and optical measurements have historically been the two primary instrumental tech-
niques for documenting the ablation behaviour of meteoroids in the Earth’s atmosphere. Op-
tical techniques consist of visual, photographic, and video methods, each having benefits de-
pending on the scientific questions being addressed.
Chapter 2 in this study made metric comparisons between radar and video meteor obser-
vations to better understand the accuracy of radar interferometry measurements. Using the
Canadian Meteor Orbit Radar (CMOR) and several Gen-III image intensified CCD video cam-
eras, our radar interferometric measurements were found to be accurate to ∼0.8◦. It was also
determined that the majority of our radar detections occur near the end of their corresponding
optical trails detected by video: an important result, as assuming the radar detections occur at
the peak of their corresponding ionisation curves can lead to systematic errors in mass esti-
mates. Our previous work did not consider photometric and ionisation comparisons, which are
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the focus of the present study.
Due to the nature of specular scattering in meteor trails, simultaneous radar-video detec-
tions are rare. In our first paper, we showed (using a simple model) that 2% − 5% of video
events should be detected by radar based purely on geometry. Because the simultaneous rate
was ∼ 7%, this implied that simultaneous meteor observations are biased towards larger single-
body meteoroids.
Relating an observed meteor to the physical properties of its associated meteoroid is com-
plicated by uncertain conversion efficiencies between the number and type of ablated meteoric
atoms, and the number of electrons and photons produced during the ablation process. Ar-
guably the most important physical property to be inferred from meteor observations is mass.
This can be determined by summing either all the light emitted during a meteor’s passage (pho-
tometric mass) or all the electrons generated during ablation (ionisation mass), but only if the
efficiency of generating electrons and photons by each unit of ablated mass is known. This
leads to the concepts of the ionisation coefficient, β, defined as the average number of elec-
trons produced per meteoric atom, and the luminous efficiency, τI , defined as the percentage
of kinetic energy loss transformed into light. Values for β and τI have been determined by
many theoretical and lab-based measurement programs, but their true values and dependence
on meteor speed remain poorly known. As no lab data set covers the full meteor speed range,
relating β and τI using simultaneous observations (eg. Saidov and Sˇimek, 1989) can help con-
strain their numerical values. Unfortunately, β and τI are not directly measurable as separate
quantities without knowing the composition, initial mass, and height interval of each observed
meteor, but the ratio β/τI can be determined with only a few assumptions.
There are also complications in measuring the total light or ionisation production. For
intensified video systems, the field-of-view (FOV) covers only a small portion of the visible
sky, which limits the number of meteors having their entire trail visible. For single station
backscatter radar systems, assumptions about the ionisation distribution as a function of height
must be made in order to estimate the total electron count. This distribution is not directly
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measurable by a single-station backscatter radar, which receives most of the reflected power
from the first Fresnel zone, a region typically only ∼2 km in length.
In this study, we use a dataset of simultaneously recorded multi-station intensified video
meteors also detected by a multi-station transverse scattering radar. The purpose of our work
is to determine meteor electron line densities and compare these against photon production in
the same trail segment, which will explicitly link the two quantities β and τI through their ratio
β/τI . This allows for a relative radar-video mass scale to be better defined, and can confirm
either of our adopted β or τI , assuming the other is correct. For direct comparisons of q against
I, we do not need to know the total meteoroid mass.
If an accurate value of β can be determined, it would refine ionisation-based meteoroid mass
estimates, and would significantly improve meteoroid flux measurements, refine aeronomy
models of electron/ion deposition in the atmosphere (Plane, 2002, and the references therein),
and validate scattering models for radar head echo measurements (Close et al., 2004).
In this work, we wish to specifically address the following questions:
1. What are the detection limits of our radar and video instruments?
2. What is the relation between q and I for both underdense and overdense echoes?
3. What assumptions dominate the uncertainty in determining q and I, and therefore, mass
estimates for radar and video meteors?
4. What is the ratio of β/τI , the ionisation coefficient to luminous efficiency? How does it
depend on speed?
5. How do different literature estimates of τI affect our video mass estimates? How do they
compare to our derived τI?
Answers to these questions will help improve measurement interpretations of the meteoroid
population detectable by either radar or video systems.
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3.1.2 Meteoroid Ablation
In general, parameters of meteoroid ablation are inferred through remote measurements of
light and ionisation production. Determination of the physical properties of a meteoroid, such
as mass, density, and composition, depend on the interpretation of these measurements. For
the meteor heights and sizes observed in this study, ablation occurs in the free molecular flow
regime (Ceplecha et al., 1998). As a meteoroid enters the atmosphere, it heats up due to colli-
sions with atmospheric molecules. When the boiling point of the meteoroid is reached, material
evaporates away and collides with atmospheric molecules to create a column of electrons and
excited/ionised atoms. This type of mass loss is referred to as thermal ablation, as opposed
to other mechanisms of mass loss, such as sputtering (Rogers et al., 2005) and solid particle
fragmentation (Babadzhanov, 2002). In this study, we assume thermal ablation dominates.
The changes in speed (v) and mass (m) for a single body meteoroid undergoing thermal
ablation are defined by Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2 respectively (McKinley, 1961). In these equations,
Λ is the heat transfer coefficient, Γ the drag coefficient, A the shape factor, ξ the energy re-
quired to ablate one unit of mass, and ρm and ρa are the meteoric and atmospheric densities,
respectively.
dv
dt
= − ΓAρav
2
ρm2/3m1/3
(3.1)
dm
dt
= −ΛAρav
3m2/3
2ξρ2/3m
(3.2)
The amount of light produced is assumed to be proportional to the rate of change of kinetic
energy, and therefore also proportional to the rate of ablation (dm/dt). It is described by the
luminosity equation:
I = −τI dKdt = −τI(
v2
2
dm
dt
+ mv
dv
dt
) (3.3)
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In this equation, I is the radiant power emitted either bolometrically or in a specific band-
pass, and τI is the luminous efficiency which represents the fraction of a meteoroid’s instan-
taneous kinetic energy loss transformed into light in this bandpass. For our meteors, the con-
tribution from the deceleration term (dv/dt) is negligible and is ignored. I is often expressed
as a magnitude value, defined by Eq. 3.4, where CI is a calibration constant. M refers to an
absolute meteor magnitude when I is scaled to 100 km range.
M = CI − 2.5 log10I (3.4)
In order to determine the total mass loss for a video meteor, the light curve must be inte-
grated in time. By using the average meteor speed, and considering mass loss as a positive
quantity, we integrate Eq. 3.3 to give:
m =
∫ m
0
dm =
2
τIv2
∫ t
0
dt I (3.5)
Similar to I, the amount of ionisation produced is assumed to be proportional to the mass
loss rate and is described by the ionisation equation:
q = − β
µv
dm
dt
(3.6)
Here, q is the electron line density along the path of the meteor’s motion, µ is the atomic
mass of a typical meteoric atom, and β is the ionisation coefficient, which represents the number
of electrons produced per ablating atom. The resulting plasma is neutral, meaning the electron
count equals the ion count, with no free space charge being present in the trail.
From faint meteor data alone, it is difficult if not impossible to directly estimate either β or
τI . Ignoring deceleration, Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.6 can be combined to give:
β
τI
=
µv3
2
q
I
(3.7)
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This ratio is strictly only correct if q and I correspond to the same trail segment. It can
be determined from simultaneous radar and video measurements, and allows either β or τI
to be determined, assuming the other is known. For our work, we will determine τI using β
computed according to Jones (1997) assuming our meteoroid compositions to be H Ordinary
Chondrite. We find τI from β since, as we will show, there is good reason to believe β has fewer
uncertainties than τI . This τI , which is specific to our instrumental bandpass, has not been
previously determined for intensified video systems. As v is well known from either the radar
or video measurements, and µ can be estimated assuming a specific meteoroid composition,
it only remains to determine q from radar data and I from video data over the simultaneous
portion of a common meteor trail. In particular, the advantage of this treatment is that it does
not rely on knowledge of many other poorly known parameters, such as mass. We only need
to estimate µ, a quantity which is arguably less uncertain.
While video systems can be calibrated through comparison with background stars to di-
rectly measure I, radar systems, by the nature of the specular backscattering process, do not
directly measure q. Because of this, certain complications arise in analysing q for specular
radar echoes. The major complication is the fact that meteor trails form with finite width and
then expand through ambipolar diffusion where both the positive and negative charge move
outwards, away from the central axis of the trail. The radial distribution of electron density in
the trail has historically been assumed to be Gaussian, and the trail radius a relates to time t as
given below (McKinley, 1961), where r0 is the initial trail radius (a function of height), and Da
is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient:
a2 = r20 + 4Dat (3.8)
As meteor trails have finite width and length, the incident radar wave is scattered by elec-
trons at different radii from the trail axis, which can attenuate the received echo power due to
destructive interference. For a particular meteor plasma trail, once the electron volume density
reaches a critical value (defined by the plasma frequency), the radar wave is unable to further
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penetrate into the trail, and completely reflects. This change in scattering defines a transition
region between purely underdense scattering, where all the trail electrons scatter independently
(and scatter close to in-phase), and overdense scattering, where complete reflection occurs at
a critical radius from the trail axis. Even though complete reflection will occur at this surface,
increasing q still results in an increase in reflected power since the electron volume density
outside this critical radius will also increase.
The type of scattering is determined from the relative permittivity, r, defined as (McKinley,
1961):
r(r) = 1 − qe
2 exp(−r2/a2)
pia20meω2(1 + iν/ω)
(3.9)
In this equation, r represents the distance from the trail axis, e and me represent the charge
and mass respectively of an electron, and ν is the electron collision frequency. In this form, the
ratio ν/ω represents collisional damping, where ω = 2pic/λ with λ being the radar wavelength.
This term is important when charge separation becomes important, and is written in this form to
remove a singularity when integrating Maxwell’s equations to determine the expected reflection
coefficient, as will be discussed in Section 3.3.3.
The boundary between underdense and overdense scattering occurs when r becomes neg-
ative at some r within the trail plasma. Traditionally, the transition point is found by setting
both r and a to λ/2pi. This represents the trail radius at which the amplitude of the radar wave
is attenuated to exp(−1), and defines the transition point as qtr = 2.4×1014 e−/m independent
of λ. However, in practice, this initial radius will only occur at one specific height, since r0 is
primarily a function of height.
The boundary between underdense and overdense scattering is precisely defined by setting
both r and r to zero in Eq. 3.9, substituting ω = 2pic/λ and ν/ω = 0, and isolating a. This
results in:
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a2 =
e2
4pi30mec2
qλ2 =
re
pi2
qλ2 (3.10)
Here, re is the classical electron radius. This equation has two interpretations. Setting
a = r0 in Eq. 3.10 (representing the initial trail radius with no diffusion) defines the boundary
between purely underdense and transition scattering. Transition/overdense echoes can occur
for traditionally underdense values of q if the initial trail radius is small enough. Alternatively,
substituting Eq. 3.8 into Eq. 3.10 and isolating t results in the diffusion limited overdense
duration time t = TD (see McKinley, 1961). This is the time required for an overdense trail to
become underdense based entirely on ambipolar diffusion of the trail charge (Greenhow, 1952).
For q >> qtr, r0 is neglected to give:
TD =
re
4pi2
qλ2
Da
(3.11)
This shows that q may be found from direct measurement of TD from an overdense echo,
since all other quantities are known or computed. Historically, echo durations have been used
(eg. Millman et al., 1948) instead of calibrated echo amplitudes to estimate q as the latter
were difficult to measure from radar film records. The diffusion coefficient Da in Eq. 3.11
is often assumed in meteor studies, but in practice, measurements of this quantity show large
scatter (Hocking, 2004) and also have height dependencies (Ceplecha et al., 1998) making the
accuracy of q determined in this manner questionable.
A further complication in using overdense durations arises due to the fact that ionisation
is removed through two distinct processes. Atomic recombination happens when the electrons
and ions recombine, while attachment is a chemical process which happens when electrons
attach to other neutral atoms, such as ozone. Past studies have neglected chemistry effects on
overdense echo durations (see the discussion by Jones and Simek, 1995), and these chemistry
effects may become significant in limiting overdense durations at some heights to time scales
shorter than the diffusion timescales. Recombination dominates above 95 km, while attach-
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ment occurs primarily below 95 km (Baggaley, 2002). This effect is responsible for severely
limiting overdense duration times, particularly for larger echoes, an effect noted in many early
radar meteor studies (eg. Baggaley, 1979). This effect must be carefully taken into account if
determining q using Eq. 3.11.
3.1.3 Previous Optical and Radar Comparison Studies
While our photometric and ionisation comparisons use video instruments, previous studies
used visual and photographic techniques to estimate I for comparison against q determined
from TD. Chapter 2 discussed previous studies relevant to radar-video metric comparisons,
here we only summarise the available literature on ionisation-photometric comparisons. In
what follows, all electron line densities have been converted into units of electrons per metre,
and all radiant powers converted into units of watts, for ease of comparison.
Kaiser (1953) showed analytically that the point of maximum ionisation will coincide with
the point of maximum radiant power (assuming single-body, non-fragmenting meteoroids) im-
plying that M = Cq − 2.5 log10q for some constant Cq. Using the data of Millman et al.
(1948), he obtained Cq = 40.0. Assuming a zero magnitude visual meteor radiates 690 W in
the visual bandpass, he obtained log10(β/τI) = 2.1 for Perseid meteors with v = 60 km/s and
µ = 0.050 kg/mol.
Millman and McKinley (1956) observed meteors with the 32.7 MHz, 400 kW Ottawa radar
in Canada between 1948 and 1950. Six to eight visual observers recorded 3283 meteors of
which 1404 were Perseids and 1420 were sporadic in origin. Both the visual magnitude esti-
mates and overdense durations were corrected to a range of 100 km, and the visual magnitudes
were also corrected for atmospheric extinction. Their dataset consisted of meteors with abso-
lute magnitudes between −6 and +5. They obtained the relation log10TD = 0.87 − 0.406 M for
Perseids, and log10TD = 1.10 − 0.378 M for sporadics. For TD = 10 s, these differ by 0.6 mag-
nitudes, a statistically significant difference. Using an assumed diffusion coefficient, they state
that a zero magnitude Perseid meteor corresponds to an average q = 1.7×1016 e−/m. While
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256 Geminids were observed and analysed, it was stated that they suffered from poor number
statistics compared to the Perseid and sporadic data.
McKinley (1961) used the M vs TD data from Millman and McKinley (1956), and com-
bined it with appropriate diffusion coefficients to obtain M = 40.0 − 2.45 log10 q for Perseids,
M = 42.4− 2.65 log10q for sporadics, and M = 45.5− 2.87 log10 q for Geminids. He noted that
a constant slope of −2.5 in these relations implies a constant q/I ratio for a given speed, inde-
pendent of magnitude. All data were combined to give M = 36.0 − 2.5 log10 q + 2.5 log10 v. It
was also noted that a fifth magnitude Perseid will have a shorter overdense duration compared
to a similar Geminid because the maximum ionisation for Perseids occurs at higher heights
where Da is greater. Independent of speed, McKinley (1961) defined radio magnitude to be
equivalent to visual magnitude, given as M = 40.0 − 2.5 log10q. This is equivalent to his speed
dependent relation when v = 40 km/s, and was stated to be valid between magnitude −2 and
+5.
Davis and Hall (1963) studied the relationship between apparent brightness and ionisation
using simultaneous photographic and radar observations at Jodrell Bank in the United Kingdom
between 1955 and 1960. Their two photographic Schmidt cameras had focal lengths of 0.137 m
and 0.206 m, and were f /0.78 with FOVs of 56◦. Their radar operated at 69 MHz, and electron
line densities were computed from overdense durations using an assumed diffusion coefficient.
Thirteen meteors were observed simultaneously, but only seven had the optical location of
their echo specular points located along the trail (using a coded focal plane shutter). The
faintest meteor was M = +3.3, and the scatter in the ratio q/I was larger than the individual
error estimates. Based on their limited dataset, they could not determine a dependency of q/I
as a function of I or v, and stated that for their dataset, it is not valid to assume the same
proportionality holds across all speeds. They found log10(q/I) = 13.0 for an average speed of
32 km/s. Assuming τI = 0.18% (Verniani, 1965) in the photographic bandpass, they obtained
an estimate of β = 0.03 for their average echo with log10 q = 15.3 ± 0.3, which corresponded
to M = +1.1 ± 0.7 at v = 32 ± 2 km/s.
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Lindblad (1963) expanded on previous simultaneous visual and radar observations using a
20 − 50 kW, 32.6 MHz radar in Sweden which had its beam directed 90◦ away from shower
radiants. Visual observers estimated trail brightness to the nearest half magnitude, and these
magnitudes were corrected to 100 km range. The radar detected overdense echoes with dura-
tions precise to 0.1 s, with no corrections applied. Heights were found through combining the
visual angular position and radar range. For 688 observed simultaneous Perseids, TD and M
were found to relate according to log10 TD = 1.08 − 0.50 M. This relation was found to be
independent of whether the trails were specular detections or not.
Kohoutek et al. (1970) reported simultaneous visual and telescopic with radar observations
of sporadic meteors made in 1962 at Ondrˇejov in the former Czechoslovakia. Their radar op-
erated at 37.5 MHz with a peak power of 20 kW, and a beam width of 36◦×52◦. The visual
observers’ FOV centred on the radar observing volume, and maximum meteor brightness was
recorded to the nearest half magnitude. Also recorded were the type of light-curve, train oc-
currence, location, angular length, and apparent speed. In 13h39m of simultaneous observation
time, 20 simultaneous visual and radar meteors were recorded, with no simultaneous telescopic
and radar detections. The overdense duration, TD, was found to be related to M according to
log10 TD = 1.08 − 0.38 M, similar to that obtained by Millman and McKinley (1956). Assum-
ing a value for Da, they obtained M = (42.4 ± 7.7) − (2.63 ± 0.48) log10 q. Their slope, if
different from −2.5 (accounting for uncertainty), would imply that the ratio β/τI changes with
magnitude for a fixed speed, but the large formal error leaves this uncertain.
Cook et al. (1973) observed 29 meteors between February 1969 and June 1970, of which
17 showed signs of fragmentation. Using an image-orthicon television system recording at 30
frames per second with a spectral sensitivity that was approximately panchromatic, a 0.105 m
f/0.84 lens (with an unspecified FOV) was used to compare video data against the Harvard
Radio Meteor Project (HRMP) radar (Hawkins, 1963). This multi-station radar operated at
40.92 MHz with a peak power of 2 MW, and for this campaign, had 13 to 25 dB of attenuation
applied to the receivers to reduce sensitivity to match video rates as the radar could only record
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one meteor at a time. After calibrating their video system against A-type stars, and defining
radio magnitude according to McKinley’s (1961) speed independent relation, they found the
radio magnitude differed from the peak video magnitude by ∆M = (2.85 ± 0.16) − (3.8 ±
1.3)(log10v − 6.41).
Znojil et al. (1980, 1981, 1985) recorded 79 hours of simultaneous radar, visual, and
telescopic observations during August 1972 and July to August 1973. Their radar system was
the same as used by Kohoutek et al. (1970), but with a peak power of 25 kW, sensitive to
meteors brighter than magnitude +6.5. The 36◦×52◦ radar beam was fixed at a 45◦ zenith angle
and observations were optimised to record sporadic meteors having radiants near the ecliptic
plane in 1972, and the δ-Aquariid shower in 1973. Using time coincidence, 174 simultaneous
pairs were found among 869 radar, 1601 visual, and 571 telescopic meteors with 10% suspected
of being chance occurrences. These events had radar durations of at least 0.7 s and visual
magnitudes brighter than +5.5. They found that meteors brighter than an absolute meteor
visual magnitude of 5.3 ± 0.8 was required to produce overdense echoes. When considering
the two station telescopic meteors, 83 of 283 were recorded simultaneously with the radar,
leading to M = (40.9 ± 0.3) − 2.5 log10 q, similar to McKinley (1961) and Kohoutek et al.
(1970).
Saidov and Sˇimek (1989) used the simultaneous observations of Znojil et al. (1985) to
constrain τI . By combining measurements of the electron line density with the visual radiant
power, they determined log10(q/I) = 13.6, corresponding to the ratio β/τI = 1.25×10−3 v3 with
v in units of km/s.
Fujiwara et al. (1995) simultaneously observed radar and video meteors during December
of 1991 and 1993. Using the MU radar (46.5 MHz, 1 MW peak power) and a Gen-II intensified
video camera (where the FOV varied between 41◦×30◦ and 6◦×5◦ with a limiting stellar sen-
sitivity between +6.5 and +10.0), they detected meteors with magnitudes between 0 and +5.5.
Their relation between TD and M for nine Geminid meteors was log10 TD = 1.20 − 0.24 M.
Pecina et al. (2001) observed Perseids in 1998 and 1999 using simultaneous two-station
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video and radar observations in the Czech Republic. For 18 meteors between magnitude +0.4
and +6.0, they found the relation M = 42.51 − 2.5 log10 q for a fixed slope (of −2.5), and
M = (46.57±11.1)−(2.8±0.7) log10q using a fitted slope. They assumed a diffusion coefficient
and trail radius appropriate for the height of each individual meteor.
Nishimura et al. (2001) and Michell (2010) independently made simultaneous comparisons
between video meteor measurements and radar head echoes. While the scattering mechanism
is different from what we consider in this work, they both report a linear relation between
optical brightness and corrected radar power. In addition, Nishimura et al. (2001) showed a
head echo derived ionisation curve that was similar in shape to its corresponding light curve,
justifying earlier assumptions about the relative proportionality of q and I against dm/dt.
3.2 Conversion Efficiencies
3.2.1 Ionisation Coefficient (β)
During the meteor ablation process, a certain fraction of the kinetic energy loss is used for
ionisation production. This fraction is τq, the ionisation efficiency, which relates to β. For
β > 1, secondary ionisation occurs with a per-collision ionisation probability of β0. The relation
between τq and β is given below, where Φq is the average ionisation energy:
τq =
2Φq
µv2
β (3.12)
Because the ionisation energy of molecular nitrogen (the dominant atmospheric constituent
at meteor heights, ∼ 15 eV) is greater than the ionisation energy of typical meteoric atoms
(∼ 8 eV), we expect meteoric atoms to be preferentially ionised, at least for slower meteor
speeds. This implies that the electrons produced in the trail are mainly derived from meteoric
atoms.
Massey and Sida (1955) provide an estimate of β, but their treatment suffers from physical
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inaccuracies. In their work, the total ionisation coefficient is less than the primary ionisation
probability for speeds less than ∼48 km/s, which is unphysical. Furthermore, their expression
for β gives a non-zero probability of ionisation for collisions involving less kinetic energy than
is required for ionisation to occur.
Jones (1997) has performed the most detailed modern review of estimating β based on
theory and observation. He derived an expression for the primary ionisation probability (β0) in
terms of the relevant scattering cross sections:
β0 =
σion
σela + σion
=
c(v − v0)2v0.8
1 + c(v − v0)2v0.8 (3.13)
The minimum speed at which ionisation can occur is v0. For speeds less than this, a mete-
oric atom does not possess enough kinetic energy to become ionised during a collision with an
air molecule. As defined, β0 must be valued between zero and unity, since primary ionisation
can occur only once. In the above equation, σion represents the ionisation cross section, which
is assumed to be proportional to (v−v0)2 (Sida, 1969). The elastic scattering cross section, σela,
is assumed to be proportional to v−0.8 (Bronshten, 1983), and is added to σion to approximate
the total collisional cross section. The constant c is a scaling coefficient, which Jones (1997)
computed so that σion agreed with Bronshten (1983) at 40 km/s. Jones (1997) lists values of
v0 and c for atomic oxygen, iron, copper, magnesium, and silicon. We list his values (except
copper) in Table 3.1.
At higher collision energies, the probability of secondary ionisation increases, leading to
β > β0. As an example, the first two ionisation energies for oxygen are 13.6 and 35.1 eV.
This means that an oxygen atom would require a minimum speed of about 30 km/s before
having a significant probability of becoming ionised a second time. Jones (1997) introduced a
“correction” term to Eq. 3.13 to give β in terms of β0:
β(v) = β0 + 2
∫ v
v0
dv′
β0(v′)
v′
(3.14)
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The primed terms represent the variable of integration. This correction is an approximation
valid only for slower speed meteors and assumes the meteoric atoms are comparable in mass
to the atmospheric molecules. However, unlike video observations, there are no instrumental
bandpass complications to account for.
In performing this analysis, the assumed elemental composition greatly affects the result,
as β is determined from the ionisation probabilities of the constituent elements, weighted
by the proportion of the number of atoms present. Fig. 3.1 shows β computed according
to Jones’ (1997) method for CI-Carbonaceous Chondrites, H-Ordinary Chondrites, and Iron-
Nickel compositions, to emphasise the effect of compositional differences. The CI chondritic
composition best represents the composition of cometary meteoroids (Borovicˇka, 2006), while
the H chondritic and iron-nickel compositions represent asteroidal and pure iron compositions,
respectively. Only the elements oxygen, iron, magnesium, and silicon were used, as these four
elements represent the majority for each composition type (Lodders and Fegley, 1998). The
weight percentage of each element for each composition are given in Table 3.1. However, we
rescaled these to account for the remaining weight percentage not covered by our assumed
compositions. This may introduce a small error, but eliminates the need to define β0 as a lower
limit.
We note however, that these four elements have higher ionisation energies. At low speed,
Na, Al, and Ca may contribute significantly to the number of free electrons. Because of this,
our β may not be valid for the slowest meteors.
As shown in Fig. 3.1, the iron-nickel β is an order of magnitude larger than β for the
CI/H chondritic compositions. As the first ionisation energy of oxygen is about twice that
for iron, a composition dominated by oxygen is expected to have lower β. We use the H-
Chondritic composition for our data since it is similar to CI-Chondritic, and therefore a good
average fit for both cometary and most asteroidal meteoroids. This means we do not require
orbital information to determine the class of the assumed parent body composition, as nearly
pure iron meteoroids compose ∼10% of all meteoroids at our sizes (Borovicˇka et al., 2005).
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Figure 3.1: Total ionisation coefficient for CI-Carbonaceous and H-Ordinary chondritic, and
Iron Nickel type meteoroids. The Fe-Ni behaviour shows an order of magnitude difference,
emphasising the importance of compositional differences.
Assuming our meteors to be H-Chondritic implies µ = 0.0241 kg/mol, and that our rescaling
of the weight percentages for the missing 5.9% is not significant. Our β can be approximated
(with v in units of km/s) as:
log10β = 5.84 − 0.09v0.5 − 9.56/log10v (3.15)
This β is closely proportional to v4.0 between 20 and 40 km/s. The speed exponent of this
approximate proportionality decreases with increasing meteor speed.
3.2.2 Luminous Efficiency (τI)
The luminous efficiency, τI (often referred to as simply τ, here we distinguish from τq), rep-
resents the fraction of a meteoroid’s kinetic energy converted into light, either bolometrically,
or in a specific instrumental bandpass. This term is required to convert the measured light (I)
and speed (v) of a meteor into a mass loss rate estimate using Eq. 3.3, and in this context, is
referred to as a differential efficiency. It is often assumed that τI is proportional to speed, ie:
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Table 3.1: Ionisation parameters used to compute β following Jones (1997). Here, CI is the
relative atomic weight percentage for each element for CI Chondrites, H for H Chondrites, and
Fe for Iron-Nickel meteorites following Lodders and Fegley (1998). The units of v0 and µ are
km/s and AMU respectively. The values of c are in units of 10−6 cm2.
element v0 c (×106) µ CI H Fe
O 16.7 4.66 15.999 46.4 35.7 0
Fe 9.4 34.5 55.845 18.2 27.2 95
Mg 11.1 9.29 24.305 9.7 14.1 0
Si 11.0 18.5 28.086 10.6 17.1 0
other — — — 15.1 5.9 5
τI = τ0 vn, where τ0 and n are constants.
To obtain an accurate measure of τI , the instrumental response and the compositional spec-
tra of every meteor must be known. While light emission from a meteor is bolometric, a photon
recording instrument does not need to have complete spectral sensitivity to produce useful esti-
mates of meteoroid mass as meteoric atomic species often emit multiple, independent spectral
lines. Iron, which is a significant part of cometary and asteroidal compositions (see Table 3.1),
has many spectral lines between 400 − 500 nm (Borovicˇka et al., 2005) and is the dominant
contributer to τI in the blue photographic bandpass.
Similarity among meteoroids (such as in a meteor shower) implies that any empirical mea-
sure of τI refers strictly to a given population and sensor combination. For assumed spectra,
colour terms are typically used to convert magnitudes between bandpasses in a process called
synthetic photometry (Straizˇys, 1996), where the ratio of energy in one bandpass relative to
another can be calculated if the instrument response is known.
There are many values of τI quoted in the literature, each derived under different assump-
tions such as composition and flow regime. Almost all values are given for the photographic
(blue) bandpass, although this is often not explicitly stated. Some of these studies (eg. Ayers
et al., 1970) use energetic units which combine a fractional τ with the zero-magnitude radiant
power. In these cases, we convert back to fractional units.
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O¨pik (1955) used a quantum mechanical approach to determine τI , by computing the pop-
ulation of all excited states along with the transition probabilities between states. However,
without knowing the mechanisms by which the states are populated, it is uncertain as to how
valid this approach is, and it is referenced by other studies mainly for historical interest.
Verniani (1965) used Super Schmidt meteor data (Jacchia, 1967) and measured meteoroid
decelerations to determine τI , and found n = 1.01± 0.15 for non-fragmenting meteors and n =
1.24 ± 0.22 for fragmenting ones. He concluded that τI does not depend on mass, and showed
for one non-fragmenting meteor of asteroidal composition (assumed ρm = 3400 kg/m3), that
log10τ0 = −4.37 ± 0.08 for n = 1 in the photographic bandpass. He also considered one
artificial meteor described in McCrosky and Soberman (1963), produced by a shaped charge
fired from a rocket. After discussing compositional differences, he proposed the general case
log10τ0 = −4.28 (see Fig. 3.2). This value is five times smaller than the value obtained by O¨pik
(1955).
Ayers et al. (1970) conducted artificial meteor observations to estimate τI . Using four
rocket accelerated iron meteoroids, including one from McCrosky and Soberman (1963), they
found n = 1.9 ± 0.4 in the photographic bandpass. At speeds above 20 km/s, they suggest τI
approaches a constant as determined by Friichtenicht et al. (1968). However, they emphasise
that this behaviour is a first approximation and should not be used in general. Assuming an
iron abundance of 15% of a meteoroid’s total mass, they scaled their τI assuming iron to be
the dominant emitter in the photographic bandpass (ie: the resulting masses are multiplied by
6.7). They then made their τI asymptote to n = 1 above 30 km/s, similar to the dependence
found by Verniani (1965) for non-fragmenting meteors from Super Schmidt data. Ceplecha
and McCrosky (1976) rescaled the Ayers et al. (1970) stony composition to account for a more
realistic 28% iron abundance by mass for asteroidal meteoroids and presented τI as a piecewise
function of speed (see Fig. 3.2).
Becker and Friichtenicht (1971) made laboratory measurements of τI using iron and cop-
per pellets in free molecular flow. The results, which disagree with the constant τI found by
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Friichtenicht et al. (1968), showed a peak value for iron of τI = 1.2% at v = 18 km/s, with
n = −3/4 for higher speeds. Copper was also measured and found to differ significantly from
iron by more than one order of magnitude. While copper is insignificant in the total mass com-
position of most meteoroids (Lodders and Fegley, 1998), it has a similar atomic mass to iron
which stresses the importance of electron configuration for determining τI .
In a follow-up work to Jones (1997), Jones and Halliday (2001) discuss how τI relates to
the excitation coefficient, ζ, defined as the average number of times a meteoric atom is excited
during ablation. It is given below (Eq. 3.16), where ΦI is the average excitation energy of the
constituent elements, and µ refers to the average atomic weight:
τI =
2ΦI
µv2
ζ (3.16)
Jones and Halliday (2001) derived an integral expression relating the total excitation co-
efficient, ζ, to the primary excitation probability, ζ0. Using the τI for iron from Becker and
Friichtenicht (1971), Jones and Halliday (2001) showed their interpretation of ζ0 to be un-
physical, as it exceeded unity. They then expressed ζ in terms of the relevant collisional cross
sectional areas. However, they assumed that once an atom becomes ionised, it is not available
for excitation, whereas meteor spectral measurements (Ceplecha et al., 1998) show emission
from ionised atoms, contradicting this assumption.
Ceplecha and ReVelle (2005) developed a fragmentation model that allows for both large
fragments and clusters of small fragments in the ablation process. They distinguish between
intrinsic and apparent luminous efficiencies, the first of which accounts for fragmentation,
while the latter is computed using a classical approach neglecting fragmentation. By applying
their model to the observational data of the Lost City meteorite fall, they refined their previous
estimate of τI (Revelle and Ceplecha, 2001) given in the panchromatic film bandpass. Their
value, which is dependent on mass, is suitable for bolide measurements in continuum flow, but
might not apply to faint meteors under free molecular flow. For comparison purposes, their τI
(see Fig. 3.2) can be converted to the photographic bandpass by multiplying by 0.62, which
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corresponds to a colour index of −0.52 as determined by Ayers et al. (1970).
Hill et al. (2005) used ζ computed by Jones and Halliday (2001) based on the observa-
tional lab data of Becker and Friichtenicht (1971) and Boitnott and Savage (1972). Assuming
an unspecified cometary-like composition, Hill et al. (2005) scaled ζ as a piecewise function of
meteor speed to give τI following Eq. 3.16. However, their results are questionable as their ζ is
specific to iron, but their scaling was not. The results are also not in the photographic bandpass,
but rather the intermediate photo-multiplier bandpass used by Becker and Friichtenicht (1971).
Multiplying their τI by 0.453 to correct for the different bandpass and the compositional scal-
ing will give the equivalent τI for pure iron, and further multiplication by 0.28 will give the
equivalent iron abundance used by Ceplecha and McCrosky (1976) (see Fig. 3.2).
Fig. 3.2 summarises these various forms of τI as a function of meteor speed, and are refer-
enced to the photographic bandpass. We note that since τI is scaled to a specific iron abundance,
it represents a lower limit. In reality, the total τI is the sum of the constituent element τI values
associated with a meteoroid’s composition, weighted by atomic weight proportion. Because of
this, β is a better known quantity, and we will use it to convert our determined β/τI (see Section
3.5.4) to an estimate of the total τI , which we will compare to the corrected τI for iron from
Hill et al. (2005).
3.3 Radar Measurements
To experimentally estimate q for our simultaneous events, we make use of backscatter meteor
echoes detected by the Canadian Meteor Orbit Radar (CMOR) (Jones et al., 2005) and deter-
mine q from the peak signal amplitude of each echo. We do not use overdense durations (see
Eq. 3.11) as CMOR primarily detects underdense and transition echoes.
CMOR features a 14 channel 16-bit receiver (with separate in-phase and quadrature chan-
nels) connected to horizontally polarised antennas, and transmits 6 kW peak-power pulses at
a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 532 Hz. Five main-station receivers and two remote-
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Figure 3.2: Various values of the luminous efficiency, ie: the fraction of instantaneous kinetic
energy converted to light. All values are lower limits, defined in the photographic bandpass.
The values are given as percentages.
station receivers allow the computation of meteoroid orbital elements. Details of this system
are given in Jones et al. (2005) and in Chapter 2. In this paper, we will only discuss aspects
of the hardware that are specific to the determination and analysis of q, and which were not
discussed in our earlier work.
3.3.1 Antenna Gain
The gain of our transmitter and receiver antennas, GT and GR respectively, were separately
fit (Campbell-Brown, private communication) using the Numerical Electromagnetics Code
(NEC) program EZnec (http://www.eznec.com/). At the zenith, our antennas reach their high-
est linear gains (relative to an isotropic radiator) of GT = 5.76 and GR = 4.04. For comparison,
at a zenith angle of θ = 45◦, both gains are largest at ϕ = 16◦ (and are GT = 3.99 and
GR = 4.08), where ϕ is the azimuth angle measured North of East. This maximum is perpen-
dicular to the main axis of the receiving array. Fig. 3.3 shows our gain pattern as a function of
azimuth for various zenith angles.
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Figure 3.3: Overall gain pattern (GR ∗ GT for CMOR, as a function of azimuth angle ϕ for
several zenith angles θ). The radial scale is total gain in linear units. The antenna alignment is
16.7◦ West of North.
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3.3.2 Received Power
In general, the power received from a meteor is given by (Ceplecha et al., 1998):
PR =
g2λ3PTGTGR
32pi4R30
(3.17)
Here, the radar wavelength λ, the specular range R0, and peak transmitted power PT , are
known. The gains GR and GT are also known from our NEC modelling based on the echo
direction (θ, ϕ) measured via interferometry. The last quantity, g, represents the reflection
coefficient, used to determine q as discussed below in Section 3.3.3. To measure PR, an echo
amplitude AR must be calibrated in terms of power received at each antenna.
To calibrate the absolute received power for CMOR, we disconnected each antenna from its
receiver cable, and connected the cable directly to a Marconi model 2022C signal generator set
to our 29.850 MHz carrier frequency. Attaching the signal generator at the antenna end of the
receiver cable ensures our power measurements are independent of any loss due to the receiver
cables. Our receiver has an average noise floor limited by cosmic sources to ∼ − 107 dBm.
The signal generator output power was stepped between −110 dBm and −70 dBm, well beyond
our ∼30 dB dynamic range. The raw radar signal (AR) in DC-offset subtracted amplitude units
was recorded for each receiver in turn, and used to determine our calibration constant (CR)
according to:
PR = 20 (log10AR +CR) (3.18)
Our signal generator has an absolute accuracy of 2 dB for output powers less than −10 dBm.
The difference between our first measurements and a second identical signal generator was less
than this 2 dB error. For our system, CR was on average −8.312 across all receivers.
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3.3.3 Reflection Coefficient
The reflection coefficient, g, in Eq. 3.17 represents the fraction of the incident field reflected
due to scattering from a meteor trail, a value which can be greater than unity. The value of g
is dependent on the electron line density q and trail radius a. Eq. 3.17 becomes the classical
expression for the peak power in underdense scattering (McKinley, 1961) when g = qpire,
where re is the classical electron radius.
To relate g to values of q and a, we use the full wave scattering model described by Poulter
and Baggaley (1977). Their method uses a Fourier decomposition, and for each mode, inte-
grates Maxwell’s equations radially through the meteor plasma from the trail axis until r ∼1,
which represents free space. The initial conditions and boundary matching conditions to the
incident wave involve cylindrical Bessel functions. To avoid expensive computations during
data processing, we precompute g for many values of q and a, and interpolate using cubic
spline functions.
Conceptually, the reflection coefficient can be thought of as describing a continuum where
the often separately discussed underdense and overdense phenomenological cases smoothly
blend together. The main benefit of computing q from g is that it is independent of knowing
whether the individual echo profiles are underdense or overdense, concepts rooted in the early
days of radar meteor studies when echoes were classified based solely on waveform shape.
The meteor trail radius a, used in Eq. 3.9 to compute r, has a significant effect on g. For
a given q, larger values of a will result in lower values of the electron volume density. For our
dataset, we use the initial trail radius expression given by Jones and Campbell-Brown (2005)
which is a function of height and speed:
log10r0 = a1 + b1(H − 90) + c1log10(v/40) (3.19)
The fit constants a1 = (−0.0802 ± 0.0027), b1 = (+0.0238 ± 0.0006), and c1 = (−0.2000 ±
0.0132), were determined by Jones and Campbell-Brown (2005) from multi-frequency radar
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comparisons using CMOR (Jones et al., 2005). While it was shown in Chapter 2 that simul-
taneous observations are biased towards larger, single-body-like meteoroids, the initial trail
radius by Jones and Campbell-Brown (2005) applies to both fragmenting and non-fragmenting
meteoroids.
In addition, because our measurement of peak echo power occurs shortly after the echo
specular point (typically by ∼0.015−0.030 s), the trail will expand a small amount in this time,
following Eq. 3.8. To convert the initial trail radius to the appropriate value at the time of our
peak power measurement, we use the diffusion coefficient given by Jones and Jones (1990):
log10Da = 0.06H − 4.74 (3.20)
For a 40 km/s meteor at 90 km height, an initial trail radius of 0.8 m will increase to 1.1 m in
0.03 s. The same meteor at 95 km height will increase from 1.1 m to 1.5 m, and at 100 km will
increase from 1.4 m to 2.0 m. While the effective diffusion coefficient is subject to the direction
of the Earth’s magnetic and electric fields, we do not account for these since the Jones and
Campbell-Brown (2005) trail radius was determined for an average-case echo.
In practice, g will also depend on how the meteor trail is orientated with respect to the
receiving antennas. For our horizontally polarised receiving antennas, if the electric field vector
(determined from our dipole antenna orientation) is parallel to the trail orientation, then g = g‖.
If it is perpendicular to the trail axis, then g = g⊥. These two cases must be computed separately
when implementing the full wave treatment as charge separation causes resonance effects in
g⊥. Poulter and Baggaley (1977) state that for q > 1012 e−/m (ie: relevant to our dataset),
resonance is significant.
Our computation of g‖ and g⊥ are shown in Fig. 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. The term ν/ω
in Eq. 3.9, the ratio of the electron collision frequency to radar frequency, represents collision
damping and was set to 0.001 (Poulter and Baggaley, 1977) which also avoids a singularity
when determining g⊥ through integration of Maxwell’s equations. For our linear dipole anten-
nas, we combine g‖ and g⊥ according to:
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g = g‖cos2δ + g⊥sin2δ (3.21)
In this equation, δ represents the angle between the electric field and the trail axis, deter-
mined from the antenna orientation and interferometry. The cosine and sine terms are squared
since we transmit and receive linearly polarised waves. The meteor radiant (and therefore,
the trail axis orientation) is known for all of our events through a combination of the radar
interferometry together with a sky-plane fit to each observed video point.
While g is defined as a complex number having a phase term, we only need the magnitude
to determine q using our assumed a. When making wind measurements from meteor echoes
(Hocking, 2011), the phase term may be important, adding to the apparent neutral wind drift
for transition and overdense echoes.
Because g is well known from our individual echo measurements, the major limitation in
applying this procedure is the accuracy of the assumed meteor trail radius. From Fig. 3.4, it
is clear that for smaller values of q, changing a does not result in large changes in g‖. This
means that for a specific value of q corresponding to underdense and some transition echoes,
q does not vary drastically due to uncertainty in a. However, for the remaining transition and
overdense cases, the determined q is extremely sensitive to small changes in a. This effect is
more significant for g⊥, as shown in Fig. 3.5.
3.3.4 Factors Influencing g
There are many factors which can influence the measured value of g for meteor echoes, sum-
marised in Ceplecha et al. (1998). These include the initial meteor trail radius effect, the finite
speed a meteor has, and Faraday rotation.
Because the incident radar wave scatters off individual electrons in the trail, attenuation
of the received power occurs due to path length differences to the individual trail electrons.
However, because the full wave scattering model accounts for trail radius effects, we do not
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Figure 3.4: The reflection coefficient g‖ for various values of q (e−/m) as a function of a for
CMOR’s λ = 10.04 m.
Figure 3.5: The reflection coefficient g⊥ for various values of q (e−/m) as a function of a for
CMOR’s λ = 10.04 m.
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need to account for them separately.
Another factor influencing g is the fact that meteors move at finite speed. Because of
this, a trail will begin to diffuse before being fully formed, further violating the assumption
of cylindrical symmetry in Poulter and Baggaley’s (1977) full wave treatment. This effect is
referred to as the finite speed effect, and is typically corrected using the influence factor ∆:
∆ =
tF
tD
=
8pi2Dax
√
R0λ
vλ2
(3.22)
Here, tF is the time required for a meteor to travel from the specular t0 point to the peak
amplitude point, which represents the time at which the trail may be considered fully formed.
When multiplied by the meteor speed, tF represents a physical path length s, which relates to
the Cornu spiral according to 2s = x
√
R0λ (McKinley, 1961). In this equation, x represents the
Fresnel parameter which is x = 1.217 for the peak amplitude point. Next, assuming the meteor
trail forms with zero initial radius, the time to diffuse to radius λ/2pi (corresponding to the tra-
ditional transition point) is determined from Eq. 3.8 to be tD = λ2/16pi2Da. Peregudov (1958)
showed that ∆ relates to an attenuation factor according to α = (1 − exp(−∆))/∆. However,
because we assume all our meteors have non-zero initial trail radius, and because ambipolar
diffusion may in fact cause g to increase (see Fig. 3.5) for large q (a scenario for which this
formulation cannot correct), we estimate a at the t0 point using Eq. 3.8 with t = tF measured
directly from our echo amplitude profiles. We assume this a corresponds to the average a along
the first Fresnel zone.
Lastly, Faraday rotation can reduce the received power when using a linearly polarised
receiver antenna like CMOR. This occurs as the free electrons found in the D-region of the
ionosphere (McKinley, 1961) systematically rotate the polarisation direction of the transmitted
radio wave which upon reception may be significantly rotated relative to the original polarisa-
tion direction. Determining a correction factor involves integrating the rotation effect on the
polarisation direction of the radio wave due to the free electrons along the propagation path,
while accounting for the direction of the magnetic field. However, the observations reported
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here were recorded during night time hours, near solar minimum, and at relatively low heights
(< 100 km). This means the D region is minimal, and we can safely ignore this effect.
3.4 Video Measurements
Estimating the photometric mass of a meteor requires measurement of the total photon count
emitted by the meteor in a particular bandpass. For our study, the video hardware used are
COHU 4912 CCD cameras coupled to ITT NiteMate 380 Gen-III image intensifiers. We used
a number of fast lenses (changed over the time frame of our study) to sample different portions
of the video mass scale, and digitised with either DV video recorders, or directly to disk with
Conexant 878 PCI frame-grabbers. A more complete description of the hardware can be found
in Chapter 2. The primary lenses are a Fujinon 25 mm f/0.85 (34◦×24◦ FOV) and a Navitar
75 mm f/1.2 (11◦×8◦ FOV), and our digitised images are either 720×480 (DV) or 640×480
(PCI) pixel resolution at ∼30 frames per second, with a bit depth of 8-bits. Here we limit our
hardware and analysis discussion to that relevant to photometric comparisons.
3.4.1 Photometric Response
Before our video systems can be photometrically calibrated, we must relate apparent instru-
mental brightness to radiant power (I) measured in watts. To accomplish this, we follow a
procedure similar to Ceplecha et al. (1998). The power output from a meteor is related to
the product of its surface area and energy flux (Φλ), which is then expressed in terms of its
spectral radiance I∗λ in units of W/m
2/nm/sr. An asterisk indicates that the corresponding flux
is per unit solid angle. Using the filling factor f defined in Ceplecha et al. (1998), I relates to
temperature via the Stefan-Boltzmann law:
I = 4pir2
∫
dλΦλ = 4r2
∫
dΩ
∫
dλI∗λ = 4r
2 fσT 4 (3.23)
The element of solid angle is integrated over a half sphere, weighted by viewing direction,
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ie: dΩ = dθdϕsinθcosθ. We assume the meteor is a sphere of radius r, and that f describes
the global filling factor, representing the fractional difference in spectral radiance between a
blackbody and a true meteor spectrum. While these two values cannot be separately determined
from our observations, we can determine the product r2 f by appealing to the definition of a
zero magnitude meteor. To accomplish this, we relate the zero magnitude irradiance definition
using Fλ (the spectral irradiance from Vega) in a particular bandpass Vλ to the meteor radiance
in the same bandpass, but scaled to range R:
∫
dλVλFλ =
r2
R2
∫
dΩ
∫
dλVλI∗λ =
pir2 f
R2
∫
dλVλB∗λ (3.24)
In this equation, B∗λ is the value of Planck’s law at temperature T . Dividing Eq. 3.23 by
3.24 and isolating I gives the radiant power of a zero magnitude meteor in Vλ as a function of
T :
I =
4σR2T 4
∫
dλVλFλ
pi
∫
dλVλB∗λ
(3.25)
Care must be taken, as intensified video detection systems do not measure photon energy,
but rather photon count. This means that the spectral data for Vega (Colina et al., 1996) and
our assumed B∗λ should be integrated in terms of photon number, which is achieved by dividing
the integrands by E = hc/λ. We list the integrals for both energy and number flux determined
from Vega in Table 3.2. These define the zero points in our magnitude systems.
We compute I for a zero magnitude meteor at 100 km range (ie: absolute magnitude) for
various T in the Johnson-Cousins V and R bandpasses (Bessel, 1990), the bandpass of our Gen-
III image intensifier (Video Scope Intl., online), the bandpass of the Sony HAD CCD (Sony,
online), and the panchromatic film response (Borovicˇka, 1993) for comparison purposes. These
values are listed in Table 3.2, and we refer to these numbers as the meteor spectral source
function for a given instrument bandpass. The values for the V band agree with those given
in Ceplecha et al. (1998). Fig. 3.6 shows the spectral irradiance of the star Vega (Colina et
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al., 1996) along with the same data, but multiplied by the spectral response of the V, R, and
Gen-III bandpasses.
For our dataset, we assume all meteors radiate as 4500 K blackbodies (Borovicˇka, 2005),
and that each meteor is optically thin. While we also assume that atomic emission occurs
without delay after excitation, Hawkes (2002) states that typical lifetimes are < 1µs which is
less than the phosphor response of our Gen-III intensifiers.
Figure 3.6: Spectrum of Vega showing the Johnson-Cousins V and R bandpasses, and our
Gen-III bandpass for comparison.
Table 3.3 lists the bolometric and in-bandpass radiant power for a zero-magnitude meteor
(in the specified bandpass) assumed to radiate as a 4500 K blackbody. We also list a value
computed similar to O¨pik (1958). In his analysis, the radiant power from a point source object
is computed such that the irradiance at 100 km matches the zero-point flux definition. O¨pik
(1958) calculated a value of 525 W in the visual bandpass, however, his spectral response def-
inition differs from the Johnson-Cousins definition (Bessel, 1990). Adopting O¨pik’s (1958)
definition, we obtain 490 W, which differs by only 7%. This difference is likely due to im-
provement in the accuracy of the Sun’s magnitude and irradiance at Earth. For comparison,
Davis and Hall (1963) assumed a zero magnitude meteor radiates 575 W in the photographic
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Table 3.2: Bolometric power output in watts for a zero absolute magnitude meteor assuming a
source blackbody temperature in kelvin given by T. We list values for the Johnson-Cousins V
and R, our Gen-III, Sony HAD, and panchromatic bandpasses for comparison. The bandpasses
will agree best for a temperature of 9600 K, the equivalent blackbody temperature of Vega. We
also list the integral of photon energy and number from the spectrum of Vega (Colina et al.,
1996) which defines the zero-magnitude points.
T V R GEN-III HAD PAN
3000 5230 1860 1610 2720 5180
4000 1920 970 920 1420 2050
4500 1490 840 820 1210 1610
5000 1270 790 780 1090 1380
6000 1090 770 770 1010 1180
8000 1130 930 940 1080 1180
10000 1380 1230 1250 1320 1390
15000 2580 2570 2580 2430 2450
log10F (energy) -8.49 -8.46 -8.14 -7.92 -8.22
log10F (number) +9.95 +10.05 +10.37 +10.52 +10.19
system, while Becker and Friichtenicht (1971) assumed 500 W. Verniani (1965), McCrosky
and Soberman (1963), and Ayers et al. (1970) used O¨pik’s (1958) value of 525 W. Ceplecha
and Revelle (2005) used a bolometric value of 1530 W for their panchromatic response.
The star catalogue we have adopted (Myers et al., 2002) does not list stellar magnitudes for
our instrument response. To account for this, we numerically calculate colour terms applying
synthetic photometry and using blackbody curves to approximate stellar spectra. We find that
for our Gen-III bandpass (Video Scope Intl., online), calibration against Johnson-Cousins R
band (Bessel, 1990) is justified, with the colour term being less than 0.05 magnitudes for
T > 4100 K (spectral type K7) stars, and less than 0.10 magnitudes for T > 3400 K (spectral
type M3) stars. This result is not surprising, given the similarity between the Gen-III and
R band zero-magnitude radiant power outputs listed in Table 3.2. For the HAD bandpass,
calibration against V gives colour terms less than 0.10 for T > 5800 K (spectral type G3) and
less than 0.30 for T > 4100 K (spectral type K7).
The calibration constant CI in Eq. 3.4 is therefore 7.285 for our Gen-III response calibrated
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against stellar R values from Myers et al. (2002).
Table 3.3: Power outputs for a 4500 K blackbody in various bandpasses. The total bolometric
output, as well as the radiant power in the given bandpass are listed. Also listed is an in-
bandpass value computed similar to O¨pik (1958).
band I (bolometric) I (bandpass) I (O¨pik, 1958)
V 1490 130 410
R 840 130 440
GEN-III 820 270 910
HAD 1210 410 1510
PAN 1610 220 760
3.4.2 Photometric Calibration
The conversion from photon count to digital units in a video system is a complicated procedure,
influenced by the intensifier, camera, and digitiser. To calibrate our instrumental magnitude
scale, we compared the apparent instrumental magnitude of stars to their known R magnitudes
found from the SKY2000v4 catalogue (Myers et al., 2002). Our software routine uses the same
stars that were used to calibrate the astrometry in Chapter 2. For our systems, comparisons
between instrumental and stellar catalogue magnitudes show the least amount of scatter for the
Johnson-Cousins R band (Bessel, 1990), further justifying our use of R-band as discussed in
Section 3.4.1.
Our methodology is to use all available frames (typically 180) for each event and median
combine them to increase our video signal-to-noise ratio. This also removes the meteor and
impulsive shot noise generated by our intensifiers. Each star is measured using a circular disc
with a four pixel radius for the intensity sum, and a circular ring between radii of eight and 12
pixels for the local background. The background sum is scaled by pixel count and subtracted
from the intensity sum to give the background subtracted photometric sum of the light from
each star. To test that our aperture radius of four pixels was the optimum size, we computed
photometric growth curves according to Howell (1989), with an example shown as Fig. 3.7.
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In this procedure, we varied the aperture radius between one and 12 pixels, with the circular
ring being bounded by radii of four and eight pixels above the aperture radius. As shown in the
figure, an aperture radius of four pixels is suitable, as shown by the nearly constant background
subtracted sum for apertures larger than four.
Figure 3.7: Photometric growth curve, showing background subtracted intensity sum a as func-
tion of aperture radius for a number of stars from event 20070519 024153. We use a fixed
aperture of four pixels in our analysis, indicated by the vertical line.
To calibrate our apparent measured instrumental magnitudes (MM) against the catalogue
(M) values (Myers et al., 2002), we assume they are related according to:
M = MM +CM (3.26)
The offset CM in Eq. 3.4 was found from a linear regression between our apparent instru-
mental magnitudes and the catalogue R-band magnitudes. Stars that saturated the CCD (which
we define as any star having at least one pixel at 253 digital units) were excluded, as they devi-
ate from the form of our regression. However, this restriction is not a problem since many stars
are available for each calibration. We perform a photometric calibration for each event rather
than using one calibration for each night. The value of CM was found to vary with a standard
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deviation of 0.15 for 33 events over five observing nights, and was typically +11.74 for our 25
mm lens system.
A sample calibration is shown as Fig. 3.8, with most stars being of spectral type K. The
intercept was found to be 11.77 ± 0.22, consistent with typical variation. Because our typical
FOV is small, we do not correct for atmospheric extinction.
Figure 3.8: Photometric calibration between catalogue (Myers et al., 2002) and instrumental
magnitudes for event 20070519 040844. The spectral class of each star is shown. The slope is
fixed to unity as our fit is only to find the intercept.
3.4.3 Photometry Measurements
To measure the radiant power of a meteor for a single frame, we manually masked out all
pixels which contained light from the meteor. The corresponding background value for each
pixel was found from the median combined background image from the same event stack, and
was subtracted from the masked pixel intensity. The background subtracted intensities for all
masked pixels were added together, and converted to an apparent instrumental magnitude. This
magnitude was corrected to an absolute magnitude (at 100 km range) using the video trajectory
solution, and converted into a radiant power using CI for our system.
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A sample two-station light curve is given as Fig. 3.9. The errors are a combination of the
Poisson statistical error, and the error from the stellar fit calibration. While there should also
be an error term from the additive noise generated by our image intensifier, it is impulsive in
nature, and not well characterised as Gaussian noise. We do not apply any saturation correction
(Kikwaya et al., 2010), since for our events, only 16% show saturation for the video frame
corresponding to the radar specular point. The limiting magnitude determination for a single
video frame is typically several magnitudes brighter than the stellar limit (Hawkes, 2002).
Figure 3.9: Measured light curve for example event 20070519 040844, calibrated using the R
band values from Myers et al. (2002), and corrected to absolute magnitudes at 100 km.
3.5 Results and Discussion
3.5.1 Radar Data Collection
Fig. 3.10 shows q compared to specular echo height, H, for our simultaneous dataset. The
diagonal line indicates the boundary between pure underdense and transition scattering (deter-
mined from r), while the vertical line shows the q corresponding to the traditional transition
point of qtr = 2.4×1014 e−/m. It is important to note that while this transition electron line
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density was computed for a fixed trail radius of λ/2pi, the initial trail radius results of Jones and
Campbell-Brown (2005) indicate this trail radius only occurs at 102 km height. We use qtr to
define the boundary between transition and overdense scattering, but note that such distinction
is not well defined.
While each echo classification shown in Fig. 3.10 was determined based on our initial
visual waveform inspection (Chapter 2), it is clear upon application of the full wave scattering
model that a good portion of our detections are transition echoes, not always matching the
phenomenologically determined symbols. To explain this disparity, we note that in many cases,
it is difficult to distinguish between transition and overdense echoes from visual inspection
alone. Short duration transition echoes can be easily confused with underdense type echo
profiles. For the remaining plots, we recode the symbols according to their location relative to
the transition boundary lines indicated in Fig. 3.10.
Inspection of many echo profiles in the region q > 5×1014 e−/m show long duration over-
dense behaviour, with many profiles exhibiting signal beating. From this observation, we
suspect the true trail radii of the very brightest meteors must be larger than the Jones and
Campbell-Brown (2005) treatment indicates. At the estimated trail radius for each of these
echoes (∼1 − 2 m), very slight uncertainties in a produce large differences in q since dg/da is
very large as seen in Fig. 3.4. We therefore exclude q > 5×1014 e−/m as a separate population
from our analysis. The bulk of the remaining data spans a single order of magnitude in q.
3.5.2 Video Data Collection
Fig. 3.11 shows H compared to I. While H shows a positive trend with I, careful interpretation
is required as video events show correlation between height, speed, and brightness. As well,
these events represent simultaneous detections. Lower I events are expected to have lower q,
which precludes their detection as specular echoes at higher heights where their initial trail
radii will be larger. Our dataset spans two orders of magnitude in I, corresponding to five
magnitude units. Overdense and transition echoes seem to be well mixed, showing no clear
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correlation between q and I in terms of H. Our average meteor is I = 64 W corresponding to
M = +2.8.
3.5.3 Simultaneous Results
Fig. 3.12 compares our determination of q against I. Also shown are the expected q/I relations
based on the work of Davis and Hall (1963), Saidov and Sˇimek (1989), and a combination
of our β (computed according to Jones (1997)) and the corrected τI from Hill et al. (2005).
For this last case, the diagonal lines in Fig. 3.12 indicate meteor speeds of 10, 20, 40, and
80 km/s. While the majority of our events occur between the 10 and 20 km/s lines of the
Jones-Hill relation, the definition of τI as a lower limit implies the true expected q/I relations
as a function of speed should be shifted downwards.
Our events show no small-scatter trend between q and I. In terms of v, the higher speed
events typically have higher I for their corresponding q. However, this trend is not strong.
Assuming β and τI are only dependent on speed (but not mass), Eq. 3.7 indicates that q and I
are directly proportional for fixed v. Because of the large scatter in Fig. 3.12, this may imply
that β and τI do not have the same dependencies (ie: may depend on more than v), they may
have compositional dependencies (Fig. 3.12 represents many showers and sporadics), or may
depend on speed differently. For comparison against previous definitions of radio magnitude,
we find that q varies with I (independent of v) for our simultaneous dataset as:
log10q = log10I + (12.56 ± 0.49) (3.27)
This relation, independent of v, is likely only valid for an average case meteor.
Davis and Hall (1963) obtained log10(q/I) = 13.0 for v = 32 km/s, while Saidov and
Sˇimek (1989) obtained log10(q/I) = 13.6. Our smaller offset indicates that for a given q,
the corresponding photon radiant power will be larger. For our Gen-III intensified bandpass,
combining this relation with Eq. 3.4 (where CI = 7.285) results in our definition of radio
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Figure 3.10: Specular height compared to the electron line density (computed using a full-wave
approach). The vertical line represents qtr for overdense scattering (see McKinley, 1961), while
the diagonal line represents the boundary between pure underdense and transition scattering
determined from r (Eq. 3.9) and the relation between H and r0 (Jones and Campbell-Brown,
2005). Echo classifications were determined from visual inspection of echo profiles.
Figure 3.11: Specular height compared to the estimated photon radiant power. The echo clas-
sifications are determined from their position in Fig. 3.10 based on their values of H and q.
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Figure 3.12: Estimated electron line density compared to estimated photon radiant power. The
lines indicate the expected relationship based on previous studies. Numbers for Jones and Hill
indicate speed in km/s.
magnitude:
M = (38.7 ± 1.2) − 2.5 log10q (3.28)
The McKinley (1961) definition gave Cq = 40.0, which is larger than our determined Cq =
38.7. However, McKinley’s (1961) value was defined in terms of visual magnitude for average
speed of 40 km/s while our average is 44 km/s and is in the Gen-III bandpass. We convert
his value to our Gen-III intensified bandpass using synthetic photometry and O¨pik’s (1958)
definition of Vλ for the visual bandpass, such that for a 4500 K blackbody radiator, McKinley’s
(1961) value decreases to Cq = 39.0, which agrees with our Cq within our fit uncertainty.
Such agreement may indicate that chemistry effects limiting TD were not very significant for
McKinley’s (1961) dataset used to relate M to q, or perhaps that such effects systematically
affected q and were balanced by systematic uncertainty in I due to the assumed radiant power
for a zero magnitude meteor being 525 W.
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3.5.4 Determination of τI
Before determining τI for our simultaneous dataset, we first consider how β/τI is expected to
vary as a function of v, assuming all other terms are held constant. If β and ζ were to have the
same functional dependence on meteor speed, then β/τI will depend on vn according to n = 2
(see Eq. 3.16). However, if q and I have the same dependence on v, then n = 3 (see Eq. 3.7).
Our experimental results shown in Fig. 3.13 give a best fit of:
log10(β/τI) = (2.18 ± 0.22)log10v − (2.86 ± 0.35) (3.29)
Figure 3.13: The ratio β/τI as a function of meteor speed, compared to previous studies. Fit
A (corresponding to Eq. 3.29) shows β/τI for our average event. Fit B (corresponding to Eq.
3.30) includes a radiant power term, and is shown for our average I. A trend with slope > 2
indicates that ionisation is preferred over excitation for increasing meteor speed.
Our fitted slope of 2.18±0.22 indicates that β likely increases (but this is not certain beyond
a one-sigma confidence interval) more rapidly than ζ for increasing meteor speed, implying that
ionisation is slightly preferred over excitation as meteor speed increases. However, our dataset
shows a definite dependence of β/τI on I. Within our dataset there are disproportionately more
higher I than lower I events as a function of meteor speed. As a result, our regression is
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Figure 3.14: The residual between our determined β/τI and our fit given by Eq. 3.29. The
trend with video radiant power indicates β/τI depends on I.
skewed to have a lower slope since our average I becomes larger as v increases. This is shown
by plotting the fit residuals as a function of radiant power. We show this as Fig. 3.14, and
extend our fit to include I:
log10(β/τI) = (3.00 ± 0.62)log10v − (0.76 ± 0.27)log10I − (2.91 ± 0.89) (3.30)
This fit shows a stronger speed dependence of ionisation relative to excitation, and sup-
ports the idea that q and I have similar dependence on speed, but the formal error leaves this
uncertain. As well, there is a reciprocal dependence of β/τI on I, which indicates that τI may
be larger for brighter meteors, assuming β is constant. This would mean that our τI is propor-
tional to the rate of mass loss, dm/dt, and therefore dependent on mass if single body ablation
is assumed (see Eq. 3.2 and Eq. 3.3). We propose that β/τI and τI do in fact depend on I,
an assumption supported by the results of Ceplecha and ReVelle (2005) who include a mass
term in their expression for τI based on an analysis of larger bodies. However, this formulation
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is likely only valid for the range of I observed in this study. We note that the scatter in our
obtained q/I (Fig. 3.12) does not invalidate our determination of β/τI , as we do not assume
any specific dependence of q vs I when fitting Eq. 3.30. Substituting in our average I = 64 W
reduces Eq. 3.30 to:
log10(β/τI) = (3.00 ± 0.62)log10v − (4.27 ± 1.37) (3.31)
To obtain a direct estimate of τI for our intensified bandpass, we divide our adopted value of
β by our experimental β/τI . This result, shown in Fig. 3.15, represents the fraction of a mete-
oroid’s kinetic energy radiated bolometrically under a number of assumptions. The fit labelled
A represents Eq. 3.29, while fit B represents Eq. 3.31. We also show fit B scaled to represent
our in-bandpass luminous efficiency. For our average I (ie: fit B), our τI (which has not previ-
ously been determined for our intensified bandpass) peaks at 41 km/s with a bolometric value
of 5.9% and an in-bandpass value of 2.0%. This in-bandpass value is 11.5 times larger than
given by Hill et al. (2005), and 4.5 times larger than given by Ceplecha and McCrosky (1976).
However, many assumptions were required to determine this value, and direct comparison with
literature values of τI is complicated by several factors:
1. For higher speed, the τI of Ceplecha and McCrosky (1976) is extrapolated based on
the non-fragmenting speed dependency found by Verniani (1965), and may not apply to
fragmenting meteors.
2. The interpretation of τI is highly dependent on the assumed blackbody source function,
as discussed in Section 3.4.1. In this study, we determined that a zero magnitude meteor
radiates 820 W bolometrically, while some previous studies assumed the O¨pik (1958)
determination where it would radiate 525 W in the visual bandpass (ie: not bolometric).
If these studies overestimated the radiant power from the meteor (as Table 3.3 would
indicate), then they may in fact have overestimated both I and τI .
3. The spectral sensitivity of the recording instrument may give different measurements
of the photon radiant power. While a significant continuum does exist for video meteors
(Borovicˇka et al., 1999), there are also numerous discrete emission lines (Hawkes, 2002).
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Blue sensitive photographic film and red sensitive video systems do not observe the same
meteor emission lines.
4. The assumed composition of meteoroids can drastically affect the accuracy of τI . Becker
and Friichtenicht (1971) showed that two elements with similar atomic weight, but dis-
tinct electron configurations can have different τI . As well, scaling τI to a specific iron
abundance (such as Ayers et al., 1970) results in a lower limit, which may not be compa-
rable to a τI determined directly from cometary or asteroidal meteors.
From Fig. 3.15, the functional dependence of our τI on v is similar to Becker and Friicht-
enicht (1971), with our τI decreasing at higher speed (above 49 km/s). While this could be
interpreted as being unphysical, τI is really a function of kinetic energy and not speed. When
rescaled in terms of ζ according to Eq. 3.16, this decrease disappears, showing that the number
of excited atoms increases with meteor speed.
Our τI implies that the fastest meteors may be over an order of magnitude smaller in mass
than previously estimated using the corrected τI from Hill et al. (2005) with an assumed zero
magnitude meteor radiant power of 525 W. This suggests that the total meteoroid mass influx at
intensified video sizes is lower than previous studies (eg. Ceplecha, 1992, Love and Brownlee,
1993) indicate. We must emphasise that Jones’ (1997) method of determining β from β0 is
only approximate for higher speeds where secondary ionisation is more probable. While our
determined β/τI does not suffer from this limitation as it was obtained from direct observation,
our derived τI shown in Fig. 3.15 does.
3.5.5 Instrument Sensitivity
To estimate the typical minimum electron line density detectable by CMOR, we consider a
hypothetical meteor at 100 km range with θ = 45◦ and ϕ = 16◦ (ie: a position in the sky
perpendicular to the antenna axis). This zenith angle corresponds to a height of ∼70 km which
is the lowest at which underdense meteors are detectable by CMOR. A received power of
−98 dBm, which is ∼9 dB above our average cosmic limited noise floor (based on our receiver
power calibrations), is roughly the level at which our automated detection software reliably
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of τI from Ceplecha and McCrosky (1976) and Hill et al. (2005)
to the current study, given as percentages. We also show our τI in terms of bolometric and
in-bandpass percentages. The A and B fits correspond to the two fits for β/τI in Fig. 3.13.
detects meteor echoes (see Chapter 2). Assuming no initial trail radius (ie: consistent with a
low height), this meteor would have q = 8×1012 e−/m. Using our average q/I ratio (Eq. 3.27),
this meteor would output a radiant power of I = 2.2 W, which corresponds to an absolute
magnitude of M = +6.4 in our Gen-III intensified bandpass. The same meteor, but directly
overhead at 70 km height/range (where θ = 0◦) would radiate I = 1.1 W, corresponding to
an absolute magnitude of M = +7.2 or an apparent magnitude of M = +6.4, and represents
the absolute minimum detectable magnitude by CMOR. This detection limit may correspond
to a slightly higher limiting threshold than previous work with CMOR used (eg. Jones et al.,
2005, Brown et al., 2010), however this is due to different detection methods/parameters. Our
custom detection software performs 14-sample incoherent stacks across five receivers, while
the SKiYMET detection software performs 4-sample coherent stacks also across five receivers.
For our 25 mm video system, a hypothetical meteor at 100 km range with average M = +3.5
(ie: two magnitudes above the stellar limit) would radiate 33 W assuming a 4500 K black-
body. If this meteor travels at 30 km/s and is visible for eight video frames, its mass would be
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7×10−7 kg, using our determination of τI . This is about seven times smaller than the estimate
for a similar hypothetical meteor considered in Chapter 2 which used the original τI from Hill
et al. (2005). This implies that our video mass sensitivity limit is over one order of magni-
tude lower than previously thought. For our 75 mm video system, a +5.5 magnitude meteor at
100 km would radiate 5 W, equivalent to a mass estimate of 1×10−7 kg if visible for eight video
frames (∼ 0.27 s).
Fig. 3.16 shows the sensitivity of our radar and video systems in terms of meteor speed and
mass.
Figure 3.16: Instrument sensitivity (shown as horizontal lines) as a function of speed and mass
(in kg) for CMOR and our 25 and 75 mm Gen-III cameras.
3.6 Conclusions
We have calibrated our radar and video systems, and used simultaneous observations to deter-
mine β/τI , the ratio of the ionisation coefficient to luminous efficiency. Adopting a value of
β for H-Ordinary Chondritic composition (computed according to Jones (1997)), we obtained
a direct estimate of τI for our Gen-III intensified bandpass. Using this value for video mass
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determinations calibrates the video mass loss rate against what the radar will observe.
Our major qualitative conclusions include:
1. Previous studies relating q and I determined q from TD, but some neglected chemistry
effects, which have been shown (eg. Baggaley, 1979) to severely limit echo durations.
These effects may lead to overestimates of q (see Eq. 3.11) for larger TD, which may
then lead to q/I being systematically too small.
2. Our estimated β for cometary and chondrite compositions are very similar. This implies
that orbital information is not required to distinguish between the two populations for
independent analysis. However, for non-chondritic meteoroids (ie: nearly pure iron),
a different β is predicted, and application of the cometary/chondritic β will lead to an
incorrect estimate of τ. However, most of our observed meteors are cometary as many
are shower meteors, so the fraction that are non-chondritic is likely low.
3. A zero magnitude video meteor in our Gen-III bandpass calibrated using stellar R-band
magnitudes will have a bolometric radiant power of 820W. In our bandpass, this cor-
responds to 270W which is smaller than the 910W estimate following the procedure of
O¨pik (1958). This difference is due to different assumed source functions, namely our
4500K blackbody vs the 9600K spectrum of the star Vega (Colina et al., 1996) source
function assumed by O¨pik (1958).
4. The initial radar trail radii for our largest meteors are likely larger than the expression
given by Jones and Campbell-Brown (2005) indicates, as evidenced by the wide spread
in q for overdense echoes shown in the right hand side of Fig. 3.10. Through application
of the full wave scattering model (Poulter and Baggaley, 1977), we estimate their q >
5×1014 e−/m. We excluded these events from our analysis, as they are most sensitive to
small uncertainties in a (see Fig. 3.4).
5. The finite speed correction factor (Ceplecha et al., 1998) is only approximate and should
not be used in the analysis of transition echoes with non-zero trail radius. For large
values of the electron line density, the reflection coefficient may in fact increase due to
trail diffusion (see Fig. 3.4).
From our measurements of meteors simultaneously detected by radar and video instru-
ments, we attempt to quantitatively answer the questions posed at the beginning of our study:
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3.6.1 What are the detection limits of our radar and video instruments?
The minimum detectable electron line density for our simultaneous dataset is q∼4×1013 e−/m,
while our minimum detectable absolute video radiant power is 9 W, corresponding to M∼ + 5.
In terms of instrument sensitivity limits, Section 3.5.5 showed that CMOR can detect meteors
brighter than apparent magnitude +7.2 using our automated detection software (see Chapter
2), but has a typical sensitivity of absolute magnitude +6.4. Coherent pulse stacking during
detection may affect this limit. Our 25 and 75 mm systems are sensitive to absolute magnitudes
of +3.5 and +5.5 respectively. From this analysis, we conclude that CMOR is sensitive to
meteors fainter than are detectable by our Gen-III intensified systems. Earlier estimates of
CMOR’s limiting sensitivity were based on a different set of detection parameters, did not
account for trail radius effects, and were not specified in our Gen-III instrument bandpass.
3.6.2 What is the relation between q and I for both underdense and over-
dense echoes?
Based on Fig. 3.12, there is no clear relation between q and I as a function of echo type. This
is not surprising since the determined echo type is a phenomenological estimate determined
by instrument effects due to the specific radar wavelength employed. The full wave scattering
model (Poulter and Baggaley, 1977) allows for the determination of q without appealing to echo
amplitude profiles. For all events, we obtained the relation log10q = log10I + (12.56 ± 0.49).
However, the true relation is likely dependent on other terms due to the scatter in Fig. 3.12.
3.6.3 What assumptions dominate the uncertainty in determining q and
I, and therefore, mass estimates for radar and video meteors?
The dominant assumption for our radar determination of q is the value of the initial meteor
trail radius. While we accept the fit given by Jones and Campbell-Brown (2005), it is clear that
in some cases (q > 5×1014 e−/m) the adopted trail radius is uncertain, leading to erroneous
estimates of q. This can be improved by considering multi-frequency data together with a full
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wave scattering model.
The dominant uncertainty for our video determination of I is the power output by a zero
magnitude meteor, ie: the assumed meteor spectral source function. While we estimate this
to be 820 W bolometrically for our Gen-III bandpass, this was determined by approximating a
meteor as a 4500 K blackbody. In reality, meteor radiation is dominated by discrete emission
spectrum due to the elemental composition (Hawkes, 2002). However, without knowing the
spectra of each meteor, this estimate cannot be readily improved.
3.6.4 What is the ratio of β/τI, the ionisation coefficient to luminous effi-
ciency? How does it depend on speed?
When fitted in terms of speed and radiant power, we obtained the relation log10(β/τI) = (3.00±
0.62)log10v− (4.27±1.37) for our average I = 64 W. The speed exponent of 3.00 implies q and
I have the same dependence on speed, and that ionisation is preferred over excitation processes
as meteor speed increases.
3.6.5 How do different literature estimates of τI affect our video mass
estimates? How do they compare to our derived τI?
Our derived τI is larger than previous studies indicate, peaking at 41 km/s with a bolometric
value of 5.9%. This corresponds to an in-bandpass value of 2.0% which is 11.5 times larger
than the (corrected) value from Hill et al. (2005), and 4.5 times larger than Ceplecha and
McCrosky (1976). However, τI is closely related to the value of I for a zero magnitude meteor,
ie: the adopted meteor radiation source function. Our result indicates our observed video
masses for higher speed meteors are over one order of magnitude smaller than previously
estimated. This implies that the meteoroid mass flux may be lower for 10−5 to 10−8 kg mass
meteoroids than previously assumed (eg. Ceplecha, 1992, Love and Brownlee, 1993).
To confirm that our larger value of τI is correct, the masses for faint video meteors would
need to be determined independent of their light production. This could be accomplished by
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using higher precision metric measurements of deceleration to estimate their dynamic mass,
a process similar to that used for bright fireballs to calibrate τI (eg. Ceplecha and ReVelle,
2005). However, dynamic mass can only be determined for non-fragmenting meteoroids, or if
all fragments can be individually observed.
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4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Motivation and Importance
Video observations of meteors allow for the determination of the physical properties of me-
teoroids. These properties, such as mass and bulk/grain density, rely on astrometric and pho-
tometric measurements and can be used to provide constraints for both numerical ablation
and meteoroid stream models. When combined with simultaneous measurements from other
instruments such as radar, system biases can be estimated. This ultimately leads to better
understanding of the cometary and asteroidal parent objects of the associated meteoroids. Fur-
thermore, if the ablation behaviour (single-body vs fragmenting, differential ablation, etc.) of
individual meteoroids can be documented in detail, it may allow for meteoroid compositions to
be better understood, and perhaps answer questions such as whether chondrules exist in comets
(Brownlee et al., 2012), their mass/size distributions, and solar system origin.
Video meteor observations can be either fully automated, partially automated, or non-
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automated. Fully automated systems require no user intervention for automation control, event
detection, or automated reduction analysis. Such systems are complex to build, but are highly
desirable as they allow for data collection that otherwise might not be recorded. Partially auto-
mated systems may handle some of these tasks without user intervention, but may be as time
consuming as non-automated systems. Manual review of events has the advantage of data qual-
ity control. Previous simultaneous radar-video measurements (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) using
the Canadian Meteor Orbit Radar (CMOR) and a number of Gen-III image-intensified CCD
cameras had a limited dataset due to the difficulty in manually gathering observations, as the
video meteor detection routines were only partially automated, with no automated analysis.
In this work, we describe an automated system developed to address the need for larger
numbers of video meteor measurements, namely the Canadian Automated Meteor Observatory
(CAMO), and show examples to demonstrate the capabilities of the system. One of the key
goals of CAMO is to have an automated system to observe video meteors for comparison with
their corresponding radar echoes observed by CMOR (Jones et al., 2005) and to use these
simultaneous observations to better understand ablation behaviour, especially by constraining
values of the luminous efficiency, τI . This efficiency represents the fraction of kinetic energy
loss converted into light, and must be known to determine meteor mass from video meteors.
Additional goals of CAMO include:
1. Measuring meteor trail radii to help constrain the initial radar trail radius effect (Jones
and Campbell-Brown, 2005).
2. Making higher spatial and temporal resolution studies of meteor wake and fragmentation.
3. Estimating meteor shower parameters and activity.
4. Measuring the meteoroid mass influx for both shower and sporadic sources.
5. Determining mass and velocity distributions.
In particular, higher precision measurements of meteor position as a function of time will
lead to a better understanding of the micro-physical details of meteoroid ablation, and intrinsic
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meteoroid physical properties, such as the bulk and grain densities. This in turn provides
insight into the material distribution in the solar system.
4.1.2 Current Video Networks
There exist many optical meteor networks, each with different goals. Previous camera networks
using photographic film have concentrated on fireballs as opposed to the millimetre-sized me-
teoroid population (Hawkes, 2002) which is the focus of CAMO. However, because CAMO
is a video based system rather than photographic, we only summarise other current video net-
works with some form of automation. A review of analysis techniques for all forms of optical
instruments may be found in Hawkes (2002). A common feature of most video networks is
automatic event detection and some form of system automation; however, automatic analysis
of events is less common.
Olech et al. (2006) describe the Polish Fireball Network, which supersedes previous auto-
mated single-station video observations made in Poland. The primary goal of this network, op-
erating since 2004, is to observe bright multi-station meteors. Supplemented by photographic
stations, each video station uses 2 − 3 video cameras which are either 33◦×26◦ or 66◦×51◦
field-of-view (FOV), and are housed in temperature controlled weather sealed enclosures. The
software MetRec (Molau, 1999) is used for automatic detection on 384×288 pixel resolution
images, but their events must be calibrated and reduced manually. The Szczekociny Fireball is
presented as an example of a detection from their network.
Christou and Atreya (2007) describe the Armagh Observatory meteor camera system in
Northern Ireland, which has 45% sky coverage using three wide-field cameras. One camera is
paired with a separate remote camera, giving two-station observations with a 75 km baseline.
Their system, operating since 2005, automatically runs when the Sun is 11◦ below the horizon,
and requires manual determination of cloud coverage for statistical purposes. The software
package UFOCapture (SonotaCo, online) is used for automatic meteor detection.
Weryk et al. (2008) and Brown et al. (2010A) describe the Southern Ontario Meteor Net-
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work (SOMN) in Canada. The primary goal of SOMN is to measure the mass influx at Earth
for centimetre-sized meteoroids, and to gather data to compare with radar and infrasound in-
struments. A secondary goal is to aid in the recovery of meteorites (Brown et al., 2011). This
system has been in operation since 2004 and uses all-sky cameras to observe the entire sky to a
stellar limit of +1M (magnitude) with a meteor detection limit of −2M. Each camera is 640×480
pixel resolution at 30 interlace-scan fps (frames-per-second). The collecting area of SOMN is
105 km2, with ≥ 100 m sight-line residuals to the meteor trail. The ASGARD detection software
is used for automatic event detection and features both astrometric and photometric automated
analysis. This system has since been duplicated as the NASA All-Sky Meteor Network in the
United States.
Watson (2009) describes enhancements to the Sentinel meteor network, deployed to more
than 50 stations in the United States and Canada. This network, which began operation in 1998,
has a primary purpose of comparing ground-based brightness measurements to those measured
by satellite detectors for large fireballs, brighter than −8M. Their system uses 640×480 pixel
resolution interlace-scan cameras at 30 fps. While their detection is automated, analysis capa-
bility is still being developed.
Molau and Rendtel (2009) describe the IMO video meteor network, started in Germany
in 1999, which by 2008 expanded to 10 countries with 24 observers operating 37 cameras.
The focus of this network is to create a database of single-station observations (some of which
may be multi-station) which can be analysed by the public. It has both image-intensified (60◦
FOV with +6M stellar sensitivity limit) and non-intensified (40◦ to 80◦ FOV with +3M to +4M
stellar sensitivity limit) cameras, and uses MetRec (Molau, 1999) for automated detection and
measurements. Their network also features system automation. The authors present detected
meteor showers determined from a statistical analysis of 4.5×105 single-station meteors.
Gural and Sˇegon (2009) describe the Croatian Meteor Network, which began operation in
2006 with 15 stations. Using 64◦×48◦ FOV cameras, MeteorScan (Gural, 1997) is used to
automatically detect meteors in 384×288 pixel half-resolution video frames using a custom
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video compression technique. Only meteors recorded by at least two stations are saved, and
are manually processed. The limiting stellar sensitivity is +4M.
SonotaCo (2009) discusses a shower catalogue derived from the video meteor observations
of the SonotaCo network in Japan, recording since 2004. Using 100 cameras at 25 stations,
meteors as faint as +0.8M were detected automatically by UFOCapture (SonotaCo, online) in
FOVs between 30◦ and 90◦. Video was digitised at either 720×480 or 640×480 pixel resolution
at 30 interlace-scan fps. From a catalogue of 2.4×105 meteors, 38 showers were found from
4×104 orbits, with one third of detections corresponding to shower meteors.
To´th et al. (2011) describe the Slovak Video Meteor Network, designed to monitor yearly
meteor activity. With two all-sky stations (separated by 80 km) in operation since 2009, they
present example detections from the 2010 Geminid and 2011 Quadrantid showers. Their cam-
eras have 1280×960 and 720×540 pixel resolution and use Gen-II image-intensifiers with a
stellar sensitivity limit of +5.5M. The UFOCapture (SonotaCo, online) software is used for
automatic detection.
Madiedo et al. (2011) describe the video stations of the Spanish Photographic Meteor Net-
work, used to supplement existing low-scan all-sky cameras. Using the detection software
UFOCapture (SonotaCo, online), their primary goal is to observe meteorite-producing fireballs
(including daytime falls), and to record meteor spectra to determine meteoroid composition.
Starting with two video stations in 2006, and increasing to 25 by 2010, each station uses mul-
tiple 720×576 pixel resolution cameras at 25 interlace-scan fps, giving complete local sky
coverage. While their meteor calibrations and measurements are manually performed, their
system is designed to automatically start recording, and notifies the operators when large fire-
balls occur.
Jenniskens et al. (2011) describe the Cameras for Allsky Meteor Surveillance (CAMS)
system, designed to confirm minor meteor showers. Three stations, each with 20 cameras with
640×480 pixel resolution 30 fps interlace scan, give complete local sky coverage above an
elevation angle of 31◦ to a stellar limit of +5.4M with a per-pixel resolution of 0.04◦. While
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detection is automatic using MeteorScan (Gural, 1997), events must be manually verified and
reduced off-site.
Koten et al. (2011) describe the two-station Meteor Automatic Imager and Analyser digital
system currently in development, designed to supersede previous manual observations made
over a ten year period in the Czech Republic. Using Gen-II image intensifiers imaged by
776×582 pixel 61 fps digital cameras, they plan to monitor shower and sporadic meteor activity
for at least three years with a fully automatic system, including system automation and event
analysis.
4.2 System Specifications
CAMO consists of two nearly identical video stations. The first is co-located with CMOR
near Tavistock, Ontario (43.264◦N, 80.772◦W, +324 m) while the second is located near Elgin-
field, Ontario (42.193◦N, 81.316◦W, +319 m), a separation of 44.9 km. All cameras are aimed
northward to avoid direct illumination from the Moon.
4.2.1 System Hardware
Each CAMO station has two fully digital camera systems: a wide-field and narrow-field sys-
tem, collectively named the “guided system” (height overlap peaks at 90 km), and a second
wide-field camera for mass influx measurements (height overlap peaks at 105 km). The weather
resistant enclosures of both systems at each site are housed in the same shed under a computer
controlled roll-off roof, illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
The hardware specifications for each system are listed in Table 4.1. Each system uses
progressive scan digital CCD cameras lens-coupled to ITT NiteCam 380 Gen-III image inten-
sifiers, which have ∼60 line pairs per mm resolution. The two cameras (wide and narrow) of
the guided system have independent frame rates up to 110 fps, while the influx system cap-
tures at 20 fps. All cameras connect via fibre-optic cable to EDT PCI DV frame-grabbers. The
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Figure 4.1: Hardware layout of the influx and guided system under the roll-off roof shed.
The influx system, shown in the top left, runs independent of the guided system, shown in
the bottom right. A photo switch is pictured on top of the guided system enclosure, which
disconnects power to the image-intensifiers during unwanted bright light.
timebase is calibrated to UTC using GPS receivers and the Network Time Protocol (NTP) soft-
ware. In our set up, NTP phase-locks the system clock to the PPS (pulse per-second) output of
a Garmin 18x LVC GPS receiver, giving an estimated time accuracy of ∼10 µs. The cameras
are in weather resistant enclosures, with the optics behind BK-7 optical glass. The protective
glass in front of the guided wide-field camera has a parallelism of ≤15′, while it is ≤5” for the
other two cameras. The guided system uses a UEI PD2-AO-8/16 PCI digital-to-analogue card
to control a two-axis Cambridge Technology 6900 optical scanner (Cambridge Technology,
online) which positions a set of mirrors to track meteors in real-time (as will be discussed in
Section 4.3.4). This scanner can slew at 2000◦/s over a 40◦×40◦ region with a small angle
response time of 6.0 ms, a short term position repeatability of 0.3”, and a zero-drift stability of
2.0”/◦C.
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The narrow-field camera and its image-intensifier connect to a William Optics Zenithstar
80 II ED APO f /6.8 refractor telescope which gathers light reflected by the optical scanner
mirrors. However, the size of the mirror surfaces reduces the aperture from 80 mm to 50 mm
giving an effective focal ratio of f /11 for our guided narrow-field camera. While this is much
smaller than our f /0.85 guided wide-field camera, there is correspondingly less sky back-
ground per pixel. Note that this aperture value is for an object centred on the optical scanner
axis. Detections imaged off-axis have less aperture for the narrow-field camera, and therefore,
larger f -stops. The effective limiting magnitude for meteors is brighter than the stellar limit,
as the light from a meteor is spread out across many pixels. The layout of the guided system is
shown in Fig. 4.2.
545 mm f/6.8
  telescope
25 mm f/0.85
Gen-III
optical
scanner
Y
X
light
path
 CCD
(narrow)
 CCD
(wide)
Figure 4.2: Optical layout of the guided system in its weather resistant enclosure. The optical
scanner directs light through a refractor telescope, and is imaged by the narrow-field camera.
The wide-field camera gathers light separately, and both cameras use Gen-III image intensi-
fiers.
Our Gen-III image-intensifiers have tube lifetimes of 104 hours which will last over five
years if used constantly, 5 hours per night. Given the historical on-time statistics at our observ-
ing sites in Ontario, Canada, our tubes are expected to last more than 15 years. An intensifier
tube lifetime is defined as the expected time until the gain decreases to half its initial factory
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Table 4.1: CAMO system specifications. The wide and narrow-field cameras of the guided
systems are handled by the same control computer. The stellar and meteor magnitude limits
are inversely proportional to camera frame rate. All cameras are digital progressive scan. The
precision is measured perpendicular to the meteor trajectory.
system guided system (wide ; narrow) influx system (wide)
resolution 640×480 1600×1200
frame rate 80 fps ; 110 fps 20 fps
bit-depth 12-bit 14-bit
stellar limit +7.5M ; ∼ + 7M +8.5M
meteor limit +5.5M ; < +5M +6.5M
detection software ASGARD MeteorScan
camera Imperx IPX-VGA120L Cooke PCO.1600
optics 25 mm f /0.85 ; 545 mm f /11 50 mm f /0.95
intensifier 18 mm GaAs Gen-III 25 mm GaAs Gen-III
FOV size 28◦ ; 1.5◦ 20◦
precision 76 m ; 4 m @ 100 km 22 m @ 100 km
value, corresponding to an instrumental magnitude change of 0.75M.
4.2.2 System Automation
CAMO features full run-time automation using a separate control computer. This system uses
a number of criteria to determine if conditions are appropriate for observation, such as the
angular position of the Sun and Moon, local precipitation, outdoor temperature, and cloud
coverage determined from a separate camera pointed towards Polaris. For this Polaris camera,
ten seconds of video frames from a 30 fps interlace-scan camera with a 5◦ FOV are averaged,
Polaris located, and an uncalibrated instrumental magnitude measured. When this relative
magnitude exceeds an empirically determined limit, cloud conditions are favourable. Polaris’
magnitude is remeasured every ten seconds. An example night of Polaris measurements is
shown in Fig. 4.3. In addition, the per-frame background intensity from the Polaris camera is
used as an indicator of sky brightness. Weather conditions are measured using a Davis Vantage
Pro 2 model 6152 weather station.
When all the criteria shown in Table 4.2 are fulfilled, conditions are regarded as being
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Figure 4.3: An example of a nightly cloud detection record from the Polaris camera data, as
measured on April 12, 2012. The upper threshold (−14.0M) is where conditions are considered
favourable. When the relative magnitude drops below the lower threshold (−13.8M), the system
stops operation. The rapid rise before 01:00 UTC represents sunset, while the fall off after
10:00 UTC represents sunrise. The decrease after 08:00 UTC represents a period of cloud.
favourable and the system enters its start phase. An in-house built power control interface
powers a garage door opener which opens the roll-off roof that covers the weather resistant
enclosures. The cameras and optical scanner are supplied with power, and each system is
instructed to perform its camera initialisation. Lastly, the detection/recording software is in-
structed to run and the image-intensifiers are powered on. This entire process takes less than
one minute. The system stops when any of the criteria in Table 4.2 are no longer satisfied. The
stop sequence is to turn off the image-intensifiers, stop the detection/recording software, power
down the cameras and optical scanner, and lastly close the roll-off roof. A web-based summary
shows the system status, logs of weather conditions and cloud cover, and is updated every five
minutes.
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Table 4.2: Automation modules used to determine if conditions are suitable for automatic data
collection. The system does not run if the outside temperature is below a minimum value, due
to mechanical issues with the roll-off roof during very cold temperatures. Separate start and
stop conditions are needed to avoid ongoing starts or stops when one of the criterion fluctuates
close to the trigger value.
automation condition start stop
precipitation = 0 > 0
wind speed ≤ 50 km/h > 50 km/h
guided enclosure temp. > +7.0◦C < +5.0◦C
outside temperature > −10.0◦C < −12.0◦C
Sun elevation angle < −13.5◦ > −13.5◦
Moon elevation angle < −1.0◦ > −1.0◦
Polaris relative magnitude < −14.0M > −13.8M
Polaris background light < 34 > 37
4.3 Detection and Analysis
4.3.1 Meteor Detection
The wide-field and narrow-field cameras of the guided system use the All-Sky and Guided
Automatic Real-time Detection (ASGARD) software first described by Weryk et al. (2008).
ASGARD provides real-time detection on the wide-field images (used to guide the narrow-
field tracking), and has modular detection plugins. For all-sky meteor detection (Weryk et al.,
2008) as used by the SOMN and NASA networks, a fixed-threshold module is used. For image-
intensified video, the module accounts for dynamic noise on a per-pixel basis with the average
pixel and noise levels determined from low-pass filters. These update on a per-frame basis
and filter out frequencies above a set cut-off. Our approach is based on the general difference
equation for an impulse response filter:
J∑
j=0
a jyn− j =
K∑
k=0
bkxn−k (4.1)
Where J and K are the feed back and feed forward filter orders respectively, and a j and
bk are weighting coefficients. It can be shown that a normalised first-order infinite impulse
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response low-pass filter is given by:
yn = xn + (yn−1 − xn) exp(−2pi fc/ fs) (4.2)
Where, for a given pixel at frame n, xn is the pixel intensity, yn is the filter value, and yn−1 is
the filter value from the previous frame. The sampling frequency (ie: frame rate) of the wide-
field camera is fs, and the cut-off frequency, fc, relates to the time constant τ = 1/2pi fc. This
attenuates yn to exp(−1) in time τ if xn = 0. Our cameras are dominated by image-intensifier
impulsive shot-noise, which is high frequency and easily filtered with this low-pass filter. To
estimate the background noise for triggering purposes, a second filter uses xn − yn−1 as input to
dynamically set the threshold per pixel per frame. In practice, we find fc = 0.2 Hz for both the
average and noise filters is adequate for our wide-field camera under typical conditions.
To detect a meteor, the software loops over each pixel, and those pixels which exceed their
average filter value by a configured threshold are counted in accumulation buffers correspond-
ing to 8×8 pixel tiles. When the count in any tile is ≥6 (ie: six or more of the 64 pixels in
the tile are above the configured threshold), the location is checked against a list of detections
from previous frames. If no previous detections occurred in the same spatial region (within 16
pixels), a new detection is added to the list. A circular region (16 pixels in radius) centered on
the trigger pixel in the image is then masked to prevent neighbouring pixels (presumed to be of
the same event) from being detected as a duplicate event. Our implementation allows multiple
events in the same video frame to be detected, such as when aircraft or satellites (which have
longer dwell times) pass through the FOV, which would otherwise preclude the detection of
meteors occurring at the same time. Events are removed from the detection list when they
have not been linked to an earlier detection for 10 consecutive frames. Events lasting < 4 total
frames are discarded. This may introduce an event duration bias, but we note it eliminates
many false triggers.
For a pixel threshold of 5.0σ above the background noise, manual inspection of 6.5 hours
of raw video data suggests the ASGARD detection efficiency is 67%. This can be increased to
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90% by lowering the threshold to 2.5σ, however, doing so will tend to decrease the percentage
of well tracked meteors as discussed in Section 4.3.4. We prioritise well tracked meteors rather
than complete detection of every meteor for the guided system, and use a threshold of 5.5σ
during normal system operation. With this threshold, we typically detect up to 100 meteors per
night when no major shower is active.
The influx system is used for meteoroid flux measurements, and uses MeteorScan (Gural,
1997) for non-real-time meteor detection. In tests, we find the detection efficiency is ∼95%
for meteors < +5M. Operationally, the recorded video is split into ten minute segments, which
are processed by separate computing nodes via a Network File System (NFS). This allows the
processing to complete before the next observing run, as one hour of video requires 1.5 hours
of CPU time to process. Because this system produces data which requires manual reduction
(using the methods of Chapter 2 and Chaper 3) to obtain velocities and light curves, we do not
discuss it further, except to note that an example of its usage may be found in Musci et al.,
(2012).
4.3.2 Camera Calibration
Measurements for the wide-field guided system are periodically calibrated manually using stars
visible in calibration images, which are ten second (800 frame) stack averages saved every 30
minutes during normal system operation. Using average stacks results in larger signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) compared to single frame images. We use the methods of Chapter 2 and Chapter
3 for both astrometric and photometric calibration.
The astrometry is calibrated using the stellar positions from the SKY2000v4 catalogue
(Myers et al., 2002), which have precisions of 0.8”. We correct for stellar proper motion,
precession, and nutation, to the local epoch. We use the azimuthal orthographic projection fit
of Chapter 2, which uses two third order polynomials producing typical residuals of 30” for
the wide-field camera of the guided system. We find this method gives smaller fit residuals
compared to a gnomonic projection fit.
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The photometry is calibrated using the stellar R-band magnitudes from the SKY2000v4
catalogue (Myers et al., 2002), appropriate for the instrument response of our Gen-III image-
intensifiers (see Chapter 3). This catalogue contains ∼3×105 stars brighter than +8M, which is
more than adequate for our wide-field camera. To measure instrumental stellar magnitudes, a
circular aperture of four pixel radius is used to sum the light from individual stars. A circular
ring between 8 and 12 pixel radii around each star is used to estimate the local background
intensity for each star, which is subtracted from the aperture sum. Because our cameras have a
linear response (ie: γ = 1.0), our photometric calibration is of the form:
M = −2.5 log10 I +C (4.3)
Where the pixel intensity sum (I) and stellar magnitude (M) for all stars are combined
in a least-squares fit to determine the calibration offset (C). For Elginfield, our calibration
was found to typically be −11.46M ± 0.05M. We do not perform real-time flat-fielding for our
automatic photometry, as most of the optical vignetting occurs beyond the FOV of our 1/3 inch
CCDs.
4.3.3 Meteor Measurement
Meteor positions are automatically measured in real-time using a centre-of-mass algorithm
applied to individual frames using the pixels within a circular region around the pixel that
triggered the detection. As this algorithm is sensitive to impulsive shot-noise generated by our
intensifiers, we perform our centroid repeatedly in each frame, each iteration using a smaller
radius than the previous. Currently, we use two iterations of 24 and 8 pixel radii. Centroiding
in this manner may produce small systematic offsets in speed when compared to centroids
measured near the leading edge of the meteor (see Chapter 2). While Chapter 2 showed that
manual analysis of the same meteor by multiple users can result in differences in the per-
frame fiducial picks of ∼1 pixel, our automated analysis is expected to have larger differences
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than manual picks. Additional complications that may affect the accuracy of centroid picks are
fading light curves, scintillation of stars near a meteor, and meteor wake. If significant amounts
of wake become visible behind the meteor in the wide-field camera, an artificial deceleration
may be introduced.
To measure an instrumental meteor magnitude, our software (in real-time) sums all pixel
intensities within a circular aperture of eight pixel radius. This radius is larger than the circular
aperture used for stellar calibration because meteors are more extended. The per-pixel back-
ground intensity from the average filter (see Section 4.3.1) is subtracted, and the intensity sum
is converted to a calibrated apparent magnitude using Eq. 4.3. While a meteor may occasion-
ally saturate either the Gen-III image-intensifier or the CCD camera, our cameras are 12-bit
which minimises this effect.
4.3.4 Mirror Tracking
The idea of tracking a moving target using an optical scanner is not new. The first implementa-
tion for meteor tracking was the AIM-IT system described by Gural et al. (2004). That system
had a narrow-field interlace-scan camera with a 6◦ FOV that recorded every second frame (15
fps). Our narrow-field camera has a 1.5◦ FOV with a 110 fps progressive scan camera leading
to better resolvability of the micro-physical ablation behaviour of meteors.
Calibration of the optical scanner system is performed manually, and is a multi-stage pro-
cess. Because the 1.5◦ FOV contains at most a few visible stars, the scanner is stepped across
the sky by increments of 1.0◦. At each step, the camera acquires 24 frames which are averaged
together. This stack is then rotated, scaled, and combined into a large mosaic image. Star
identification between this mosaic image and the wide-field camera is performed manually,
and the hardware encoder pointing of the optical scanner is adjusted until each target star is
centred in the narrow-field camera FOV. This gives a high accuracy link between the wide field
pixel centroid and the mirror encoder values. An affine plate mapping is generated between
the wide-field pixel location, and the 16-bit hardware encoder values of the optical scanner,
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typically using at least ten stars.
Once a meteor has been detected, it is tracked via the optical scanner system. Wide-field
pixel locations are converted to hardware pointing units using the previously described affine
mapping calibration (referred to as the guide plate). We use a fine-track algorithm, which steps
the mirrors at high rate (≥2000 steps per second) to track at the angular rate of motion of the
meteor. This reduces meteor smearing and allows for individual fragments to be more easily
resolved. However, extra latency is required at first detection to allow for measurement of the
angular rate of the meteor. This initial slew rate is maintained until three seconds after the
detection has ended in the wide-field camera. This allows meteors to be tracked beyond the
edge of the wide-field FOV. As visible stars are smeared out using this fine-track algorithm,
position measurements in the narrow-field must be reversed mapped back to their wide-field
equivalents using the affine plate mapping, and then converted to zenith and azimuth angles
using the astrometric plate mapping.
Image intensifier noise “blobs” and satellites pose a challenge to real-time guided meteor
detection, as only one event can be tracked concurrently with the optical scanner. While non-
real-time detection systems can reject false alarms during subsequent data review, our detection
routines must be more stringent to reduce the number of missed tracked meteors that occurred
while the optical scanner was tracking a non-meteor event. To eliminate most false alarms,
we keep our detection threshold set higher (as discussed in Section 4.3.1) at 5.5σ above the
background noise and require events to last at least seven frames before being tracked. We
use 80 fps for the wide-field camera during normal system operation, giving a track latency of
∼90ms. Increasing the wide-field camera frame rate will decrease the track latency, however,
doing so can negatively affect the astrometric centroid accuracy due to shorter exposure time
frames being affected more by the impulsive noise generated by our image-intensifiers.
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4.3.5 Multi-station Meteor Correlation
Each station independently copies text summaries of its events to a central server via the In-
ternet. These summaries include the time, centroid location, and magnitude for the meteor in
each frame. Our correlation program groups events from both stations based on the time of
the brightest frame, using a five second overlap window. Event trajectories are computed au-
tomatically using the program MILIG (Borovicˇka, 1990) and events having valid trajectories
are written to a summary table. We define an event to be a valid multi-station meteor detection
if the speed is > 6 km/s, the end height is between 10 and 200 km, with a begin height above
40 km, but not lower than 20 km below the end height. These criteria were empirically deter-
mined from all-sky meteor observations. They are meant to reject non-meteor events (such as
coincident cloud triggers on multiple stations) and are not more stringent so as to avoid throw-
ing out valid meteors that might appear invalid due to bad astrometric centroid picks. Based
on the written summary table, each station automatically copies the raw video frame data for
valid events to a local shuttle disk for archival purposes, but can also be configured to copy via
the internet.
Shower associations are made using the catalogue of Brown et al. (2010B) with geocentric
radiant agreement of 7.5◦ and geocentric speed agreement of 20%. The trajectory solutions
are used to convert the apparent magnitudes to their absolute magnitude equivalents at 100 km
range. For our Gen-III bandpass, Chapter 3 showed that for a 4500K blackbody spectrum,
absolute meteor magnitude (M) calibrated to stellar R-band relates to photon radiant power (I,
in units of watts) according to:
M = 7.285 − 2.5 log10I (4.4)
The log-sum-pixel magnitudes are integrated for each station, and the station with the
largest integral is taken to be the best representative for that event. This chosen light curve
is likely the highest SNR and/or is more complete, meaning more of the trail was visible in the
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FOV. The calibrated light curve for this station in absolute magnitude units is interpolated us-
ing a cubic spline function and integrated to give an ablated mass estimate using the luminous
efficiency of Chapter 3. Because the event may have started and/or ended outside the FOV, the
mass represents a lower limit.
4.4 Results
Here we present a selection of example events captured by the guided system to demonstrate
the capability of CAMO.
4.4.1 Meteor Phenomenology
Fig. 4.4 shows a composite of one frame extracted from the narrow-field camera for each of 18
separate events, illustrating differences in the phenomenological structure of meteors at metre
scale and at ∼10 ms resolution. Fragmentation on this scale cannot be resolved by the wide-
field camera, but is very commonly observed by the narrow-field camera. Qualitatively, the
meteor trail radius varies widely between events, although in absolute terms it is dependent on
the range to each meteor.
4.4.2 Discrete Meteoroid Fragmentation
Fig. 4.5 shows frame snapshots of meteor 20120824 081141 (ie: occurring at 08:11:41 UTC
on Aug 24, 2012), spaced every four frames (50ms), as tracked by the narrow-field camera.
This illustrates the time-dependent fragmentation morphology, where individual fragments are
visible along the meteor trail. We find 17% of all well-tracked meteors display one or more
clear fragments. Approximately 75% of all meteors show either discrete fragments or signif-
icant wake, emphasising the dominant role of fragmentation in meteor ablation at these mass
and size scales.
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Figure 4.4: A composite of 18 separate meteors showing different structure of the meteor
during ablation. The 100 m distance scale is shown for an average range of 130 km.
4.4.3 Simultaneous Radar-Video Meteor Observations
Table 4.3 shows the trajectory solution for meteor 20120826 075833, detected simultaneously
by CAMO and CMOR. This Southern δ-Aquariid (SDA) meteor was observed by the radar to-
wards the end of its corresponding video light curve. In terms of minimum spatial distance, the
video meteor location from CAMO was 0.020 s (1.6 frames) later, 0.70◦ away from the radar
specular point/time. In terms of minimum temporal separation, the closest video frame was
0.005 s (0.4 frames) before, at which time the meteor was 0.78◦ away from the interferomet-
rically determined echo specular point. This is consistent with the ∼0.8◦ radar interferometry
accuracy found in Chapter 3. Because the CAMO and CMOR time bases are both NTP cali-
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Figure 4.5: An example tracked meteor (20120824 081141) recorded by the narrow-field
guided camera, centred on the largest fragment. Snapshots are spaced by four frames (50ms),
with time increasing top to bottom. Multiple pieces quickly become separated. The 100 m
distance scale is shown for an average range of 130 km.
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brated, we expect the location of the video meteor at the time of the echo to be better correlated
with the radar specular point, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.6. The spatial point represents the
minimum angular distance to the trail. In this example, the radar echo peaked at an absolute
receiver power of −86.5 dBm, corresponding to an electron line density of q = 3.3×1014 e−/m
which is a transition type echo. Using the definition of radio magnitude from Chapter 3, this
corresponds to +2.4M in the Gen-III bandpass, similar to the automatically determined absolute
magnitude of +2.8M measured by CAMO with the ASGARD software. Fig. 4.7 shows a com-
parison between the automatic and manual light curves for the Tavistock station. Also shown
is the radio-magnitude for the radar specular point. The automatic light curve has a smaller
time span than the manually measured light curve, due to the lower detection sensitivity of the
ASGARD configuration.
Table 4.3: Event 20120826 075833, detected by both CMOR and CAMO. The radar and video
derived velocity solutions are shown, along with the CAMO data reduced manually (by meth-
ods of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) to illustrate differences between automatic and manual so-
lutions. The local radiant is given by η, the zenith angle, and ρ, the azimuth angle measured
North of East. The meteor begins at height HB and ends at HE. For the CAMO solutions, the
specular height HS was computed from the frame closest to 90◦ from the radiant (ie: at the
echo specular point).
CMOR (user) CAMO (auto) CAMO (user)
vp [km/s] 42.48 39.24 ± 0.52 39.15 ± 0.19
HB [km] ? 102.83 ± 0.06 103.82 ± 0.04
HS [km] 95.69 96.63 97.41
HE [km] ? 95.32 ± 0.07 92.94 ± 0.04
η [◦] 51.45 51.59 ± 0.84 52.17 ± 0.32
ρ [◦] −105.75 −105.90 ± 0.28 −105.48 ± 0.11
4.4.4 Higher Precision Deceleration
Table 4.4 shows the trajectory solution for event 20120824 074752, a Southern δ-Aquariid
analysed automatically by ASGARD using the wide field data, and manually with the wide
and narrow field data. The narrow field centroids were mapped to their corresponding zenith
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Figure 4.6: Composite wide-field camera stack for event 20120826 075833, shown for Tavis-
tock. The location of the echo specular point as measured by CMOR is shown by the cross-hairs
and occurs near the end of the video light curve. The meteor travels towards the lower left.
and azimuth angles by bootstrapping to the wide field camera, a process where the narrow-
field pixel position measurements were converted into the equivalent 16-bit hardware mirror
encoder values that would position the meteor in the centre of the FOV. These mirror encoder
positions were then reversed mapped through the guide plate to their equivalent wide field
pixel locations, and then converted to local zenith and azimuth angles using the wide field
plate calibration. This limits our narrow-field meteor centroid accuracy to the equivalent stellar
centroid accuracy in the wide-field camera, though our precision is limited by the pixel scale
of the narrow-field camera.
Fig. 4.8 shows the trajectory fit residuals perpendicular to the direction of motion for the
user determined wide-field and narrow-field solutions. While the wide field has residuals with
a standard deviation of many tens of metres, the narrow-field is consistently around one metre.
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Figure 4.7: Light curve for event 20120826 075833, shown for the Tavistock CAMO station.
The light curves shown are the automated ASGARD light curve, a manually (user) processed
light curve, and the equivalent radio-magnitude recorded by CMOR plotted at the time of peak
received echo power. Because CMOR is a specular backscatter radar, its radio magnitude
represents a single value on the light curve. Uncertainties at +2.6M are roughly 0.04M for
counting statistics alone. Impulsive shot-noise error will contribute more error.
However, these fit residuals represent the minimum transverse spread of each sight-line from
the meteor trajectory. In order to estimate the precision along the meteor trail, we compute the
trail offset:
∆L = L − vpt (4.5)
Where t is the relative time of a centroid pick for a given frame, and L is the length along
the trail. For meteors that show no deceleration, ∆L = 0 for all points along the trail. With
deceleration, a plot of ∆L vs H will not be constant. The scatter in ∆L vs H provides a direct
estimate of the along-the-track measurement precision. For our example meteor, we plot the
trail offset for all cameras in Fig. 4.9. The higher precision of centroids along the meteor trail
in the narrow-field solution is evident from the low point-to-point scatter. From this solution, it
is seen that deceleration is present along most of the trajectory, and is on a scale not resolvable
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Table 4.4: The trajectory solution for event 20120824 074752 analysed automatically and man-
ually. The narrow-field solution has a lower start height due to track latency, and a lower end
height due to being more sensitive than the wide-field camera. It is also seen that a manually
reduced solution has higher accuracy than the automatically determined solution, while the
narrow-field solution has higher precision.
wide (auto) wide (user) narr (user)
vp [km/s] 38.20 ± 0.06 38.21 ± 0.21 37.48 ± 0.13
HB [km] 99.178 ± 0.042 101.150 ± 0.024 95.143 ± 0.002
HE [km] 86.048 ± 0.056 85.218 ± 0.026 83.604 ± 0.002
η [◦] 51.299 ± 0.360 51.356 ± 0.149 51.346 ± 0.013
ρ [◦] −101.634 ± 0.092 −101.708 ± 0.042 −101.919 ± 0.004
by the wide-field camera.
For this meteor, a fit of L vs t for 12 points near the start of the narrow-field trajectory
gave a speed of 37.919 ± 0.052 km/s for Tavistock, and 37.995 ± 0.140 km/s for Elginfield.
These represent 0.1% and 0.4% precisions, respectively. We note that the out-of-atmosphere
speed uncertainty is driven entirely by the uncertain correction of the small loss in speed in the
earliest (unobserved) part of the meteor trail. For rare events where the narrow-field is able
to begin tracking at higher heights (> 115 km), we therefore expect the ultimate accuracy of
direct speed measurements to never be better than a few tenths of a percent.
4.4.5 Meteor Shower Studies: The Orionids
Meteor showers present an opportunity to study meteoroids that are related, and in some cases
have known parent bodies. Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 show 66 automatically detected and anal-
ysed meteors from the 2010 and 2011 Orionid meteor shower. Kresa´k and Porubcˇan (1970)
used high-precision photographic meteors to determine the physical radiant spread of many
showers. For 80 Orionid meteors, they found a mean radiant spread of 0.84◦. As our spread in
geocentric declination alone is δg = 15.8◦ ± 2.9◦, this suggests that the radiant spread of our
meteors as measured automatically by the wide-field camera of the guided system is dominated
by measurement error. The error bars for individual events in Fig. 4.10 were determined by
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Figure 4.8: Transverse residuals between the centroid sight lines and the best fit meteor trajec-
tory. The narrow-field solution shows a standard deviation of one metre, an order of magnitude
more precise than the wide-field solution. Note that the length scales are relative to the start
of the meteor as observed by each method. The narrow-field solution begins 2 km along the
wide-field solution.
Monte-Carlo modelling as described in Chapter 2 assuming a random pixel error of 2.0 pixels,
resulting in a radiant spread with a standard deviation of 3.7◦. Decreasing the random error to
1.5 pixels gives a radiant spread with a standard deviation of 2.7◦. This suggests our centroid
picks are accurate to ∼2 pixels assuming all our radiant spread is due to measurement error.
Our radiant scatter is comparable to SonotaCo (2009), who required an average spread of 5◦
for shower association.
Meteors with a zenith entry angle η > 55◦ had radiants from the East. This is along the
line connecting our two stations, resulting in poor convergence angles. More deceleration in
radar detected events is likely why our speed distribution (Fig. 4.11) is skewed to higher speed
than given by Brown et al. (2010) as that study used specular radar echoes at lower heights
where larger deceleration is expected to occur. Fig. 4.12 shows the 51 Orionids with η < 55◦
in sun-centred ecliptic coordinates precessed to the J2000 epoch. Also shown is the radiant
location from the Brown et al. (2010) catalogue for solar longitude λ = 198◦ − 226◦.
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Figure 4.9: Trail offset for event 20120824 074752 (manually reduced), showing deceleration
with the narrow-field camera. The lower scatter between individual frames shows improved
precision of guided meteors measured in the narrow-field camera compared to the wide-field
camera. The absolute trail offsets represent timing differences between systems. These have
been left as measured to provide offsets between cameras to allow easier viewing of data from
each station.
Figure 4.10: Individual radiants from Tavistock of the Orionid meteor shower from 2010 and
2011. They are plotted as local zenith and azimuth (North of East) angles as determined from
the wide-field camera of the guided system. The error bars were determined from Monte-Carlo
modelling as described in the text. The curved lines represent declinations spaced 2◦, centred
at δp = 16◦.
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Figure 4.11: The geocentric speed distribution of the automatically detected and analysed Ori-
onid meteors from 2010 and 2011 based on the wide-field camera. Also shown is the expected
geocentric speed from the Brown et al. (2010) radar shower catalogue. Individual speed uncer-
tainties are 3% on average.
Figure 4.12: Individual geocentric radiants (precessed to J2000) of the Orionid meteor shower
from 2010 and 2011, plotted in ecliptic latitude and sun centred ecliptic longitude. Also shown
is the expected radiant from the Brown et al. (2010) catalogue for different solar longitudes.
Events were associated with the Orionid stream if they were < 7.5◦ from the Brown et al.
(2010) radiant.
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4.5 Conclusions and Future Work
The CAMO system has been developed to automatically record and analyse video meteors,
and has been operating automatically at two stations since 2009. The primary goals of CAMO
are to acquire meteor observations to help constrain numerical ablation models, and to measure
the meteoroid mass influx at the Earth.
We presented example meteor detections to demonstrate the capability of our system. Dis-
crete meteoroid fragmentation was noted in 17% of cases, while meteor wake was present in
more than half of our observed meteors. We demonstrated that CAMO is capable of observ-
ing simultaneous radar-video meteors with CMOR, which will allow for comparisons between
radar ionisation and video radiant power to place constraints on the luminous efficiency in our
Gen-III intensified bandpass. Our automatic wide-field camera solutions have average radiant
errors of ∼3◦ and speed uncertainties of 3%. Our manually determined narrow-field trajectory
solutions have precisions in speed of a few tenths of a percent, and radiant precisions of ∼0.01◦.
In future papers, we will discuss further examples of meteoroid fragmentation, measure
meteor trail radii important for constraining the initial trail radii of radar meteors, and discuss
stream specific estimates of the luminous efficiency, τI .
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Chapter 5
Summary and Future Work
This is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end.
But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.
– Winston Churchill
5.1 Thesis Summary
This thesis comprises three separate (but related) papers with the motivation to better under-
stand the physical properties of meteoroids. To accomplish this, ∼ 500 simultaneous radar and
video measurements were made on 29 separate nights using the Canadian Meteor Orbit Radar
(CMOR) and several Gen-III image-intensified CCD cameras. Metric and photometry/ioni-
sation comparisons were made. To accommodate future simultaneous meteor comparisons, a
fully automated video meteor detection and analysis system was constructed based on early
experience with manual radar-video observations.
Chapter 2 described the observations, and validated metric instrument errors determined
from Monte Carlo modelling. It was found that the radar interferometry accuracy is ∼ 0.8◦
using multiple independent techniques validated against video data. The average radar-video
radiant difference is 3.4◦, suggesting that radiant errors for CMOR are dominated by errors
in time-of-flight lag time determinations. Video speeds were found to be consistently lower
for slower speed meteors, with modelled video speed errors following the relation log10δv =
−1.64 + 0.02v. Modelled video radiant errors had error distributions of 0.73◦ ± 0.51◦. Errors in
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the fiducial picks for video meteors were found to be anisotropic, with errors along the meteor
trail being larger than those perpendicular to the trail, primarily affecting the fit speed. It was
also found that the majority of radar detections occur near the end of the observed video height
interval. Average video speeds are higher than radar speeds, consistent with decelerations
and specular reflections occurring preferentially near the end of trails. Range comparisons
show the radar determined specular ranges to be systematically +0.32 km farther in range,
although this is smaller than the statistical spread. Lastly, it was found that 7% ± 3% of video
events are simultaneously detected by the radar system. This is above the expected 2% − 5%
value determined through modelling, suggesting simultaneous observations are biased towards
larger, non-fragmenting meteoroids.
Chapter 3 compared photometry and ionisation determinations to relate radar meteor elec-
tron line density, q, to video meteor photon radiant power, I. It was found that log10q = log10I+
(12.56±0.49) leading to M = (38.7±1.2)−2.5 log10q, where M is the meteor magnitude in our
instrumental video bandpass corresponding to q at the radar specular point. The ratio of the ion-
isation coefficient to luminous efficiency, β/τI , was estimated from the ratio q/I to functionally
depend on speed as log10 β/τI = (3.00± 0.62) log10 v− (4.27± 1.37) appropriate to the average
observed meteor photon radiant power in our survey of I = 64 W. By adopting β computed
according to Jones (1997), which is approximated as log10β = 5.84 − 0.09 v0.5 − 9.56/log10v
(roughly proportional to v4 between 20 and 40 km/s), a corresponding estimate of τI for the
intensified spectral bandpass was made using measurements of q/I. This gave a peak bolo-
metric value of τI = 5.9% at 41 km/s. The main uncertainties associated with this analysis is
the unknown spectra of individual meteors which affects estimates of absolute radiant power,
and uncertain values of the initial trail radius which makes estimates of q problematic. The re-
sults suggest that the video meteor mass scale is an order of magnitude smaller than previously
thought at these higher speeds, and implies that the total meteoroid mass influx between 10−5
and 10−8 kg is lower than previous studies would suggest.
Chapter 4 described the Canadian Automated Meteor Observatory (CAMO), an automated
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video meteor platform constructed to facilitate future simultaneous radar/video meteor detec-
tions used to constrain numerical ablation models, and to measure the meteoroid in-flux at
Earth. A wide-field (28◦) camera detects meteors in real-time, which are used to position an
optical scanner such that a second narrow-field (∼1◦) camera tracks the meteor in real-time.
This allows for higher precision deceleration measurements than traditionally available, and
for studies of meteoroid fragmentation and how these might affect radar detections. A third
non-real-time camera independently detects fainter meteors primarily for meteoroid in-flux
measurements. The hardware and software of CAMO was described, example video meteor
detections shown, and comparisons against the Canadian Meteor Orbit Radar (CMOR) were
discussed.
5.2 Future Work
There are many possible future avenues of work that can help improve the understanding of
meteoroids and meteors:
1. Validate trail radii estimates (Jones and Campbell-Brown, 2005) using 38 MHz CMOR
(Jones et al., 2005) data, especially for the overdense echoes.
2. Expand data set using automated CAMO and CMOR observations.
3. Extend analysis to purely underdense by using longer focal length lens.
4. Validate Jones and Campbell-Brown (2005) trail radii using guided CAMO data.
5. Study how meteoroid fragmentation affects meteor trail radii.
6. Extend estimate of τI to centimetre size meteoroids observed by SOMN (Weryk et al.,
2008).
7. Model meteoroid ablation (Hawkes and Jones, 1975; Campbell-Brown and Koschny,
2004; Rogers et al., 2005) using automated CMOR/CAMO data as numerical constraints.
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Appendix A
Modelling Details
A.1 Numerical Fitting
This thesis uses two approaches for numerical fitting. Problems which can be expressed as a
system of linear equations are solved in matrix form. For example, the interferometry matrix
from Chapter 2:

2pi
λ
(rx1 − rx0) 2piλ (ry1 − ry0) 2piλ (rz1 − rz0)
2pi
λ
(rx2 − rx0) 2piλ (ry2 − ry0) 2piλ (rz2 − rz0)
...
...
...
2pi
λ
(rx4 − rx3) 2piλ (ry4 − ry3) 2piλ (rz4 − rz3)

sinθcosϕsinθsinϕcosθ
 =

∆01
∆02
...
∆34
 (A.1)
This matrix can be written in the form A~x = ~b. The vector ~x is found through minimisation
techniques on the corresponding normal equations:
ATA~x = AT~b (A.2)
To isolate ~x, Gauss-Jordan elimination is used to invert ATA. To improve stability of the
inversion, the matrix rows are swapped to ensure the pivot element is always the largest in a
given column. This leads to:
~x = (ATA)−1AT~b (A.3)
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For other problems (such as fitting the radar pulse, see Chapter 2), a non-linear fit using
the GNU libgsl library is made: specifically the gsl multifit fdfsolver routines. These
functions use a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, which is a scaled version of the LMDER routine
from MINPACK, by Mor’e, Garbow, and Hillstrom.
A.2 Random Numbers
All simulations make use of pseudo-random numbers generated by the GNU libc6 library.
They are computed from a linear congruential algorithm which makes use of 48-bit integer
math:
Xn+1 = (aXn + c) % m (A.4)
Where m = 248, a = 0x5DEECE66D, and c = 0xB. The specific GNU function drand48()
returns a uniformley distributed double precision floating point number (from the high order
bits of Xn) in the interval [0.0, 1.0). To initialise the pseudo-random number generator, the
GNU function srand48() is called, and passed the current 32/64-bit UNIX time. This value
seeds the upper 32-bits of Xn, with the lower 16-bits being set to the arbitrary value of 0x330E.
Handy functions to transform this uniform distribution to other distributions are given here
as C code:
1 / ∗
2 ∗ r a n d p l a i n
3 ∗
4 ∗ G e n e r a t e s a random v a l u e i n t h e g i v e n r a n g e .
5 ∗
6 ∗ /
7 do ub l e r a n d p l a i n ( d ou b l e x0 , d ou b l e x1 )
8 {
9 i f ( x1 < x0 )
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10 r e t u r n r a n d p l a i n ( x1 , x0 ) ;
11
12 r e t u r n x0 + ( x1 − x0 ) ∗ drand48 ( ) ;
13 }
14
15 / ∗
16 ∗ r and power
17 ∗
18 ∗ G e n e r a t e s a random number g i v e n a power law d i s t r i b u t i o n .
19 ∗ x0 and x1 a r e g i v e n as l i n e a r , n o t e x p o n e n t i a l .
20 ∗
21 ∗ /
22 do ub l e r and power ( d ou b l e x0 , dou b l e x1 , do ub l e p )
23 {
24 do ub l e A, B , X;
25
26 i f ( p == −1.0) {
27 X = r a n d p l a i n ( log10 ( x0 ) , l og10 ( x1 ) ) ;
28 r e t u r n pow10 (X ) ;
29 }
30
31 A = pow ( x0 , 1 . 0 + p ) ;
32 B = pow ( x1 , 1 . 0 + p ) ;
33
34 i f (A > B)
35 r e t u r n rand power ( x1 , x0 , p ) ;
36
37 X = (B − A) ∗ drand48 ( ) + A;
38 X = pow (X, 1 . 0 / ( 1 . 0 + p ) ) ;
39
40 r e t u r n X;
41 }
42
43 / ∗
44 ∗ r a n d g a u s s
45 ∗
46 ∗ G e n e r a t e s a random number g i v e n a g a u s s i a n d i s t r i b u t i o n .
47 ∗ A complex number can be made by u s i n g s i n i n s t e a d o f cos
48 ∗ f o r t h e i m a g i n a r y component .
49 ∗
50 ∗ /
51 do ub l e r a n d g a u s s ( d ou b l e avg , dou b l e dev )
52 {
53 do ub l e r , s , t ;
54
55 r = drand48 ( ) ;
56 s = drand48 ( ) ;
57 t = s q r t ( −2.0 ∗ l o g ( r ) ) ∗ cos ( 2 . 0 ∗ M PI ∗ s ) ;
58
59 r e t u r n avg + dev ∗ t ;
60 }
61
62 / ∗
63 ∗ r a n d p o i n t
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64 ∗
65 ∗ G e n e r a t e s a random p o i n t on a s p h e r e .
66 ∗
67 ∗ /
68 vo id r a n d t h p h i ( do ub l e ∗ th , do ub l e ∗ p h i )
69 {
70 do ub l e u , v ;
71
72 u = drand48 ( ) ;
73 v = drand48 ( ) ;
74
75 ∗ p h i = 2 . 0 ∗ M PI ∗ u ;
76 ∗ t h = acos ( 2 . 0 ∗ v − 1 . 0 ) ;
77 }
78
79 / ∗
80 ∗ r a n d p o l a r
81 ∗
82 ∗ G e n e r a t e s a random p o i n t i n a c i r c l e .
83 ∗
84 ∗ /
85 vo id r a n d p o l a r ( d ou b l e R , d ou b l e ∗p , d oub l e ∗q )
86 {
87 do ub l e u , v ;
88
89 u = 2 . 0 ∗ M PI ∗ drand48 ( ) ;
90 v = R ∗ s q r t ( d rand48 ( ) ) ;
91
92 ∗p = v ∗ cos ( u ) ;
93 ∗q = v ∗ s i n ( u ) ;
94 }
95
96 / ∗
97 ∗ r a n d e t a r h o
98 ∗
99 ∗ G e n e r a t e s a random r a d i a n t p o i n t g i v e n a c e n t r e and g a u s s i a n r a d i u s .
100 ∗ R e t u r n s t h e a n g u l a r s e p a r a t i o n between t h i s p o i n t and t h e c e n t r e .
101 ∗
102 ∗ /
103 do ub l e r a n d e t a r h o ( dou b l e th , dou b l e phi , do ub l e rad ,
104 do ub l e ∗ e t a , do ub l e ∗ rho )
105 {
106 do ub l e u [ 3 ] , v [ 3 ] ;
107 do ub l e P [ 3 ] [ 3 ] , D;
108
109 P [ 0 ] [ 0 ] = − s i n ( p h i ) ;
110 P [ 1 ] [ 0 ] = +cos ( p h i ) ;
111 P [ 2 ] [ 0 ] = 0 . 0 ;
112
113 P [ 0 ] [ 2 ] = s i n ( t h ) ∗ cos ( p h i ) ;
114 P [ 1 ] [ 2 ] = s i n ( t h ) ∗ s i n ( p h i ) ;
115 P [ 2 ] [ 2 ] = cos ( t h ) ;
116
117 P [ 0 ] [ 1 ] = P [ 1 ] [ 2 ] ∗ P [ 2 ] [ 0 ] − P [ 2 ] [ 2 ] ∗ P [ 1 ] [ 0 ] ;
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118 P [ 1 ] [ 1 ] = −P [ 0 ] [ 2 ] ∗ P [ 2 ] [ 0 ] + P [ 2 ] [ 2 ] ∗ P [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ;
119 P [ 2 ] [ 1 ] = P [ 0 ] [ 2 ] ∗ P [ 1 ] [ 0 ] − P [ 1 ] [ 2 ] ∗ P [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ;
120
121 t h = f a b s ( r a n d g a u s s ( 0 . 0 , r a d ) ) ;
122 p h i = r a n d p l a i n (−M PI , M PI ) ;
123
124 u [ 0 ] = s i n ( t h ) ∗ cos ( p h i ) ;
125 u [ 1 ] = s i n ( t h ) ∗ s i n ( p h i ) ;
126 u [ 2 ] = cos ( t h ) ;
127
128 v [ 0 ] = P [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ∗ u [ 0 ] + P [ 0 ] [ 1 ] ∗ u [ 1 ] + P [ 0 ] [ 2 ] ∗ u [ 2 ] ;
129 v [ 1 ] = P [ 1 ] [ 0 ] ∗ u [ 0 ] + P [ 1 ] [ 1 ] ∗ u [ 1 ] + P [ 1 ] [ 2 ] ∗ u [ 2 ] ;
130 v [ 2 ] = P [ 2 ] [ 0 ] ∗ u [ 0 ] + P [ 2 ] [ 1 ] ∗ u [ 1 ] + P [ 2 ] [ 2 ] ∗ u [ 2 ] ;
131
132 D = P [ 0 ] [ 2 ] ∗ v [ 0 ] + P [ 1 ] [ 2 ] ∗ v [ 1 ] + P [ 2 ] [ 2 ] ∗ v [ 2 ] ;
133
134 ∗ e t a = M PI 2 − a t a n ( v [ 2 ] / hypo t ( v [ 1 ] , v [ 0 ] ) ) ;
135 ∗ rho = a t a n 2 ( v [ 1 ] , v [ 0 ] ) ;
136
137 r e t u r n acos (D ) ;
138 }
A.3 Simultaneous Percentage
The modelling in Chapter 2 to estimate the expected number of simultaneous radar-video me-
teors is based entirely on geometry. The begin height, mass index, and speed are set to fixed
quantities. The end height is computed for a random trajectory. Specficially, the procedure is
as follows:
1. generate a random radiant (η, ρ) above the horizon using rand thphi()
2. generate a random (x, y) point within 255 km using rand polar()
3. set the mass index (s) and speed (v) to the appropriate input values.
4. set the begin height (z = HB) to the fixed value of 110 km. This represents the absolute
highest height CMOR can observe, accounting for the initial trail radius.
5. estimate the trail length (L, a function of s and v) according to Campbell-Brown (private
communication)
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6. compute the end height (HE) using HB, η, and L
7. based on the position (x, y,HB) and (η, ρ,HE), compute the specular point (HS ). This
point will occur where the range (R0) to (0, 0) is minimum.
8. compare HS to HB and HE
9. repeat until 104 runs have HS > HE and HS < HB
A.4 Radar Monte Carlo Errors
To numerically model the radar errors in Chapter 2, artificial amplitude profiles of each meteor
are calculated. This is accomplished by integrating the Fresnel integrals:
S (x) =
∫ x
−∞
dt sin
pit2
2
C(x) =
∫ x
−∞
dt cos
pit2
2
(A.5)
The Fresnel parameter (x) relates to the distance along the trail (s, measured from the
specular t0 point) according to:
x =
2s√
R0λ
(A.6)
A decay time constant of τ = 5.0 is used to simulate trail diffusion. Noise is then added
to both the in-phase (i) and quadrature (q) of the signal data using rand gauss(). While
the noise for i and q are Gaussian, the resulting noise distribution in amplitude is a Rayleigh
distribution. The interferometry and time-of-flight algorithms are then run, and the simulation
repeats for the configured number of runs.
The core function of the simulation (“echosim”) is listed here as C code:
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1 / ∗
2 ∗ m e t a l e r r m a g i c
3 ∗
4 ∗ Core f u n c t i o n f o r monte c a r l o s i m u l a t i o n o f r a d a r e r r o r .
5 ∗
6 ∗ /
7 s t a t i c vo id ∗m e t a l e r r m a g i c ( s t r u c t work s ∗ base )
8 {
9 do ub l e complex ∗ j [ 5 ] , ∗y ;
10 do ub l e i n f l [ 3 ] , e r r , c a l , s n r ;
11 i n t m, k , l en , beg , end , peak ;
12 s t r u c t work s ∗work ;
13 s t r u c t e v e n t s ∗ ev ;
14
15 ev = &base−>ev ;
16 l e n = base−> l e n ;
17 c a l = −8.246702;
18
19 / / a l l o c a t e memory b u f f e r s
20 f o r (m = 0 ; m < 5 ; m++)
21 j [m] = mem al loc ( s i z e o f ( dou b l e complex ) ∗ l e n ) ;
22
23 y = mem al loc ( s i z e o f ( dou b l e complex ) ∗ l e n ) ;
24
25 / / dequeue work p a c k e t
26 l oop : i f ( ( work = l i s t d e q u e u e ( base−> p r o c l i s t , NULL) ) == NULL) {
27 f o r (m = 0 ; m < 5 ; m++)
28 f r e e ( j [m] ) ;
29
30 f r e e ( y ) ;
31 p t h r e a d e x i t (NULL ) ;
32 }
33
34 / / a p p l y n o i s e t o a copy of t h e pu re s i g n a l f o r main s t a t i o n
35 f o r (m = 0 ; m < 5 ; m++) {
36 memcpy ( j [m] , base−>z [m] , s i z e o f ( d ou b l e complex ) ∗ l e n ) ;
37 g e n n o i s e ( j [m] , l en , ev−> s n r [ 0 ] − l og10 ( 5 . 0 ) / 2 . 0 ,
38 −108.0 , c a l ) ;
39 g e n d c o f f ( j [m] , l en , ev−>d c o f f [m] ) ;
40 }
41
42 / / measure i n t e r f a n g l e s b e f o r e f i l t e r i n g : i t d e s t r o y s phase
43 i f ( v e l o c i t y ( work−> in , j , l en , &work−> th , &work−>phi ,
44 NULL, NULL) < 0) go to loop ;
45
46 / / a p p l y n o i s e t o a copy of pu re s i g n a l f o r a l l s i t e s
47 f o r (m = k = 0 ; k < 3 ; k++) {
48 memcpy ( y , base−>w[ k ] , s i z e o f ( dou b l e complex ) ∗ l e n ) ;
49 g e n n o i s e ( y , l en , ev−> s n r [ k ] , −108.0 , c a l ) ;
50 g e n d c o f f ( y , l en , ev−>dcrem [ k ] ) ;
51
52 peak = 0 ;
53 i n f l [ k ] = 0 ;
54
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55 / / i n d e x r a n g e t o s e a r c h f o r t 0 s p e c u l a r p o i n t
56 beg = ( i n t ) ( ev−>p r f ∗ ( 1 . 0 − 1 . 0 / ev−> t a u + ev−> i n f l [ k ]
57 / ev−>p r f ) ) − base−>conf−> i n f l [ 0 ] ;
58 end = beg + base−>conf−> i n f l [ 1 ] ;
59
60 / / f i n d s p e c u l a r p o i n t
61 s n r = e c h o z f i n d ( y , &peak , &i n f l [ k ] , &e r r ,
62 l en , beg , end ) ;
63
64 / / e c h o z f i n d doesn ’ t g i v e c o r r e c t SNR . . . f i x i t
65 i f ( s n r > 0 . 0 ) s n r = e c h o z s n r ( j [m] , l en , peak ) ;
66
67 i f ( s n r > 0 . 0 && i n f l [ k ] > 0 . 1 )
68 m += 1 ;
69
70 i n f l [ k ] /= ev−>p r f ;
71 }
72
73 / / check t h a t a l l t h r e e s t a t i o n s have p i c k s
74 i f (m != 3)
75 go to loop ;
76
77 / / compute t ime−of− f l i g h t from i n t e r f e r o m e t r y and t ime p i c k s
78 t o f v e l ( work−> th , work−>phi , i n f l , 3 , 0 , &work−>e t a ,
79 &work−>rho , &work−>ve l , s i t e , 0 ) ;
80
81 l i s t e n q u e u e ( base−> d o n e l i s t , work ) ;
82 go to loop ;
83 }
A.5 Video Monte Carlo Errors
To numerically model the video errors in Chapter 2, the per-frame (x, y) position measurements
have random and systematic noise added, and are then fed through the MILIG (Borovicka,
1993) trajectory solver. This is repeated the configured number of runs.
The core function of the simulation (“twiddle”) is listed here as C code:
1 / ∗
2 ∗ queue
3 ∗
4 ∗ Queues up a new work p a c k e t .
5 ∗
6 ∗ /
7 i n t queue ( s t r u c t l i s t s ∗ w o r k l i s t , s t r u c t l i s t s ∗ s t l i s t ,
8 s t r u c t s t a t e s ∗ s t a t e )
9 {
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10 s t r u c t work s ∗work ;
11 s t r u c t c o n f s ∗ con f ;
12 s t r u c t s t s ∗ s t , ∗ cpy ;
13 s t r u c t p t s ∗ pt , ∗dup ;
14 do ub l e r a n e r r , s y s o f f , s y s p o s ;
15 do ub l e be t , lam ;
16 i n t l en , p ;
17
18 con f = s t a t e −>con f ;
19 work = mem al loc ( s i z e o f ( s t r u c t work s ) ) ;
20 work−> s t l i s t = l i s t i n i t ( ) ;
21 work−> f t l i s t = l i s t i n i t ( ) ;
22
23 f o r ( p = 0 ; p < s t l i s t −> s i z e ; p++) {
24 s t = l i s t c y c l e h e a d ( s t l i s t ) ;
25 cpy = mem al loc ( s i z e o f ( s t r u c t s t s ) ) ;
26 l e n = s t −> p t l i s t −> s i z e ;
27
28 r a n e r r = conf−> r a n e r r [ s t −> s t ] ;
29 s y s o f f = conf−> s y s o f f [ s t −> s t ] ;
30 s y s p o s = conf−>s y s p o s [ s t −> s t ] ;
31
32 lam = 2 . 0 ∗ M PI ∗ drand48 ( ) ;
33 b e t = f a b s ( r a n d g a u s s ( 0 . 0 , s y s o f f ) ) ;
34 l i s t p u s h t a i l ( work−> s t l i s t , cpy ) ;
35 memcpy ( cpy , s t , s i z e o f ( s t r u c t s t s ) ) ;
36 cpy−> p t l i s t = l i s t i n i t ( ) ;
37
38 w h i l e ( l en −−) {
39 p t = l i s t c y c l e h e a d ( s t −> p t l i s t ) ;
40 dup = mem al loc ( s i z e o f ( s t r u c t p t s ) ) ;
41 l i s t p u s h t a i l ( cpy−> p t l i s t , dup ) ;
42
43 / / add random d i s t r i b u t i o n s t o cx , cy
44 dup−>cx = r a n d g a u s s ( pt −>cx , r a n e r r )
45 + b e t ∗ cos ( lam ) ;
46 dup−>cy = r a n d g a u s s ( pt −>cy , r a n e r r )
47 + b e t ∗ s i n ( lam ) ;
48
49 / / map t h i s new cx , cy t o a t h / p h i p a i r
50 p l a t e m a p ( s t −>pl , dup−>cx , dup−>cy ,
51 &dup−> th , &dup−>p h i ) ;
52
53 dup−> t s = pt −> t s ;
54 dup−> t u = pt −> t u ;
55 }
56 }
57
58 l i s t e n q u e u e ( w o r k l i s t , work ) ;
59 r e t u r n 0 ;
60 }
Appendix B
Echo Classification
In Chapter 2, radar echoes were initially classified manually based on their amplitude profiles.
Fig. B.1 shows a sample understand echo, while Fig. B.2 and Fig. B.3 show sample transition
and overdense echo profiles, respectively. Automated techniques can classify the echo type
based on the specular echo height (H), and electron line density (q) determined from the full-
wave scattering model of Poulter and Baggaley (1977). See Chapter 3 for details.
Figure B.1: An example of an underdense echo, characterised by a quick exponential decay.
For non-fragmenting meteoroids, underdense echoes show quite visible Fresnel oscillation de-
scribed by Fresnel diffraction.
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Figure B.2: An example of a transition echo. Upon reaching the maximum amplitude, these
echoes persist for a short time, before decaying exponentially (similar to an underdense echo).
See Chapter 3 for details.
Figure B.3: An example of an overdense echo. These echoes persist for a noticeable time until
ambipolar diffusion (as well as recombination and attachment) reduces the electron volume
density to below the plasma frequency. See Chapter 3 for details.
Appendix C
Meteor Events
Table C.1: Meteor showers associated with the collected me-
teor data. The showers are defined by their equatorial radiant
(αg, δg) on the peak solar longitude (λ).
code activity λ v αg δg shower name
ETA Apr 20 - May 27 45.0 63.6 337.9 -0.9 eta Aquariids
MVL May 15 - Jun 13 54.0 32.5 287.2 +22.5 May Vulpeculids
NZC Jun 01 - Jul 26 101.0 37.5 310.4 -4.2 Northern June Aquilids
CAP Jul 10 - Aug 13 123.0 22.0 303.1 -10.7 alpha Capricornids
SDA Aug 16 - Sep 06 126.0 40.7 340.8 -16.3 Southern delta Aquariids
PAU Jul 27 - Aug 15 135.0 44.0 357.1 -21.5 Piscis Austrinids
NDA Jul 29 - Aug 29 139.0 37.3 345.7 +2.3 Northern delta Aquariids
SIA Aug 05 - Aug 17 140.0 29.1 340.2 -11.4 Southern Iota Aquariids
PER Jul 26 - Aug 20 140.0 61.4 48.0 +57.2 Perseids
GEM Nov 22 - Dec 25 261.0 34.5 112.5 +32.1 Geminids
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Table C.2: Meteor data for Chapter 3 listing the interferom-
etry (θ, ϕ), specular range R0, height H, speed v, electron
line density q (e−/m), and bolometric photon radiant power
I (W). Associations are indicated for those meteors corre-
sponding to a meteor shower.
date/time code R0 [km] θ ϕ H [km] v [km/s] log10 q log10 I
20050315 090024 . . . 134.0 50.1 +6.9 86.1 25.3 14.86 1.02
20050409 035240 . . . 115.1 29.9 +112.1 99.8 32.4 14.22 1.27
20050410 082021 . . . 100.4 19.8 +127.8 94.4 65.3 14.44 1.90
20050410 084845 . . . 125.0 30.6 +106.9 107.6 67.8 14.01 2.24
20050710 042356 . . . 119.5 37.7 +76.9 94.6 26.5 14.24 1.23
20050710 044838 NZC 124.0 37.4 +81.1 98.5 24.0 13.64 1.13
20050710 045309 NZC 119.1 39.9 +114.0 91.4 34.3 15.21 2.41
20050710 053309 NZC 109.4 41.3 +100.5 82.2 41.8 15.97 2.88
20050807 040451 SIA 105.6 32.5 +95.1 89.0 36.2 15.06 1.43
20050807 040759 SIA 116.2 32.8 +96.4 97.7 35.2 14.92 2.22
20050807 044638 CAP 131.6 44.3 +74.0 94.1 23.2 14.77 2.18
20050807 050954 PAU 133.7 46.1 +64.4 92.7 39.7 16.70 2.13
20050807 051220 SDA 113.0 27.3 +102.9 100.4 38.1 14.36 1.60
20050807 051926 CAP 116.6 44.3 +81.7 83.4 20.0 13.94 1.59
20050807 054421 CAP 126.7 41.1 +70.8 95.5 23.0 14.35 1.54
20050807 064056 SDA 106.2 32.5 +97.9 89.5 38.3 14.71 1.67
20050807 064610 CAP 103.7 26.8 +74.9 92.6 17.6 14.01 1.23
20050807 071024 . . . 104.6 33.5 +63.4 87.2 58.6 14.92 2.15
20050807 071113 SDA 116.4 43.7 +90.5 84.1 33.5 15.33 1.47
20050807 080021 SDA 120.4 32.6 +92.8 101.4 38.8 14.24 1.82
20050808 042307 CAP 163.1 55.0 +154.1 93.6 22.8 13.79 1.18
20050808 060452 NDA 152.1 54.9 +158.6 87.5 39.6 16.87 1.62
20050808 063709 . . . 111.9 29.5 +56.1 97.4 24.6 14.26 1.60
20050808 073104 . . . 96.8 33.6 +63.4 80.7 16.7 13.70 1.28
20050809 050943 PER 151.9 48.8 +172.8 100.1 62.0 14.02 1.76
20050809 062022 PER 162.0 50.4 +153.7 103.2 64.8 13.85 3.17
20050811 054608 PER 175.0 53.0 +174.5 105.2 56.7 14.44 2.39
20050811 064955 PER 149.3 45.1 +169.7 105.4 56.3 14.49 2.29
20050910 064849 . . . 102.6 34.2 +83.6 84.9 18.2 14.09 2.08
20050912 052627 . . . 108.5 35.4 +81.2 88.4 15.8 13.94 1.76
20060801 042847 SDA 129.5 44.5 +65.9 92.4 37.4 15.25 2.00
20060801 045351 SDA 114.1 41.2 +67.7 85.8 32.7 14.11 1.36
20060801 045406 SDA 113.6 31.8 +80.8 96.5 39.2 13.91 1.37
20060801 045444 SDA 127.2 44.4 +64.6 90.9 40.5 14.28 1.98
20060801 050930 CAP 116.2 40.4 +86.9 88.5 22.9 14.07 2.06
20060801 052545 SDA 98.2 26.5 +94.5 87.8 30.3 14.29 1.20
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table C.2 – Continued
date/time code R0 [km] θ ϕ H [km] v [km/s] log10 q log10 I
20060801 053159 . . . 112.1 37.3 +66.0 89.2 25.8 14.40 1.64
20060801 054540 SDA 121.6 35.9 +72.2 98.6 41.7 14.56 1.82
20060801 054647 . . . 130.5 40.9 +80.1 98.7 31.9 14.41 1.63
20060801 060816 SDA 117.6 35.6 +72.8 95.6 43.0 15.47 2.31
20060801 073616 SDA 129.8 37.9 +51.7 102.5 42.5 14.25 1.76
20060801 073740 SDA 121.3 34.0 +63.3 100.5 45.7 14.35 1.94
20060801 073743 SDA 121.3 34.1 +63.3 100.4 45.7 14.35 2.06
20060801 074335 SDA 119.1 35.5 +55.9 97.0 43.3 15.70 2.23
20060801 074805 SDA 112.4 34.9 +58.9 92.2 41.7 15.11 2.01
20060802 050952 . . . 99.9 7.3 -126.9 99.1 54.1 13.38 1.48
20061214 022542 GEM 121.0 42.3 -119.9 89.5 29.2 16.50 1.61
20061214 023311 GEM 118.4 35.2 -151.8 96.8 36.4 13.73 1.61
20061214 023338 GEM 121.3 35.4 -145.1 98.9 42.2 14.87 2.35
20061214 032904 GEM 144.0 47.4 -146.1 97.5 34.5 14.13 1.80
20061214 033952 GEM 137.4 48.0 -153.7 91.9 34.6 14.77 1.83
20061214 034215 GEM 154.7 50.3 -145.2 98.7 47.1 14.50 1.79
20061214 040641 GEM 147.1 54.1 -149.2 86.3 33.0 14.00 1.78
20070420 021249 . . . 98.6 25.1 +171.4 89.2 12.7 13.74 0.42
20070420 034850 . . . 103.3 24.5 +100.4 94.0 36.0 14.37 1.63
20070420 042252 . . . 107.3 28.6 +89.7 94.2 39.7 14.82 1.11
20070420 073203 . . . 135.6 42.1 -177.6 100.6 41.1 14.25 1.56
20070420 080651 . . . 118.7 45.0 -174.5 84.0 33.2 13.45 1.01
20070421 031822 . . . 100.5 28.9 +93.8 87.9 33.1 14.47 1.16
20070422 063826 . . . 110.7 29.1 +72.5 96.7 30.9 14.43 0.95
20070422 071442 . . . 103.5 25.8 +87.9 93.1 30.1 14.38 1.35
20070422 085338 ETA 110.6 23.6 +116.2 101.4 71.8 14.47 2.30
20070513 081854 ETA 117.4 37.9 +135.5 92.7 60.4 14.16 1.41
20070519 030058 . . . 107.5 31.4 +143.5 91.8 19.7 14.19 1.20
20070519 030447 . . . 107.5 32.1 +146.8 91.0 21.7 14.13 1.24
20070519 030936 . . . 135.7 45.9 +162.3 94.4 21.0 14.30 0.91
20070519 032927 . . . 145.5 46.2 +161.9 100.7 41.9 15.28 1.74
20070519 033237 . . . 111.2 35.4 +178.7 90.7 40.9 14.53 1.00
20070519 040308 . . . 130.0 46.9 +163.5 88.8 22.2 13.95 0.96
20070519 040841 MVL 114.2 29.5 +145.1 99.4 54.6 14.36 1.56
20070519 051139 . . . 119.4 39.6 +160.3 92.0 31.2 14.13 0.70
20070519 062523 . . . 121.1 34.2 +176.4 100.2 59.3 14.45 1.99
20070519 063638 . . . 131.4 42.2 +143.8 97.4 32.0 14.95 1.78
20070519 075023 . . . 140.8 47.2 +166.2 95.6 63.5 16.83 1.97
20070519 075937 . . . 147.8 48.6 +150.0 97.7 60.0 13.68 1.19
20070811 052913 . . . 109.5 18.4 -149.6 103.9 49.9 13.77 1.62
20070811 072500 . . . 128.0 41.1 -128.9 96.4 57.2 13.95 0.87
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Table C.2 – Continued
date/time code R0 [km] θ ϕ H [km] v [km/s] log10 q log10 I
20070812 032625 . . . 113.6 24.1 +176.2 103.6 69.9 14.29 2.13
20070812 035607 PER 120.2 29.9 -127.1 104.3 71.3 13.57 2.06
20070812 062341 PER 146.3 45.9 -146.7 101.9 57.0 14.29 2.42
20070812 062456 PER 147.9 44.4 -140.5 105.7 58.4 14.25 2.69
20070813 030439 . . . 110.3 35.7 -164.7 89.6 29.6 13.93 1.00
20070813 041109 . . . 111.1 34.4 -175.7 91.7 43.0 14.20 1.13
20070813 042145 PER 129.1 37.9 -169.1 101.8 60.2 15.05 2.08
20070813 044413 PER 123.0 31.0 -164.6 105.4 59.1 13.52 2.29
20070813 045616 PER 109.9 28.3 -134.9 96.7 61.0 14.45 1.86
20070813 060603 . . . 109.0 26.3 -127.2 97.7 67.3 14.34 1.80
20070813 062538 . . . 120.1 36.3 -161.6 96.7 67.9 13.84 1.11
20070813 083710 . . . 117.4 35.1 -170.8 96.0 63.0 14.05 1.20
20080804 031148 . . . 115.2 40.0 +108.0 88.3 31.0 14.27 1.62
20080804 031547 NDA 119.9 37.9 +134.8 94.6 45.6 16.03 2.06
20080804 040123 CAP 121.9 40.8 +121.4 92.2 22.6 14.43 2.11
20080804 072031 CAP 109.4 32.2 +111.8 92.6 18.8 14.41 1.93
20080804 072316 SDA 124.4 44.2 +133.8 89.1 41.7 14.68 2.06
20080804 090352 . . . 128.9 45.1 +121.3 91.1 42.1 13.84 1.87
20080812 042746 PER 127.1 36.6 -168.4 102.1 54.3 13.85 1.53
20080812 045433 PER 149.2 45.7 -179.8 104.3 62.0 14.98 2.42
20080812 052111 PER 176.4 52.4 +178.2 107.6 62.0 14.76 2.40
20080812 052128 PER 134.1 39.5 -155.5 103.5 64.8 14.82 2.47
20080812 054848 PER 183.6 54.2 +175.9 107.3 67.9 16.48 2.61
20080812 055500 PER 154.2 46.7 -168.3 105.8 62.9 14.39 2.20
20080812 060952 PER 151.0 44.1 -153.8 108.5 60.0 14.23 2.33
20080812 061606 PER 156.5 52.8 -178.7 94.7 70.7 15.08 1.83
20080812 062715 PER 163.2 48.0 -162.4 109.2 68.8 14.38 2.03
20080812 064407 PER 157.5 48.2 -158.5 105.0 74.9 14.37 2.46
20080812 072037 PER 176.6 52.8 -148.1 106.8 49.4 14.12 2.03
20080812 072545 PER 159.4 52.9 -140.0 96.1 54.4 14.50 1.94
20080812 073422 PER 170.4 53.8 -140.0 100.6 56.1 15.22 2.65
20080812 074844 PER 186.6 56.5 -147.5 102.9 75.8 14.41 1.89
20080812 080954 PER 193.1 59.8 -147.3 97.2 73.1 15.27 2.60
20080812 081347 PER 196.2 59.1 -131.8 100.6 72.3 14.93 2.52
20080812 081811 PER 210.2 59.4 -153.6 107.1 57.7 14.76 2.20
20080910 031254 . . . 107.0 38.7 +130.4 83.5 27.0 15.06 1.30
20080910 044528 . . . 127.8 46.7 +125.6 87.7 16.7 13.89 1.45
20080910 050429 . . . 147.4 51.5 +114.0 91.7 22.6 14.54 2.04
20080910 061902 . . . 140.9 43.6 +120.7 102.1 71.4 14.20 1.50
20080910 074307 . . . 123.8 34.0 +105.9 102.6 64.3 15.58 2.56
20080910 084308 . . . 167.6 52.1 +129.8 102.9 64.5 14.39 2.42
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Table C.2 – Continued
date/time code R0 [km] θ ϕ H [km] v [km/s] log10 q log10 I
20080910 084709 . . . 135.7 38.2 +101.6 106.6 64.8 14.50 2.74
20080910 085109 . . . 172.7 53.2 +120.7 103.6 58.9 15.03 2.19
20080910 092721 . . . 151.6 51.3 +131.4 94.8 68.4 14.14 1.93
20080911 034721 . . . 149.1 54.6 +116.5 86.4 31.1 15.33 2.09
20080911 035121 . . . 133.8 48.0 +103.9 89.6 41.8 15.72 2.46
20080911 060634 . . . 151.5 50.2 +126.6 97.1 83.3 15.20 1.67
20080911 061422 . . . 145.6 45.7 +104.1 101.7 68.2 14.87 2.13
20080911 075843 . . . 174.1 53.8 +121.8 102.9 70.2 14.46 2.63
20080911 081236 . . . 145.9 50.2 +126.3 93.4 59.2 14.74 1.92
20080911 081626 . . . 137.3 41.9 +118.9 102.1 70.2 14.29 2.10
20080911 082111 . . . 131.9 47.3 +129.9 89.4 37.7 14.50 2.07
20080911 091441 . . . 160.4 51.3 +110.9 100.4 67.2 14.16 1.98
Appendix D
Reflection Coefficients
The procedure used to calculate g‖ and g⊥ is based on:
• Poulter, E.M., Baggaley, W.J., (1977).
Radiowave scattering from meteoric ionization.
Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics. 39. 757–768.
To accomplish this, Maxwell’s equations were numerically integrated for a meteor trail
with cylindrical geometry. The integration begins on the trail axis and proceeds outwards (with
a fourth order Runge-Kutta technique) using a Gaussian radial electron distribution until the
relative permittivity represents free space (r) is ∼ 0.999. The boundary conditions are matched
using Bessel functions, which gives g, the reflection coefficient.
The program (not standalone) that computes the values in Table D.1 and Table D.2 is listed
here.
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1 / / kappa . c f o r comput ing r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s
2
3 # d e f i n e GNU SOURCE
4
5 # i n c l u d e <complex . h>
6 # i n c l u d e <math . h>
7 # i n c l u d e < s t d i o . h>
8 # i n c l u d e < s t d l i b . h>
9 # i n c l u d e < s t r i n g . h>
10 # i n c l u d e < p e r s e i d / p e r s e i d . h>
11 # i n c l u d e <g s l / g s l s f b e s s e l . h>
12
13 / / p h y s i c a l c o n s t a n t s
14 # d e f i n e C C 2.997924580 e+08
15 # d e f i n e C E 1.602176462 e−19
16 # d e f i n e C EPS0 8.854187817 e−12
17 # d e f i n e C M 9.109381880 e−31
18
19 / / work p a c k e t f o r m u l t i CPU c o m p u t a t i o n
20 s t r u c t w o r k s {
21 do ub l e q ; / / e l e c t r o n l i n e d e n s i t y
22 do ub l e a ; / / t r a i l r a d i u s
23 do ub l e k ; / / wave number
24 do ub l e c ; / / c r i t i c a l r a d i u s
25 do ub l e b ; / / boundary r a d i u s
26 do ub l e g ; / / r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f
27 do ub l e h ; / / r e f l e c t i o n phase
28 i n t p ; / / p e r ( 1 ) o r p a r ( 0 ) c a s e
29 } ;
30
31 / / d i e l e c t r i c c o n s t a n t a . k . a . r e l a t i v e p e r m i t i v i t y
32 s t a t i c i n l i n e do ub l e complex kap ( c o n s t d oub l e q , c o n s t d ou b l e kk ,
33 c o n s t d ou b l e aa , d ou b l e r )
34 {
35 do ub l e complex K;
36 do ub l e n ;
37
38 n = q ∗ exp (− r ∗ r / aa ) / M PI / aa ;
39 K = 1 . 0 − ( n ∗ C E ∗ C E ) / ( C EPS0 ∗ C M ∗ kk ∗ C C ∗ C C )
40 / ( 1 . 0 + I ∗ 1 . 0 e −4 ) ;
41 r e t u r n K;
42 }
43
44 / / RK4 f o r E
45 s t a t i c do ub l e complex r k 4 E ( d oub l e kk , d ou b l e aa , d ou b l e mm, d ou b l e q ,
46 do ub l e r , d oub l e h , d oub l e complex u , d ou b l e complex v )
47 {
48 do ub l e complex k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 ;
49
50 i n l i n e dou b l e complex df ( do ub l e kk , do ub l e aa , do ub l e mm, do ub l e q ,
51 do ub l e r , d oub l e complex u , d ou b l e complex v )
52 {
53 do ub l e complex K, dE ;
54 K = kap ( q , kk , aa , r ) ;
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55 dE = −v / r − u ∗ ( kk ∗ K − mm / r / r ) ;
56 r e t u r n dE ;
57 }
58
59 k1 = h ∗ df ( kk , aa , mm, q , r , u , v ) ;
60 k2 = h ∗ df ( kk , aa , mm, q , r + h / 2 . 0 , u , v + k1 / 2 . 0 ) ;
61 k3 = h ∗ df ( kk , aa , mm, q , r + h / 2 . 0 , u , v + k2 / 2 . 0 ) ;
62 k4 = h ∗ df ( kk , aa , mm, q , r + h , u , v + k3 ) ;
63
64 r e t u r n ( k1 + 2 . 0 ∗ k2 + 2 . 0 ∗ k3 + k4 ) / 6 . 0 ;
65 }
66
67 / / RK4 f o r H
68 s t a t i c do ub l e complex rk4 H ( d ou b l e kk , d ou b l e aa , d ou b l e mm, dou b l e q ,
69 do ub l e r , d oub l e h , d oub l e complex u , d ou b l e complex v )
70 {
71 do ub l e complex k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 ;
72
73 i n l i n e dou b l e complex df ( do ub l e kk , do ub l e aa , do ub l e mm, do ub l e q ,
74 do ub l e r , d oub l e complex u , d ou b l e complex v )
75 {
76 do ub l e complex K, dK , dH ;
77 K = kap ( q , kk , aa , r ) ;
78 dK = kap ( q , kk , aa , r + 1 . 0 e −6 ) ;
79 dK −= kap ( q , kk , aa , r − 1 . 0 e −6 ) ;
80 dK /= 2 . 0 e −6;
81 dH = −v ∗ ( 1 . 0 / r − dK / K) − u ∗ ( kk ∗ K − mm / r / r ) ;
82 r e t u r n dH ;
83 }
84
85 k1 = h ∗ df ( kk , aa , mm, q , r , u , v ) ;
86 k2 = h ∗ df ( kk , aa , mm, q , r + h / 2 . 0 , u , v + k1 / 2 . 0 ) ;
87 k3 = h ∗ df ( kk , aa , mm, q , r + h / 2 . 0 , u , v + k2 / 2 . 0 ) ;
88 k4 = h ∗ df ( kk , aa , mm, q , r + h , u , v + k3 ) ;
89
90 r e t u r n ( k1 + 2 . 0 ∗ k2 + 2 . 0 ∗ k3 + k4 ) / 6 . 0 ;
91 }
92
93 / / main c o m p u t a t i o n
94 s t a t i c do ub l e complex r e f l ( d oub l e q , d oub l e k , d ou b l e a , i n t per ,
95 do ub l e ∗ r a d )
96 {
97 do ub l e complex J , Y, H, dJ , dY , dH , tm , dg , g ;
98 do ub l e complex u , v , du , dv , K, dK , ds ;
99 do ub l e aa , mm, kk , r , c , dr , n , w, D, T , S ;
100 i n t p , m;
101
102 aa = a ∗ a ;
103 kk = k ∗ k ;
104 T = 1 . 0 e −9;
105 g = 0 . 0 ;
106
107 / / f p r i n t f ( s t d o u t , ” q %.3 e k %.3 f a %.3 f \n ” , q , k , a ) ;
108
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109 f o r (m = 0 ; ; m++) {
110 mm = ( do ub l e ) (m ∗ m) ;
111 r = 1 . 0 e −4;
112 dr = 5 . 0 e −6;
113 c = 0 ;
114
115 / / i n i t i a l f i e l d d e t e r m i n e d from B e s s e l f u n c t i o n
116 u = g s l s f b e s s e l J n (m, k ∗ r / s q r t ( aa ) ) ;
117 v = g s l s f b e s s e l J n (m, k ∗ r / s q r t ( aa ) + dr ) ;
118 v −= g s l s f b e s s e l J n (m, k ∗ r / s q r t ( aa ) ) ;
119 v /= dr ;
120
121 / / f i x e d s t e p s i z e
122 dr = 1 . 0 e −7;
123
124 f o r ( p = 0 ; ; p++) {
125 K = kap ( q , kk , aa , r ) ;
126 dK = kap ( q , kk , aa , r + 1 . 0 e −6 ) ;
127 dK −= kap ( q , kk , aa , r − 1 . 0 e −6 ) ;
128 dK /= 2 . 0 e −6;
129
130 i f ( c r e a l (K) < 0 . 0 )
131 c = r ;
132 i f ( c r e a l (K) > 1 . 0 − 1 . 0 e−3)
133 b r e a k ;
134
135 du = dr ∗ v ;
136
137 i f ( p e r )
138 dv = rk4 H ( kk , aa , mm, q , r , dr , u , v ) ;
139 e l s e dv = r k 4 E ( kk , aa , mm, q , r , dr , u , v ) ;
140
141 u += du ;
142 v += dv ;
143 r += dr ;
144 }
145
146 / / b e s s e l , f i r s t k ind
147 J = g s l s f b e s s e l J n (m, k ∗ r ) ;
148 dJ = g s l s f b e s s e l J n (m, k ∗ r + 1 . 0 e −6 ) ;
149 dJ −= g s l s f b e s s e l J n (m, k ∗ r − 1 . 0 e −6 ) ;
150 dJ /= 2 . 0 e −6;
151
152 / / b e s s e l , second k ind
153 Y = g s l s f b e s s e l Y n (m, k ∗ r ) ;
154 dY = g s l s f b e s s e l Y n (m, k ∗ r + 1 . 0 e −6 ) ;
155 dY −= g s l s f b e s s e l Y n (m, k ∗ r − 1 . 0 e −6 ) ;
156 dY /= 2 . 0 e −6;
157
158 / / hanke l , f i r s t k ind
159 H = J + I ∗ Y;
160 dH = dJ + I ∗ dY ;
161
162 i f ( p e r )
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163 tm = −(k ∗ dJ ∗ u − J ∗ v ) / (H ∗ v − k ∗ dH ∗ u ) ;
164 e l s e tm = +( k ∗ dJ ∗ u − J ∗ v ) / (H ∗ v − k ∗ dH ∗ u ) ;
165
166 dg = tm ∗ cos ( ( do ub l e )m ∗ M PI ) ;
167 i f (m > 0) dg ∗= 2 . 0 ;
168 g += dg ;
169
170 f p r i n t f ( s t d o u t , ” p %d c %.4 f r %.4 f K %.6 f \n ” ,
171 p , c , r , c r e a l (K ) ) ;
172
173 i f (m == 0) {
174 r a d [ 0 ] = c ;
175 r a d [ 1 ] = r ;
176 }
177
178 i f ( c abs ( dg ) / cabs ( g ) < 1 . 0 e−5)
179 b r e a k ;
180 }
181
182 f p r i n t f ( s t d o u t , ”m %2d g %.6 f ,%.6 f \n ” , m, c r e a l ( g ) , cimag ( g ) ) ;
183 r e t u r n g ;
184 }
185
186 / / c a l l e d by m u l t i p l e t h r e a d s t h r o u g h l i s t w o r k
187 vo id work ( s t r u c t w o r k s ∗work )
188 {
189 do ub l e complex g ;
190 do ub l e r a d [ 2 ] = { 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 } ;
191
192 g = r e f l ( work−>q , work−>k , work−>a , work−>p , r a d ) ;
193
194 work−>g = cabs ( g ) ;
195 work−>h = c a r g ( g ) ;
196 work−>c = r a d [ 0 ] ;
197 work−>b = r a d [ 1 ] ;
198
199 f p r i n t f ( s t d o u t , ”%e %f %f %f %f %f \n ” , work−>q , work−>a ,
200 work−>g , work−>h , work−>c , work−>b ) ;
201 }
202
203 / / s o r t s e n t r i e s f o r p r i n t i n g
204 i n t s o r t ( s t r u c t w o r k s ∗one , s t r u c t w o r k s ∗ two )
205 {
206 i f ( one−>q < two−>q )
207 r e t u r n −1;
208 i f ( one−>q > two−>q )
209 r e t u r n +1;
210
211 i f ( one−>a < two−>a )
212 r e t u r n −1;
213 i f ( one−>a > two−>a )
214 r e t u r n +1;
215
216 r e t u r n 0 ;
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217 }
218
219 / / p r i n t r e s u l t s
220 i n t e a c h ( s t r u c t w o r k s ∗work , FILE ∗ fp )
221 {
222 f p r i n t f ( fp , ”%d %e %e %e %+e %e %e \n ” , work−>p , work−>q ,
223 work−>a , work−>g , work−>h , work−>c , work−>b ) ;
224 r e t u r n 0 ;
225 }
226
227 / / program e n t r y p o i n t
228 i n t main ( vo id )
229 {
230 do ub l e q , aa , k , w, x ;
231 do ub l e complex g ;
232 s t r u c t w o r k s ∗work ;
233 s t r u c t l i s t s ∗ l i s t ;
234 FILE ∗ fp ;
235 i n t p ;
236
237 l i s t = l i s t i n i t ( ) ;
238
239 i f ( ( fp = fopen ( ” kappa . o u t ” , ”w” ) ) == NULL)
240 PANIC ( ) ;
241
242 / / l oop ove r r a n g e s o f i n t e r e s t
243 f o r ( q = 1 2 . 0 ; q <= 1 7 . 0 ; q += 0 . 5 )
244 f o r ( x = −3 .00 ; x <= + 1 . 3 0 ; x += 0 . 0 5 )
245 f o r ( p = 0 ; p < 2 ; p++) {
246 work = mem al loc ( s i z e o f ( s t r u c t w o r k s ) ) ;
247 l i s t p u s h t a i l ( l i s t , work ) ;
248
249 / / ha rd code f o r 29 MHz, can be s c a l e d l a t e r
250 work−>k = 2 . 0 ∗ M PI ∗ 29 .850 e6 / C C ;
251 work−>a = pow ( 1 0 . 0 , x ) ;
252 work−>q = pow ( 1 0 . 0 , q ) ;
253 work−>p = p ;
254 }
255
256 l i s t w o r k ( l i s t , ( vo id ∗ ) work , NULL, 0 ) ;
257 l i s t s o r t ( l i s t , ( vo id ∗ ) s o r t , NULL, 0 ) ;
258 l i s t e a c h ( l i s t , ( vo id ∗ ) each , fp , 0 ) ;
259
260 f c l o s e ( fp ) ;
261 r e t u r n 0 ;
262 }
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